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Introduction

This study is an examination of the covenant theology of Zacharias Ursinus, which in
many ways broke new ground for the development of Federal Theology in the sixteenth
century with his introduction of the foedus naturale. For the first time in its development he
describes the prelapsarian economy to be covenantal and thus opens the way for a bicovenantal scheme to eventually become a distinctive feature of Reformed theology.

Through a comprehensive analysis of Ursinus’ works this study seeks to show that his
innovative doctrine of the covenant did not lead him to the legalism and speculative theology
of which many scholars of the last several decades accuse him. The burden of this thesis is to
prove that, at least as far as Ursinus is concerned, the twofold covenant of nature and grace is
a theology of divine grace. Understood within the larger framework of his theological system
Ursinus’ doctrine of the covenant does not evidence a move away from sovereign grace and
towards legalism nor does it originate from some overly rationalistic scholastic speculation.
Instead, it will be argued that Ursinus’ groundbreaking idea of the ‘covenant of nature’
naturally and organically emerged from his own theological system that was steeped in
federalism, the law-gospel dichotomy, a thoroughgoing doctrine of double imputation and his
understanding of the natural knowledge of God. Furthermore, we will argue that his bicovenantal scheme, while certainly original, was not out of accord with the preceding
generation of Reformed theologians but was in keeping with the character and content of the
theological system he inherited. The perspective of this study takes a different path of
interpretation than Ursinus’ critics and seeks to demonstrate that his provisional twofold
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covenant illuminates rather than confuses the gracious nature of the Reformed gospel that
was passed down to him from the first generation Reformers.

Background to the Study
Zacharias Ursinus has long been considered a key figure in the early development of
the Reformed covenant theology and yet no sustained and focused analysis of his doctrine of
the covenant has been attempted to date. Such an examination will naturally explore his
explicit teaching on the doctrine of the covenant while understanding and appreciating it
within the larger framework of his theological system and methodology. While scholars
generally agree that Ursinus was the first to view the prelapsarian state of man covenantally,
there is little agreement on whether or not this was a favorable addition to the development of
Reformed theology. Many scholars do not perceive this move towards a bi-covenantal
scheme to be in keeping with the gracious and humanistic teaching of the early Reformers,
most notably, John Calvin. Curiously, much of the literature produced in the past several
decades tended to look to Calvin as the primary, if not sole, standard by which to judge the
subsequent Reformed Scholastics. The current study recognizes and appreciates the more
recent scholarship which has sought to balance this prevailing assumption by arguing that
Calvin was only one of any number of theologians who shaped the thinking of the second and
third generations of Reformed Theologians. Nevertheless, this study is wrapped up in the
larger debate which has become known as ‘Calvin versus the Calvinists.’ According to this
‘Calvin versus the Calvinists’ debate the later Reformed theologians of the sixteenth and
seventeenth centuries diverged from Calvin’s humanistic and gracious theology to a more
rigid and rationalistic form of scholasticism which inevitably led to a legalistic understanding
of the gospel. Whereas in the past, Theodore Beza received the brunt of these negative
assessments, Ursinus is now often a target for this thesis as well.
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Generally speaking, those who maintain the ‘Calvin versus Calvinist’ thesis have
identified a number of reasons for the presence of this supposed gulf that exists between the
first and later generations. One of the main places this gulf is perceived is in what appears to
be the overly speculative formulation of the doctrine of God by the Reformers of the later
generations. The accusation is generally made that a doctrine of the Trinity that is relegated
to the end of one’s theology proper arises out of philosophical construal rather than God’s
revelation found in Scripture. Therefore, an analysis of Ursinus’ doctrine of God will be our
starting point as we seek to demonstrate Ursinus’ doctrine of God is not the result of logical
conclusions drawn from philosophical speculation, but is drawn from the Scriptures which
reveal the Triune God. Furthermore, the increased reliance upon scholastic methodology and
the use of reason, such as was generally present in the Medieval Roman Catholic theologians,
is also considered to be a leading cause of the gulf that exists between the generations. Such
philosophical rationalism is thought to lead naturally to a speculative doctrine of God which
is far removed from the Trinitarian God revealed in the Bible. Finally, the emergence of a
doctrine of the natural knowledge of God is thought by many to be what led the later
Calvinists towards a natural theology.

Another primary reason given to support the ‘Calvin versus the Calvinists’ thesis is
the emergence of what many perceive to be a latent legalism within Reformed theology. In
large measure this is seen as the result of the emergence of a bi-covenantal scheme of which
Ursinus is considered to be the originator. Therefore, an analysis of his covenant thought will
be provided in order to demonstrate that the charge of legalism does not hold weight when
one considers Ursinus’ thought more carefully. Additionally, those who observe a wide gulf
between Calvin and the Calvinists believe that the placing of nature before grace and law
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before gospel leads to a legalistic understanding of salvation. The doctrine of imputed
righteousness is also perceived to be inimical to Reformed theology, making the doctrine of
salvation too rigidly forensic in nature. Each one of these critiques leveled against the
Reformed Scholastics generally, could be applied to Ursinus specifically, who at least at a
first reading would seem to confirm all of these concerns. However, the thesis of the present
study is that Ursinus’ bi-covenantal scheme does not arise from or lead him to a natural
theology or cause him to form a legalistic understanding of the gospel. Even though he
clearly taught imputed righteousness, used a more scholastic approach to the doctrine of God
and believed that there was a natural knowledge of God this reappraisal hopes to demonstrate
how Ursinus’ doctrine of the covenant does not support the ‘Calvin versus the Calvinists’
thesis.

Related to these issues, is the question of what led Ursinus to postulate such an
innovative idea as a covenant of nature, albeit in a provisional and not thoroughly expounded
manner. A tentative answer to this will be offered in this thesis. Historically speaking,
numerous theories have been put forward as to whom Ursinus is indebted for conceiving of
this duality of the covenant. While certainty is not possible, our research contends that it
stems historically from Melanchthon, Peter Martyr and John Calvin. Theologically speaking,
we will argue that his bi-covenantal system arose as a corollary to his strong law-gospel
distinction which he very likely inherited from Melanchthon. In other words, it was only
logical in his mind for the law to find its covenantal correspondent in his covenant of nature,
since the gospel had already found its covenantal correspondent in the covenant of grace.
Furthermore, his understanding of the two covenants was profoundly influenced by his
pervasive federalism which saw all humanity as federally united to either Adam or Christ, the
Last Adam. For Ursinus, the imputed disobedience of the first Adam was the ground of
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mankind’s sin and therefore the imputed obedience of the Last Adam served as the ground
for the justification of believers. Another factor which led him to offer this bi-covenantal
structure of the Scriptures was his understanding of the prelapsarian economy as being a
conditional and probationary state. It appears from the evidence presented in this study that
Ursinus saw a vital connection between his federalism, his law-gospel hermeneutic and his
doctrine of the imputation of Adam’s sin and of Christ’s righteousness. Only his doctrine of
the covenant did not fit this dual scheme. It was only then a small step for him to conceive of
a legal and natural covenant which served to govern the prelapsarian economy. While these
connections are not explicitly made by Ursinus himself, most likely because his bi-covenantal
system is so provisional, it is apparent that his thinking on these issues influenced his
covenantal approach and is perhaps what led him to conceive of the pioneering idea of a
conditional covenant of nature.

The Parameters of the Study
Our approach will be both systematic and historical. The systematic questions will
consume the majority of the study’s attention but the historical questions and findings will
provide a broader context in which to evaluate the systematic findings. We anticipate that
examining his work in this manner will provide a more credible case when seeking to draw
conclusions from the underdeveloped and unsystematized doctrine of the covenant that is
found in Ursinus. An analysis of his thought on doctrines such as justification and the natural
law is designed to provide evidence that his bi-covenantal scheme did not arise out of
nowhere or out of curious speculation, but it arose organically out of his thinking on these
other heads of doctrine as he sought to apply them to his understanding of the covenant. At
points where connections can be made, we will attempt to offer a picture of the historical
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context and the literary similarity observed between Ursinus and those who influenced his
thinking on these matters.

It is our hope to offer a reappraisal of the originator of the twofold covenant idea in an
effort to add in some modest measure to the collective scholarship which has preceded this
study. When certain topics cannot be addressed in greater detail, effort will be made to point
the reader in the direction of helpful resources which more specifically address those matters.

The Outline of the Study
The first three chapters provide an understanding of the historical background of
Ursinus’ life and work itself, as well as providing a survey of the history of scholarship on the
doctrine of the covenant as found in Ursinus. Chapter one simply provides a brief
biographical sketch of the details of Ursinus’ life, education and work. This chapter helps
provide context for the reader so that when historical facts about Ursinus’ life are referred to
in the body of the thesis there will be no need to interrupt the flow of the argument in order to
give biographical information. The second chapter provides a theological biography of
Ursinus with a view toward understanding his methodology, the basic outline of the
significant works in which he expounds the covenant and where much of his scholarly
attention was devoted throughout his career. This chapter is necessary so that the reader has
a better understanding of the full context and extent of Ursinus’ vast writings. It reveals more
specifically the debates and issues in which he found himself embroiled and perhaps gives us
some insight as to why his doctrine of the covenant was not given more sustained attention in
his writings. A secondary literature survey is provided in the third chapter with a focus on
previous scholars’ contributions to our understanding of Ursinus’ doctrine of the covenant as
well as how the thesis of this study fits into the larger, ‘Calvin versus the Calvinists’ debate.
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In the fourth chapter the main body of the thesis begins with an examination of
Ursinus’ doctrine of God. Here we addresses whether or not Ursinus’ doctrine of God tended
towards a rigid scholasticism and an overly speculative approach. Ursinus believed the
doctrine of God to be ‘one of the chief articles of the faith’ and that if one goes wrong with it
all ‘the other parts of the faith easily fall to pieces.’1 If it is established that he has taught a
speculative and flawed doctrine of God, as is thought by some scholars, then it would be
conceivable that one might postulate that his ‘speculative’ idea of the prelapsarian covenant
of nature stems from a flawed doctrine of God. If Ursinus’ theology proper can be deemed
overly speculative and grounded more in philosophy than Scripture, he becomes an easy
target for the ‘Calvin versus the Calvinists’ thesis. The charge that his bi-covenantal scheme
was a foreign construct and grounded more in his philosophical speculation rather than in the
revealed word of God would be easily made if this same charge can be laid against his
doctrine of God. Certainly one must acknowledge Ursinus’ greater reliance on philosophical
arguments relative to Calvin and other early Reformers. However, after observing and
analyzing why and how he uses them we argue that philosophy always takes a back seat to
the Scriptures in Ursinus’ theology. The presence of proofs in addition to him not beginning
with the doctrine of the Trinity do not necessarily lead to a rationalistic rather than Christian
conception of God. Our research will show that Ursinus’ doctrine of God is thoroughly
grounded in the Scriptures. In the final analysis, while Ursinus’ theology proper does differ
in structure and style from Calvin and the more humanistic reformers, it does not differ in
substance.

1

Ursinus, Zacharias, Commentary on the Heidelberg Catechism, trans. G.W. Williard (Phillipsburg: Presbyterian and Reformed Publishing Company, 1852) 324-25. All quotations from Ursinus’ commentary will be taken
from Williard’s translation unless otherwise specified. Hereafter, Commentary.
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The fifth chapter examines Ursinus’ understanding of the natural knowledge of God
and reveals how foundational his thinking was on this doctrine to his formulation of a
covenant of nature. It appears that his innovative doctrine of a two-fold covenant at least in
part arose out of his affirmation of an objective natural knowledge of God. We attempt to
understand his view of the relationship between the knowledge of God gained philosophically
and theologically and to ascertain what he believes can be known through general revelation
and natural law. The argument of the chapter is that Ursinus manifestly articulated a doctrine
of the natural knowledge of God but it did not lead him to the natural theology developed
among Roman Catholics which has so often be criticized among Reformed theologians.

Ursinus believed that fallen man was capable of gaining knowledge of God through
the use of philosophy and theology. Philosophy, according to Ursinus, is not something
outside of God and independent of him, but it is the gift of God. However, philosophical
knowledge of God is severely limited and incomplete. It is ignorant of God’s special
revelation given in his word and therefore only leaves fallen man condemned. Ursinus’
teaching on the natural knowledge of God was always subordinated under a revealed
theology. He perceived a testimony of the knowledge of God that is outside of man which is
found in God’s general revelation, namely his works of creation and providence, and there is
a testimony inside man through the natural law which is engraven on the heart. These
testimonies are both objective and knowable to a certain extent because Ursinus believed
there still remains some spark of the divine image in man. As a result of the Fall however,
the knowledge gained through general revelation and natural law only renders mankind
without excuse.
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After laying the groundwork that Ursinus’ doctrine of God is not born out of an
overly speculative approach to theology and that his teaching on the natural knowledge of
God does not lead him to postulate a natural theology we move directly to his teaching on the
covenant in general in the sixth chapter. Here we focus primarily on his teaching on the
covenant of grace since this is where his thought on the covenant is most systematic and
thorough. Due to the fact that many scholars place more weight on Ursinus’ Commentary on
the Heidelberg Catechism (hereafter HC) and less on his Summa Theologiae per
quaestionibus & Responsionibus exposita (hereafter Summa), we begin the chapter seeking to
establish the equal legitimacy that should be afforded to both when seeking to understand his
doctrine of the covenant. Moving directly into perhaps the most difficult hurdle for the thesis
we discuss what Ursinus meant by speaking of the “mutuality” of the covenant. Even though
the language of “mutuality” is unclear and understandably leads one to a conclusion that it
led to the introduction of conditionality and legalism, we found that Ursinus did not intend to
communicate a mutual equality between the two parties of the covenant. For Ursinus, the
covenant is one-sided in its initiation and confirmation but two-sided (mutual) in its
application. God graciously but actively bestows forgiveness and righteousness and man
passively receives it by faith which is a free gift of God.

The conditionality of the covenant of grace is discussed next, where it becomes evident that the only antecedent condition is faith, which Ursinus taught was the free gift of God.
Because he defines covenant as “reconciliation” and clearly teaches that reconciliation is the
sovereign work of God alone all notions of a legalistic conditionality found in his covenant
thought are tenuous at best. The obligation placed on one who has come into the covenant of
grace is new obedience which is clearly a response to and not the ground of reconciliation. In
his Commentary the emphasis is on the unity and singularity of the covenant. This fact
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should not be interpreted to mean that he changed his views with regards to the bi-covenantal
system found in the Summa. Instead it only reveals that he is speaking about the one covenant of grace which spans the two testaments. His goal here was not to discuss the relationship of the covenant situation before and after the Fall but before and after Christ.

The seventh chapter is an analysis of Ursinus’ teaching on the prelapsarian covenant
which he calls the ‘covenant of nature’ and attempts to show how it relates to his
understanding of the covenant of grace. We conclude that the entrance of a legal and natural
covenant before the covenant of grace did not inevitably lead him to a synergistic conception
of the gospel. A systematic articulation of the bi-covenantal scheme is not found in his
works, but the idea is woven throughout the fabric of his thought. We seek to demonstrate
that his language of ‘covenant of nature’ is not merely a passing phrase but a theological
assumption that undergirds his soteriology. Ursinus’ conception of this covenant of nature
does not reveal an incipient legalism despite the fact that law is placed before gospel and
nature is placed before grace. It emerged from his reflection on the law-gospel hermeneutic
which he then applied to the covenant. Moreover, his conception of the prelapsarian state as
conditional and probationary, along with his pervasive federalism, led him to speak of the
conditional economy of the Garden of Eden. Because he taught the unconditional nature of
the covenant of grace so clearly, he may have conceived of the situation with Adam before
the Fall as a different covenant. This covenant of nature does not downplay or diminish
sovereign grace in Ursinus’ soteriology because the Last Adam sovereignly and graciously
fulfills this original covenant. The covenant of grace then, is gracious, not because God goes
against his immutable and perfect law (covenant of nature) but because Christ fulfills its
stipulations. Christ ushers in the covenant of grace, not by completely abrogating or
neglecting the covenant of nature, but by fulfilling it.
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Ursinus’ doctrine of justification is examined in the final chapter because according to
him, “satisfaction and righteousness” (Summa 134, 135) are necessary because of God’s
unchangeable ‘covenant’ made in creation. Christ’s satisfaction given on the cross (passive
obedience) and Christ’s righteousness (active obedience) must be imputed to the believer in
order for God’s immutable justice to be upheld and his everlasting mercy to be extended to
sinners. Just as the two covenants give proper weight to the equally important aspects of
God’s justice and grace, so does his doctrine of double imputation. We begin by arguing
against the majority of scholars and assert that Ursinus actually does teach a double
imputation. Christ’s obedience, according to Ursinus was rendered not for himself but for the
believer and this righteousness imputed to believers was the ground of the sinner’s
justification before a holy God. Ursinus’ law-gospel hermeneutic and his federalism
naturally embrace the doctrine of double imputation. The first Adam failed the first covenant
due to his disobedience to its legal and conditional demands, but the Final Adam upheld the
covenant by his obedience to its legal demands. If Adam’s disobedience was the cause of
humanity’s condemnation, Christ’s obedience was the ground of the new humanity’s
justification.

Thesis Statement
This brief summary of the subsequent chapters anticipates the thesis of this study,
namely that the introduction of a bi-covenantal scheme did not pervert the gratuitous nature
of the gospel Ursinus inherited from his Reformed predecessors. Moreover, the innovation of
such an original concept did not arise out of an overly speculative approach to theology, but
arose organically out of his thinking on such topics as the law-gospel dichotomy, the federal
headship of the two Adams, the necessity of Christ’s imputed righteousness and the natural
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knowledge of God. A closer acquaintance with the content of Ursinus’ teaching on these
ideas will show that his theological distinctives and innovations are thoroughly Calvinistic,
monergistic and avoid the legalism that is so often equated with the bi-covenantal scheme.
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Chapter One
Zacharias Ursinus: His Life and Times2

Born on July 18, 1534 in Breslau, Austria, Zacharias (Bär) Ursinus3 grew up in a
home and a city that was already deeply influenced by the teaching of the Reformers. His
father, Caspar Bär, a native of Neustadt, was a man who suffered both from physical ill
health and depression. His son inherited these twin afflictions which were at least partly
responsible for his well known melancholy. The Bär family were no strangers to church life
as Caspar was deeply involved as a deacon and occasionally filled the pulpit in their home
church, St. Elizabeth Church. Of his mother, Anna Bär, who died when Zacharias was still
young, little is known, though he, his father and his younger sister continued to live with his
maternal grandmother in relatively modest circumstances in Breslau.

By the time Ursinus was born, Protestant Reformation theology, particularly a
Lutheranism of the Melanchthonian persuasion, had already made significant inroads in
Breslau. Thus, it is not surprising that Zacharias was born into a Lutheran home where he
was taught Reformation theology. The family’s pastor, Ambrosius Moibanus, was largely
responsible for introducing the Reformation in Breslau. As a moderate Melanchthonian he
composed his own catechism (1533) by which Ursinus would have likely been catechized as
a young boy. The extent to which this catechism influenced Ursinus’ theology is not agreed

2

For the only English biography of Ursinus see, Derk Visser, Zacharias Ursinus, the Reluctant Reformer: His
Life and Times (New York: United Church Press, 1983); Also Visser’s ‘Zacharias Ursinus’ in Jill Raitt, Shapers
of Religious Tradition in Germany, Switzerland and Poland 1560 1600 (New Haven: Yale UP, 1981) 121–39.
3
“Ursinus” is the Latinized form of his German family name Bär.
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upon by his biographers but that it did have a formative influence on him is mostly accepted.4
Whether or not it served as a literary source for the Heidelberg Catechism (hereafter, HC), of
which Ursinus was the primary author, is also debated but its emphasis on the comfort of the
gospel is clearly evidenced in Ursinus’ catechisms.5

The young Ursinus studied at the St. Elizabeth Gymnasium in Breslau and proved to
be a highly gifted and diligent student with a special facility in Latin. Finishing his studies by
the age of fifteen he turned his sights towards Wittenberg. It is not known if Ursinus looked
elsewhere to pursue further his studies but it would have only been natural for him to desire
an education in Wittenberg where he would have the opportunity to study with Melanchthon.

With the financial help of John Crato, a close friend, and a grant from the City
Counsel of Breslau, Zacharias enrolled at Wittenberg University on April 30, 1550. His
financial support from the City Council stipulated that he return to his hometown to teach
when his studies were completed. Martin Luther had died only four years prior to his arrival
at Wittenberg and now Melanchthon was the champion theologian of the University. For
seven years Ursinus’ theological education was shaped by the teaching of Melanchthon, who
himself was already becoming more sympathetic to Calvin’s doctrine of the sacraments and
thus he became the target of many strict Lutherans who dubbed him and his followers as
crypto-Calvinists. Ursinus had not only earned Melanchthon’s respect as a bright student and
budding theologian but also won his affection as a trusted friend. His acumen as a student
and theologian was evident to both students and faculty alike. Mostly keeping to himself and
his studies and avoiding the rowdy life of university students he gives the impression that he
4

J.I. Good, The Heidelberg Catechism in Its Newest Light (Philadelphia: Publication and Sunday School Board
of the Reformed Church in the United States, 1914) 85ff; Erdmann Sturm, Der Junge Zacharias Ursin: Sein
Weg vom Philippismus zum Calvinismus (1534–1562) (Neukirchen: Neukirchner Verlag, 1972).
5
For a discussion of the connection between Moibanus’ catechism and the HC see, Good, op. cit. 80-101.
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was indeed more inclined to a reclusive temperament. These seven years exposed Ursinus to
the Calvinism that his mentor was moving towards and that he would come to fully embrace.
Melanchthon had already been in correspondence with Calvin for years and their letters,
while not always friendly, did develop what one author has called an ‘epistolary friendship.’6
His studies at Wittenberg also opened his eyes to the staunch Lutheranism that was leveling a
series of attacks against his mentor over his contribution to the Leipzig Interim (1548), a
temporizing formula of the Augsburg Interim (1548) which was designed to reestablish
religious unity between Catholics and Protestants in Germany. It is this brand of
Lutheranism that Ursinus would reluctantly find himself battling the remainder of his life.
After he completed his studies in Wittenberg in 1557 Ursinus embarked on a study tour that
would further shape his growing Reformed convictions.

Ursinus had proven himself to be such a loyal friend to Melanchthon that he was
asked to be his mentor’s guest at the Colloquy of Worms in 1557. This was to mark the
beginning of his tour of learning which led him to some of the more significant cities of the
Reformation where he came into contact with many of the major figures of the movement.7
Following his time with Melanchthon at Worms he ventured into the Rhine valley stopping in
Strasbourg then Basel where he met with Sebastian Castellio, the one time ally of Calvin but
whose views on predestination, the canonicity of the Song of Solomon and his unique views
on Christ’s descent into hell caused a major division between the two. From Basel he made
his way to Zürich where he became acquainted with Peter Martyr Vermigli and Heinrich

6

Wengert, Timothy. “‘We will Feast Together in Heaven Forever’: The Epistolary Friendship of John Calvin
and Philip Melanchthon.” in Karin Maag, ed., Melanchthon in Europe: His Work and Influence Beyond
Wittenberg (Grand Rapids: Baker Books, 1999) 19-44.
7
For a thorough account of this journey see, Erdman Sturm, op cit. 105–10. See also Visser, Zacharias
Ursinus: The Reluctant Reformer, 65-70 for a slightly different outline of Ursinus’ itinerary.
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Bullinger, both of whom came to be highly regarded by Ursinus.8 The next significant stop
was in Geneva where he met Theodore Beza and John Calvin who gave him a complimentary
copy of his works. He then proceeded to Paris where he stayed for four months to sharpen
his French and to study Hebrew under Jean Mercier. In April of 1558 he made his way back
through Geneva and Zurich where he spent additional time with Heinrich Bullinger and Peter
Martyr Vermigli. The mutual respect between Ursinus and Vermigli is evidenced by the fact
that, later in 1560, Ursinus would come to study with him for another year. In fact in a letter
written to Crato on October 6, 1560 Ursinus alludes to the fact that his admiration of
Vermigli had surpassed the admiration he held for Melanchthon.9 After that year Vermigli
had gained such admiration for the young theologian that he, and Hubert Languet,
Melanchthon’s trusted friend, commended Ursinus to Frederick III as suitable for the
Professorship in theology at the University of Heidelberg.10

When he returned to Wittenberg, he took to his studies again for a few months before
he was called back to Breslau in 1558 to make good on his promise to the City Council which
had helped fund his education. He was called to serve as Professor of Theology and Latin at
his alma mater, the St. Elizabeth School, which would later become the University of
Breslau. His time here would prove to be a formative for his developing theological
convictions as he increasingly became more comfortable with Calvinism. While he was ever
approaching a more Calvinistic view of the Lord’s Supper he found himself in the turmoil of

8

Gordon, Bruce. “Wary Allies: Melanchthon and the Swiss Reformers” in Maag, op. cit. 52–53, notes the
regular correspondence maintained between Bullinger and Melanchthon. Additionally, he highlights the fact
that Bullinger’s son Heinrich enrolled as a student at Wittenberg in 1555 and would have most likely become
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a Lutheran city which conversely was tending towards a higher Lutheranism. Although the
Breslau church was mostly sympathetic to Melanchthon when Ursinus left in 1550, it had
increasingly come to repudiate the man and his teachings due to the influence of the strict
Lutherans. His connections with the leading Reformed theologians he had met on his study
tour resulted in him being watched carefully by those in power. In addition, he was
considered a Philippist both because of his undisguised admiration for Melanchthon and
because of his use of his Examen ordinandorum in the classroom.11 In the midst of these
debates Ursinus wrote, for his own private use, his first theological work entitled, Theses
complectentes breviter et perspicue summam verae Doctrinae de Sacramentis.12 This work
caused the authorities in Breslau to become even more suspicious of his Calvinism. The
reason for these raised suspicions was due in part to the fact that his Theses was immediately
condemned by Tilemann Hesshuss, one of the leaders of the staunch Lutherans, who at that
time was in Heidelberg. The two men would have known one another from their days as
students at Wittenberg and would continue as bitter theological enemies until Ursinus’ death.
On the other hand, Ursinus’ Theses was highly commended by Melanchthon who said of it
that he had ‘never seen anything so brilliant as in this work.’ Melanchthon’s praise of the
Theses would certainly not have helped his reputation as a Philippist in Breslau. To add to
Ursinus’ pain in the midst of these unsolicited controversies, Melanchthon died. Compelled
by the rising pressure in Breslau and by the death of his mentor, Ursinus took a leave of
absence from his teaching post on April 26, 1560, only a week after Melanchthon’s death.
The City Council permitted his departure but with the proviso that he would return, which
never occurred.

11
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Leaving Breslau, Ursinus’ first stop was Wittenberg where friends encouraged him to
stay but with Melanchthon’s absence there was no strong motivation to remain. Having
already made up his mind to study with Peter Martyr, he set off for Zürich, arriving there on
October 3, 1560. The choice of Zürich seems to indicate his open embrace of Reformed
doctrine and would not have been looked upon favorably by those he left behind in Breslau.
While not much is known about this year’s stay in Zürich it is apparent that it was a
tremendous year of growth that seemed to be the final step to making him a thoroughgoing
Calvinist. Peter Martyr, of all the ‘learned and pious’ men under whom he studied, seemed to
have had the most profound influence upon Ursinus. It may not be too much to presume that
such a respite in an context where he was much more theologically comfortable would be
enormously formative for a man who had not only just come from the hostile debates in
Breslau but who had recently lost his mentor and friend.

While Ursinus was in Zurich two teaching posts became available at the University of
Heidelberg. This prompted correspondence between the University of Heidelberg and the
Zurich theologians. Frederick III needed to fill these two positions at his University because
they were recently vacated by Hesshuss and Klebitz who became such bitter enemies that the
Elector had no choice but to remove both of them from their posts. The two positions were
offered to Thomas Erastus, who accepted, and Peter Martyr, who declined due to his age and
poor health. In addition to Languet, Martyr highly recommended the young Zacharias
Ursinus to Heidelberg who had gained his attention as a promising theologian. Frederick III
extended the invitation to Ursinus who ultimately accepted it, but not without some anxiety.
Although he would have preferred to ‘find shelter in a quiet village’ his reluctance did not
hinder him. Ironically, Ursinus was the successor of the man who would be his lifetime
nemesis, Tilemann Hesshuss. Much to the Lutherans dismay, here at Heidelberg Ursinus
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would quickly become one of the major figures in the second generation of the Reformation,
championing a thoroughgoing Calvinism.

On September 9, 1561 he arrived in Heidelberg to take up his duties as rector and
teacher at the theological seminary aligned with the University named Sapience College.
Only a month later he enrolled as a doctoral student at the University and finished the
following year at which point he replaced Olevianus to teach dogmatics at the University.
Olevianus remained in Heidelberg but as a preacher in the pulpit of St. Peter’s Church and
then Church of the Holy Spirit. Arriving in Heidelberg at age 27, Ursinus would remain there
teaching, translating13 and preaching until 1568. To serve as the basis for his teaching
material he made use of the Strasbourg Catechism and his own Larger Catechism and his
notes on the HC. It was during these years that he produced much of his published work.14

Almost immediately upon Ursinus’ assumption of his duties as the Professor of
Dogmatics at the University (1562), Frederick III commissioned Ursinus and Olevianus15 to
compose a Reformed Catechism for the Palatinate church, which he hoped would serve as a
unifying document between the Lutherans and the Reformed. However, the HC produced the
opposite effect for upon its publication in 1563 Lutherans of almost all persuasions
immediately attacked it as ‘sacramentarian’.16 Ursinus, having won the confidence and
respect of the Elector, became the catechism’s chief apologist. Although it was immediately
repudiated by the Lutherans, it quickly won the praise of nearly the entire Reformed
community. In Heidelberg itself it quickly formed the basis for the entire theological
13
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curriculum at the University. All of the churches and schools in the Palatinate made it an
essential part of their church life as it catechized their members. Ursinus himself took over
the evening preaching at Olevianus’ church, now the Holy Spirit Church, in July, 1563 where
he expounded a portion of the catechism each Sunday. It was also his practice to instruct his
students with the HC, teaching through it once a year which he did until his death. He lived
and breathed this catechism being its chief author, expounder and defender for the remainder
of his life.

Outside of the Palatinate the HC was tremendously popular, being translated into
Latin, English, Dutch, French, Hebrew and Greek within the first couple of years of its
publication.17 At least 43 editions and translations were published between 1563 and 1600.
Heinrich Bullinger went so far as to laud the Catechism as the greatest ever written. Casper
Olevianus sent a copy of the catechism to John Calvin on April 3, 1563. Not coincidently, on
July 23, 1563 Calvin dedicated his commentary on Jeremiah to Frederick III with
exceedingly high praise for the Prince’s perseverance for ‘true Religion’ in the Palatinate.
Calvin omitted any direct reference to the HC, knowing that any such overt commendation
from his pen could only jeopardize its acceptance and use.18 However, it is likely that his
praise of Frederick III was prompted by the Palatinate catechism Calvin had just received
from Olevianus a few months earlier. Calvin’s correspondence reveals he was fully aware of
the immediate controversy the HC produced among the other German princes and so even
when commending the theologians of Heidelberg he omits their names. Near the end of his
dedication Calvin writes of Frederick, ‘...and you have some recompense for your
perseverance, for among the ornaments of your University are to be found some foreigners
17
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well known for their high character, whom it is unnecessary for me to name.’19 It would be
difficult to imagine that this endorsement was not meant for Ursinus and Olevianus. The
Catechism’s influence is further evidenced by the fact that even fifty-five years after its
release (1618-19) the Synod of Dort required subscription to it by all officers and it
subsequently became one of the three documents comprising the three forms of unity of the
Dutch Reformed church. Without question that the HC was Ursinus’ most lasting
contribution not only to the German Reformation but to the Reformed community scattered
throughout the Empire.

Ursinus spent the years 1563-68 lecturing at the University, expounding the HC and
reluctantly engaging in the polemics that followed its publication.20 In 1586 he relinquished
his position as Professor of Dogmatics to Jerome Zanchius. He then resumed his teaching at
Sapience College, continuing to teach through the HC. Upon Frederick’s death on October
26, 1576, his eldest son, Ludwig VI, took over power in the Palatinate. A Lutheran of firm
convictions, he made it his priority to rid the Palatinate of its Reformed pastors and the
University of its Reformed Professors. While not immediately removing the Palatinate
Kirchenrat (church council), Ludwig did act rapidly to remove Olevianus, whom he regarded
as the greatest threat to the re-establishment of Lutheranism. Olevianus was the first ousted
because Ludwig harbored a bitter hatred for Olevianus, perceiving him to be the primary
influence that moved his father to embrace Calvinism.21 Ursinus however remained at
Sapience for another year. This was a year of great turmoil for him because yet again he
found himself amongst the inhospitable Lutherans. His desire would have been to slip away
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to a quiet village to serve the Lord in private and yet he had nowhere to retreat and he was in
need of work.

The University of Bern contacted Ursinus during this tumultuous year (1577) offering
him a Professorship. This was not the first invitation to Ursinus, since earlier in his career, in
1571, the councilors in Bern had attempted to persuade him to teach at Lausanne. Again he
could not bring himself in 1577 to go to Bern out of a loyalty to John Casimir, Frederick III’s
third son, who did not wish him to leave Heidelberg.

While the Lutherans were gaining support for the newly published Book of Concord
John Casimir was making plans to establish unity amongst the Reformed theologians. After
long and bitter negotiations for power, Casimir and Ludwig each agreed to permit the other to
teach his own confession in their respective territories. The result was that Casimir was
granted freedom to continue his father’s Reformed theology in a small corner of the
Palatinate, the Pfalz-Lautern. Casimir’s main venue for accomplishing this goal was to create
a new school that would quickly become the place of refuge for many Reformed exiles.
Although Casimir wanted Ursinus to remain in Heidelberg to assert his influence, albeit
subversively, he knew that his dismissal by his brother Ludwig was inevitable.
Remembering that one of his father’s last requests was that he ‘hold onto Ursinus,’ Casimir
ensured Ursinus of a position at his new school as soon as he was dismissed from his post in
Heidelberg. On October 7, 1577 Ursinus moved to Neustadt having been dismissed from his
position at Heidelberg. He began to lecture on the prophet Isaiah at Casimir’s new school,
shamelessly called Casimirianum. Here he joined the ranks of many other former professors
at Heidelberg such as Zanchius, Junius, Tossanus, and Piscator and together they essentially
continued the teaching ministry they had had at Collegium Sapientiae.
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Almost immediately upon his arrival in Neustadt, Ursinus’ health declined
considerably. Although he battled one illness after another, Ursinus continued to accomplish
an extraordinary amount of work. He lectured on Isaiah in the school which became the basis
of his posthumously published commentary on the prophet. In addition to teaching on Isaiah,
he also taught in the Philosophy department where he vehemently opposed the method of
Peter Ramus. It was in these last years he wrote one of his most significant works, The
Admonition,22 a work written in opposition to the Book of Concord.

Just before John Casimir came into power in the Palatinate, Ursinus died at the age of
48 on March 6, 1583. Franciscus Junius delivered his funeral address with the highest
commendation of the man’s character, his work and his ability to teach and defend the true
doctrine of the church. His irenic temperament, tireless work ethic, keen mind and godly
character equipped him to be one of the chief fathers of the German Reformation.
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Chapter Two
Zacharias Ursinus: A Theological Biography
Introduction
In outlining a theological biography of Zacharias Ursinus our intention is to set his
works in their historical and theological context as well as to provide a broad outline of the
content and shape of the dogmatic works wherein most of his covenant thought is found.
Doing this will enable us to more accurately understand his covenant thought within the
larger context of those works that address the covenant. It will also provide a more credible
basis upon which to set the conclusions that flow from our detailed analysis that will follow
in the subsequent chapters. Providing this broader perspective safeguards one from proof
texting particular passages found in Ursinus’ works and forces one to have regard for the
larger context from which those passages are drawn. Furthermore, this chapter will address
his use of the scholastic method in more detail focusing on its legitimacy as well as its origin
and development. A survey such as this will also provide us with a greater appreciation as to
why he chose to write so extensively on certain doctrines, namely the Lord’s Supper, while
giving other doctrines he thought to be significant less exposition, namely the covenant.

Ursinus’ Opera and Other Published Works
As an admiring student of Ursinus, Quirinus Reuter took it upon himself at the behest
of Andreas Dudith to compile and edit Ursinus’ works. These were subsequently published
in Heidelberg in 1612 under the name Opera Theologica quibus orthodoxae Religionis capita
perspicui & breviter explicantur.1 Included in this massive three volume Opera are all of
Ursinus’ dogmatic and catechetical writings (vol. 1), his polemical works in response to the
1
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various controversies of his day (vol. 2) and his exegetical works (vol. 3). Dividing the three
volumes in this manner is not to be understood too strictly as there is obvious overlap
between his various writings. Outside of these 3,500 folio columns there are a few other
works published posthumously. Ursinus’ son published many of his shorter writings in a two
volume work entitled Volumen tractationem theologicarum (Neustadt, 1584-9)2 most of
which is found in his Opera. Another work published by his son entitled Uratislaviensis
Scholasticarum im materiis theologicis exercitationum liber (Neustadt, 1589)3 contains a
series of doctrinal arguments drawn from the Scriptures. Some of these shorter explanations
of particular passages of Scripture appear in his Opera.4 Ursinus also wrote two treatises
against Ramist philosophy that were appended to the 1586 edition of Aristotle’s work on
logic.5 In addition to these works he wrote numerous poems and hundreds of letters, mostly
to Johann Crato, who paid for his education.6

Ursinus’ Scholastic Methodology
In spite of the rising popularity of Ramist logic within the University of Heidelberg
during Ursinus’ tenure he continued to favor a modified Aristotelian logic. Ursinus’ writings
are characterized by his analytic approach to doctrine and evidence a use of the language of
the fourfold causality.7 A quick glance at his Commentary reveals how committed he was to
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the use of syllogisms, setting out premises, defending them and then rebutting objections.
These tools are utilized in many of his writings and are employed throughout his lifetime.8

Ursinus did not only naturally and consistently employ a form of Aristotelian logic
but he defended it against the rising tide of the popular philosophy of his day. Finding
himself in an intellectual arena that was becoming increasingly influenced at least in his
mind, by the revolutionary philosophy of Peter Ramus, Ursinus took it upon himself to
discredit Ramist thought altogether.9 Even though some of his colleagues were swayed by
the synthetic approach offered by Ramus there was no question in their minds as to who
possessed the sharpest analytic acumen at Heidelberg. Thus they respected Ursinus as the
foremost logician on the faculty.

An intensifying Aristotelianism can be observed by comparing his earlier writings
with the works produced later in his life. While he always employed an Aristotelian logic,
his increasing rigid argumentation may be the result of two different historical circumstances.
The first is the arrival of Peter Ramus at the University of Heidelberg. Having been
expatriated from France, forsaken his Catholic heritage and embraced the Protestant faith,
Ramus developed an interest in theology which eventually took him to Strasbourg, Basel,
Zurich and finally Heidelberg in the fall of 1569. His reputation amongst some Reformers
was on the rise and even among some of the professors at Heidelberg he found a warm
reception including Olevianus, Boquin, J. Alting, Dathenus, Junius and Tremellius. His
presence at the University caused a tremendous stir amongst the faculty and students since

8
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Heidelberg had long employed the tools provided by Aristotelian logic.10 In response to
these controversies Ursinus used his Aristotelianism to combat Ramus’ influence. The
second factor that may have contributed to what seems like a more rigid form of Aristotelian
methodology towards the end of his career is the constant and brutal debates he found himself
in against the Lutherans and Gnesio-Lutherans11 over the Lord’s Supper and the doctrine of
the Trinity.12 The majority of his polemical works were written in response to attacks made
on his theology of the Supper and were designed to carefully and systematically address the
arguments at hand.

Up until approximately two decades ago, scholarship has given a pejorative definition
to this type of scholasticism both in its Catholic and Protestant manifestations. Viewed as an
excessively speculative form of Aristotelianism, Reformed Scholasticism was faulted for
allowing methodology to aversely affect theology. In other words, using the scholastic
approach necessitated certain theological conclusions. This once lopsided discussion sought
to equate a particular philosophy (i.e. Aristotelianism) with certain unfavorable theological
conclusions. But through the work of more recent scholarship this oversimplification of the
issues has faced strong criticism.13 The field has seen the prevailing opinion seriously
challenged as these scholars have shown that the term scholasticism has more to do with
methodological practice than theological conclusions and is not a conflation of method and
content. The scholastic methodology utilized by many second and third generation
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Reformers is a form of argumentation in which doctrine drawn from Scripture can be clearly
deduced but does not necessarily carry with it a harsh rationalism.14

An appreciation for the scholastic method that did not subvert Scripture but served it
is clearly seen in Ursinus. In the prolegomena of his Commentary he addresses the
differences between philosophy and the doctrine of the church while maintaining the
usefulness of philosophy as it serves to illumine the Scriptures.15 Ursinus was a convinced
Aristotelian whose theology was not determined or controlled by his philosophical
persuasions but by his commitment to Scripture. The continual refrain throughout many of
his writings is drawn from I Thessalonians 5:21, ‘but test everything; hold fast to what is
good.’16

Historical Context
In order to properly understand Ursinus’ voluminous writings in their own right,
proper attention must be given to the Sitz im Leben in which they were written. Space
constraints allow for only the briefest of historical sketches. The majority of his works were
written after his slow conversion to the Reformed faith from his previously held Lutheran
convictions. His move to the University at Heidelberg placed him, now a convinced
Calvinist, within a predominately Lutheran context. While the Palatinate was itself a
Reformed safe haven as a result of the elector Frederick III’s influence, it was surrounded by
Lutherans and Gnesio-Lutherans on all sides. Those of the Reformed persuasion did not
share in the privilege of peace afforded to both Catholics and Lutherans under the Peace of
14
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Augsburg (1555). Due to the political autonomy of the German states, Frederick III, a
Calvinist himself, was able to create a Reformed sanctuary in the Palatinate. Several of the
faculty members at the University were refugees including, Daniel Tossanus from
Montbéliard, Peter Boquin and Peter Dathenus from France and Hieronymus Zanchi and
Immanuel Tremellius from Italy.17

Finding himself the enemy not only of the acerbic Gnesio-Lutherans under the
leadership of Flacius Illyricus and Tilemann Hesshuss but also of the more moderate
Lutherans such as Jacob Andreae, Johann Brenz, Nikolaus Selnecker and Martin Chemnitz,
Ursinus was forced to defend his Reformed faith at every turn. This was due in part to his
significant involvement in the writing of the much-despised Heidelberg Catechism (1563)
which both the Lutherans and Gnesio-Lutherans vehemently attacked. Ursinus found himself
in the position representing the faculty at the University of Heidelberg in order to clarify and
defend the sacramental teaching found in the HC. Therefore, it is no surprise that a major
portion of Ursinus’ writings is dedicated to defending the Reformed teaching on the
sacrament of the Lord’s Supper.18 These sacramental debates peaked at three points; first
with the publication of the HC19, second at the Colloquy of Maulbronn (1564)20 and third
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with the publication of the Book of Concord (1577).21 Ursinus wrote extensively at each of
these points as well as on other occasions22 in an attempt to clarify his view and the view of
the German Reformed Church on such matters as the meaning of Christ’s ascension, the
corporeal presence of Christ in the Lord’s Supper and the ubiquity of Christ. Although
Ursinus would have preferred to avoid the polemics into which he had been pulled, he found
himself continually drawn into them because of the accusations of his opponents and because
he was being asked to defend the Palatinate’s Calvinism by Frederick III.

Ursinus was not only engaged with the Lutherans in debate regarding the Lord’s
Supper, but he also defended his Reformed convictions from the other side – against the
Anabaptists. While he believed the Lutheran doctrine of the Eucharist did not reform the
Roman Catholic doctrine of transubstantiation enough, he believed the Anabaptist had gone
too far and had stripped the signs of the sacraments naked. Against them, he wrote several
works.23
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In light of the exorbitant time and intellectual energy Ursinus put into his polemics
against the Lutherans, it is not surprising that we do not have more positive dogmatic works
from him. When we consider the question of why his doctrine of the covenant was so
provisional and was not given more sustained attention, these realities must be kept in mind.
Although it would be a gross overstatement to assert that this was primarily due to his work
being devoted elsewhere, namely in Lutheran polemics, it would be hard not to affirm that
this was at least one of the reasons which might explain why he did not develop a more
extensive doctrine of the covenant. It is to his dogmatic works that we must now turn our
attention, for this is where we find his explicit statements regarding the covenant.

Dogmatic Works
Summa Theologiae
Ursinus’ Summa Theologiae per quaestionibus & Responsionibus exposita,24 written
between 1561-2, was published the year after his death in 1584 in his son’s Volumen
tractationem theologicarum.25 The document was written for the purpose of teaching
theology to his new students at Sapience College and at the University of Heidelberg. Both
the Summa and the Catechesis minor (hereafter, CM) were commissioned by Frederick III to
serve as instructional guides to the advanced student and the beginner respectively.26 Both
were completed before the HC but there is considerable debate on how much influence, if
any, these two earlier catechisms had on the official Palatinate Catechism.27
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The Summa is composed of 323 questions and answers (Q/A) and is organized around
the bi-covenantal scheme. In fact the theme of covenant is pervasive throughout the entire
work appearing in both the first and last answers. The two-fold structure of the catechism is
seen in the answer to question 10:
What does the divine law teach? It teaches the kind of covenant that God
established with mankind in creation (in creatione foedus), how he managed in
keeping it, and what God requires of him after establishing a new covenant of grace
(foedus gratiae) with him - that is, what kind of person God created, for what
purpose, into what state he has fallen, and how he ought to conduct his life after being
reconciled to God.28
Ursinus essentially equates the law with the covenant of creation from Q/A 10-29 where he
covers the imago Dei, the fall of man, original sin and its final result, eternal death. Q/A 30
begins the discussion of the covenant of grace which is established in Christ. From Q/A 3037 he relates the covenant of nature with the law and the covenant of grace with the gospel.
Upon the question, ‘What is faith?’ in question 38 he begins to lead into the Apostles Creed
as is typical in most catechisms of his day. From Q/A 39-131 he uses the Creed to unfold the
nature and meaning of the gospel. Beginning at Q/A 148 he shows how the Decalogue is the
guide for the Christian life. He takes up the importance of prayer from Q/A 224 and leads the
reader through the Lord’s Prayer up to Q/A 263. He finishes the catechism by addressing the
nature and content of the ministry of the Church including preaching, the sacraments and
church discipline. At most of the transitions from one major section to another the theme of
covenant is expounded in relation to that particular section. The law summarizes the
covenant of nature (Q/A 10), the gospel unfolds the covenant of grace (Q/A 30, 36), the
Decalogue reveals how Christians are keep the covenant (Q/A 148), prayer is seen as one of
the most important parts of worship that the covenant of grace requires (Q/A 224) and the
believer is received and kept in God’s covenant through the ministry of the church (Q/A 266).
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It is apparent that covenant is both the pervasive theme and one of the organizing principles
of the Summa.

Catechesis minor
Designed to teach the more elementary doctrines of the church, the CM29 was most
likely one of the major sources for the composition of the HC. Both the CM and the HC
weave the theme of ‘comfort’ for the believer throughout. They both also use the same threefold division of ‘misery’, known through the law, ‘deliverance’, learned through the gospel as
seen in the Creed and ‘gratitude,’ taught in the Decalogue and the Lord’s Prayer. Unlike the
Summa the covenant scheme is almost entirely absent from the CM and the word itself only
occurs three times (Q/A 63, 71). This reality has been variously interpreted throughout the
years of exploration of these works.30 The Opera provides us with the first publication of this
work.31

Explicationes Catechesos
By far Ursinus’ most enduring work is his Commentary on the internationally
influential HC entitled Explicationes Catechesos.32 Here one finds his most systematic
exposition of whole of Christian doctrine. It was most likely intended to serve both as a
positive teaching of the basics of Reformed theology as well as a polemical defense. The
Latin version that appears in his works is taken from the most trusted edition published by
David Pareus, one of Ursinus’ students, in 1587 entitled Explicatio catechesis religionis
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Christianae.33 Although Pareus’ edition became the standard of the day an earlier edition of
his lecture notes was published by several of his students in 1584.34

Explicationes Catechesos is comprised of Ursinus’ teaching notes given on the HC
and is the weaving together of the text of the catechism itself along with his commentary.
Occasionally edited additions using portions of other works of Ursinus are inserted in the
text. Throughout the work his keen analytical mind can be seen in the way he asks probing
questions of the HC and then systematically continues to answer them in order to draw out
the implications of the theology outlined in the catechism. He then employs a form of the
medieval quaestio as he proceeds to raise the common objections to his theses followed by
his rebuttal. Another pervasive practice in his Commentary, and in many of his works, is to
list the number of arguments he will address and then to unpack them one by one. It is not
uncommon to find a detailed chart or table embedded within the prose designed to help
illustrate a particular point.35

The work begins with two separate prolegomena, one general, commenting on the
doctrine of the church and one special, addressing the nature and necessity of catechizing.36
Ursinus sums up the entire doctrine of the church as the explication of the ‘uncorrupted
doctrine of the law and gospel concerning the true God.’37 This strong emphasis on the
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proper understanding of the law and the gospel is observed throughout the work and will
prove to be a significant matter later in this study.

Following the two prolegomena he begins to work through each question of the HC
addressing the questions and doctrines that arise out of each. The first two questions of the
HC form the introduction and establish the major divisions of the catechism and thus the
commentary. After expounding on the nature of this ‘comfort,’ he uses Q/A 2 to shape the
three major divisions of the commentary. They are, 1) the misery of man; 2) the deliverance
of man; and 3) man’s thankfulness.

Q/A 3-11 of the HC form the content of the first major category of man’s misery.
Under this broad category he treats, ‘the doctrine of sin, together with the effects or
punishment of sin.’38 He goes on to address several other doctrines in this section including,
the creation of man, the image of God, the fall, original sin, the freedom of the will and
afflictions.

It is no surprise that a major emphasis is laid on the second use (pedagogical) of the
law at the beginning of this first part on the misery of man. In fact he had already laid the
groundwork in the prolegomena writing, ‘lex enim est paedagogus noster ad Christum.’39
Having said that the ‘law and the gospel are the chief and general divisions of the holy
scriptures, and comprise the entire doctrine therein,’ Ursinus stresses this use of the law to
prove the misery of man. It is the law, as summed up in the two great commandments (Matt.
22:37-40) which ultimately brings one to a knowledge of his sin and thus to Christ who is the
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summa & fundamentum of the Scriptures.40 Because no one is capable of the full obedience
the law requires, it binds all men to eternal condemnation.41 Thus by way of the second use
of the law in this first major section of the commentary one is led to a knowledge of his
misery.

The second major division of the commentary focuses on the gospel as it alone is able
to provide deliverance from misery. Ursinus covers Q/As 12-85 of the HC in this second
part. Under this lengthy and broad category of man’s deliverance he treats many heads of
doctrine. He begins by covering the nature of the atonement which moves him to one of his
favorite loci, the doctrine of the Mediator. A discussion of the Mediator logically leads him
to address the covenant which Jesus mediates. A fuller discussion of the nature of the gospel
and its relation to the law is then taken up, which in turn leads him to discuss the nature of
true faith which apprehends this gospel. Q/A 23 begins the long exposition of the Apostles’
Creed which takes him through Q/A 58. Using the Creed as his outline, Ursinus covers the
doctrine of God, providence, Christology, soteriology, eschatology, pneumatology,
ecclesiology and predestination. Also included under the deliverance of man are the doctrine
of justification, the sacraments and church discipline.

Intended to serve as a unifying confession, the HC does not address the doctrine of
predestination but Ursinus takes as his starting point the doctrine of the church, in order to
treat this omitted loci. ‘The Common Place of the eternal predestination of God, or of
election and reprobation naturally grows out of the doctrine of the church: and is for this
reason correctly connected with it.’42 Thus the omission of a question on the doctrine of
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predestination from the HC may say more about its design than about Ursinus’ theology.
Clearly he maintains a thoroughgoing predestinarianism not only here but also in his Epistola
D. Zachariae Ursini ad amicum, de praedestinatione.43 His predestinarianism was not
characterized by a cold rationalism but in his mind served as a profound source of comfort.

Ursinus ‘having considered the misery of man, and his deliverance through Christ,’
turns his attention to ‘the doctrine of gratitude or thankfulness.’44 He begins by defining
thankfulness as ‘an acknowledgement and profession of our gracious deliverance, through
Christ, from sin and death, and a sincere desire to avoid sin, and everything that might offend
God, and to conform the life according to his will.’45 This moves him to a discussion of good
works with Q/A 86 of the HC which he comes back to again in Q/A 91 after briefly
addressing the nature of true conversion. In his introduction to the divine law he follows the
common Reformed divisions of the law distinguishing between the ceremonial, civil and
moral. Narrowing his focus to the Decalogue he divides it into two tables; one which tells us
how we are to act towards God and the other how we are to act towards our neighbor. He
then proceeds to tackle each commandment in turn. As was typical among his Reformed
contemporaries, he not only listed the prohibitions of each of the Ten Commandments but he
gives the positive affirmations that are implied. He writes,
for when the law enjoins any thing, it at the same time forbids that which is contrary
thereto; and when it prohibits any thing, it at the same time enjoins the opposite. In
this way the law enjoins the practice of virtue, in forbidding vice, and contrariwise.46
His understanding of the use of the law follows this same procedure. He finishes his section
on gratitude with an exposition on the Lord’s Prayer, unpacking each petition in succession.
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Loci Theologici
In his inaugural address at the Sapience College entitled Oratio habita in academia
Heidelbergensi cum auspicaretur locorum communium professionem47 given in September of
1562 Ursinus introduced the University community to his fragmentary Loci Theologici
(hereafter, Loci) which he was in the process of completing. Perhaps the raging sacramental
debates with the Lutherans kept him from finishing this incomplete project. In his speech he
strongly emphasizes the centrality of the Scriptures when studying theology. His refrain from
I Thessalonians 5:21 to ‘test everything; hold fast to what is good’ is put before his listeners
again.

Ursinus’ ordo docendi utilized in his Loci Theologici is as follows; De Scriptura
Sacra, Deo Uno Essentia et Tribus in ea Personis, Creatione Mundi, Angelis Bonis et Malis,
Hominis Creatione et Imagine Dei, Providentia Dei, Peccato, Libero Arbitrio, Lege Dei.48
He employs his usual method of laying out questions to which he responds with affirmative
propositions. Then he analyzes these propositions leading him to refute the common
objections. One is struck by the innumerable Scripture references given throughout this
entire work, again evidencing how seriously he took his own admonition to be faithful to the
Scripture alone. Appended at the end of this work there is a brief summary of all the major
theses contained in his Loci.49

Interestingly, unlike his colleague and co-author of the HC Casper Olevianus, who
took as his starting point the doctrine of God, Ursinus began with Scripture. According to
Ursinus, there is no more correct, simple or brief way to summarize the Scriptures than
47
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through the Decalogue and the Creed.50 As has been done in his prolegomena to the
Commentary he affirms that the whole of the Scriptures can be summed up in the law and the
gospel which correspond to the Decalogue and the Creed respectively. Indeed it seems that
much of the material found here is worked into the prolegomena of his Commentary. Jesus
Christ is the summa & scopus of the entire Scriptures, for in him both the law and the gospel
find their fulfillment.51 Ursinus makes it clear that the law is not to be equated with the Old
Testament only while the gospel is not to be equated only with the New Testament. Instead
the law and the gospel are taught throughout.52 His Christocentric hermeneutic played an
important role in Ursinus’ development of the doctrine of the covenant as we shall seek to
demonstrate later in this thesis.

The next locus Ursinus treats is theology proper covering the doctrine of divine
essence, the attributes and the Trinity.53 His treatment of the doctrine here is quite similar to
how he handles the issues in his Commentary and yet is not as thorough.54 Proofs for the
existence of God are provided at the outset followed by the question of his singularity then a
discussion of his attributes as Ursinus asks, ‘Quis & qualis sit verus Deus?’55 He then deals
with objections and doubts for all he has said concerning the existence and nature of God,
which he concludes by pastorally addressing doubts concerning the mercy, goodness and
freedom of God.56 At this point he moves to expound the doctrine of the Trinity providing
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arguments for the deity of the Son and the Holy Spirit and concludes with a section on
distinguishing the three persons of the Trinity.

De Creatione Mundi is a fairly brief section addressing the questions, ‘Did God create
the world?’ ‘How did he create?’ and ‘Why did he create?’57 His outline and content are
nearly identical to his Commentary.58 However, the Commentary moves directly from the
creation of the world to the providence of God whereas in his Loci he treats the creation of
angels and man before providence.59 Ursinus finds that the Scriptures teach the existence of
both good and evil angels and that they are of the same nature both created ex nihilo by God.
The good angels respond with gratitude to their Creator and celebrate eternal life whereas the
wicked angels chose out of their own free will (‘mali autem propria & libera voluntate’)60 to
disobey God and are forever punished for their sin. Concerning the creation of man he
briefly comments on original righteousness, the image of God, the effects of the Fall, and the
end for which humans were created.61

A good deal of attention is given to the doctrine of providence which is the next locus
to which Ursinus turns his attention.62 Again, much of the content of this section can be
found in his Commentary.63 He draws arguments from the Scriptures first to affirm that there
is in fact such a thing as divine providence that directs the universe. He then proceeds to
discuss the nature of providence and finishes by responding to the objections raised against it.
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De Peccato comes next in his ordo docendi.64 He addresses what sin is in general and
the particular types of sins and their differences. He covers the doctrine of original sin, actual
sin and attacks the distinction made between venial and mortal sins. After teaching on the
meaning of blaspheming against the Holy Spirit he concludes with the causes of sin and their
effects. This parallels his general treatment of sin in his Commentary but handles the
objections in more detail.

Under the heading De libero arbitrio,65 Ursinus expounds on the difference between
the freedom God possesses and the freedom his creatures possess. This is followed by a
lengthy discussion on the differing degrees of free will according to man’s fourfold state. In
humanity’s prelapsarian state, they were able to freely choose good or evil. The postlapsarian
status rendered humanity unable to choose the good, for every inclination of the heart was
bent on evil. The regenerate man was now able to do good and evil since the Holy Spirit
dwelled within him. Glorified humanity will only have the ability to choose the good, which
is the highest form of freedom.

The particulars that Ursinus handled under the De lege Dei are near identical to the
ones he chooses to cover within the Commentary.66 Again he distinguishes between the
ceremonial, civil and moral laws of which the first two are abrogated in Christ and the third is
used both as a schoolmaster to lead one to Christ and then to serve as a guide for Christian
living. When it comes to the division of the Decalogue Ursinus is clearly challenging the
Lutheran divisions, however, he refrains from using names. Most likely due to his attention
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being drawn to the Lutheran sacramental debates, he was unable to complete this work, as the
Loci stops abruptly in the middle of his exposition of the sixth commandment.

Thesis on Christ as Mediator
Ursinus’ Theses de persona et officio unici mediatoris inter Deum et Homines67 is
another important work to consider for the purposes of this thesis in light of the integral
relationship Ursinus observed between the doctrine of the Mediator and the doctrine of the
covenant. Ursinus lays out twelve theses which he then explains via the Scriptures. His
claim is that Christ, the Last Adam (Rom. 5; I Cor. 15), is the only uniquely suited Mediator
between God and man because of his full divinity and full humanity.

Conclusion
Zacharias Ursinus was arguably one of the most significant figures in the
establishment of Reformed Orthodoxy in Germany. His writings served to define the
theology not only of the Palatinate but also of the larger Reformed community. If there were
an official corpus doctrinae of the German Reformed Church, Ursinus would be the man
credited as its author. So often having to write on behalf of his Elector and his colleagues,
Ursinus composed much of what became accepted as their confessional statements including,
with Olevianus, the Heidelberg Catechism (1563), Ursinus’ Defense (1564) of the Catechism,
the Confession of the Heidelberg Theologians (1574) and the Admonition (1581). In his
writings Ursinus engaged in all three of the methods of studying and teaching theology that
he so often referenced, catechetical, Common Places, and the diligent study of Scripture
itself.68
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By providing a broad overview of the major doctrinal works where Ursinus expounds
the covenant we have been able to discover some important themes. First, we have observed
his commitment to the catechetical structure of guilt, grace, and gratitude. In this scheme we
remarked how the pedagogical use of the law revealed man’s misery, how the gospel was
offered through Christ who mediated the covenant made between man and God and how the
third use of the law was used to guide and inform the Christian life. Second, we saw in his
Summa how pervasive the doctrine of the covenant was and how pervasive the law-gospel
dichotomy was in his Commentary. This will become important later in our thesis as we will
see how these two ways of expounding the gospel related in Ursinus’ thinking. Finally,
appreciating these themes in the broadest sense as we outlined his major works will enable us
to more accurately analyze them in more detail in the following chapters.
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Chapter Three
A Survey of Past Research
The significant contributions made by Zacharias Ursinus to the development of
covenant theology within Reformed Orthodoxy have long been recognized and are widely
accepted among the scholarly community. Some have welcomed his contributions as
appropriate and healthy advancements of Reformed Theology while others have spurned
them as incongruous with early Reformed theology, principally that of John Calvin.
Whatever one’s conclusion is regarding the continuity of his theology with the first
generation Reformers, Ursinus’ significant impact on the embryonic stages of covenantal
thought cannot be denied. One can hardly research the covenant theology of the Reformation
without encountering the influence of Ursinus’ thought on its subsequent maturation in
English Puritanism and in the Continental Reformation.

Considerable diversity of opinion is found in the secondary literature regarding the
covenantal thought of Ursinus. The arguments included in these differing conclusions find
themselves wrapped up in the larger ‘Calvin versus the Calvinists’ debate. While this
bifurcation of the Reformed tradition has been argued for the past 150 years, it has intensified
significantly since R.T. Kendall’s influential work seemingly made the definitive case for the
‘Calvin versus the Calvinists’ thesis.1 Consequently, the secondary literature on Ursinus can
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be placed in one of two large camps: those, who for various reasons, argue for a strong
discontinuity between the first and second generation Reformers and those who find the two
generations to be theologically harmonious.2 Within the camp that maintains discontinuity
we can discern two different views of Ursinus. First, some conclude that Ursinus and later
Federal Theologians distort the theology of sovereign grace found in Calvin by giving law a
priority over grace and thus making law determinative of grace. This move to a bicovenantal system is charged with introducing conditionality into Reformed soteriology.
Second, there are some scholars who praise Ursinus’ bi-covenantal scheme for ameliorating
the strict predestinarianism of the Genevan Reformers.

In the past Theodore Beza was the theologian accused of leading the later
Reformation away from grace toward legalism. However, in more recent years this thesis has
come under some heavy criticism and its essential argument has been seriously called into
question which has resulted in it now being largely absent in the secondary literature.3 Now,
however, the previous critics of Beza ‘have turned their guns’ on Zacharias Ursinus.4
According to these scholars, Ursinus, like Beza, is guilty of demolishing any and all grounds
for assurance of salvation. Kendall writes, ‘The Heidelberg divines (Ursinus being the
primary) also hold in common with Beza that the Law goes before the Gospel in preparing
men to faith.’ He continues arguing that the Heidelberg divines, similar to Beza, have ‘a
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qualitatively different doctrine of faith from that of Calvin.”5 He believes the reason for this
change in the doctrine of faith and other key doctrines was the natural result of the bicovenantal scheme espoused by Ursinus.6

Conversely, other scholars observe a living continuity between the Reformers of the
first generation and the post-Reformation Scholastics.7 As we will see below, this group of
more recent scholars maintains that the gracious nature of Ursinus’ covenant theology is
obvious when properly understood within the framework of his entire soteriology. Rather
than introducing cold legalism or stale scholasticism, as he has been charged with doing,
Ursinus is seen merely as the first step in the development of a bi-covenantal scheme, which
from some of these scholar’s points of view, was not a move that jeopardized the gratuitous
nature of the Reformed gospel. These authors have accused the other camp of
oversimplifying the issues. Within these two opposing groups themselves there is a wide
range of opinion, toward which we must now turn our attention.8

Long before R.T. Kendall accused the German federal theologians of destroying the
doctrine of assurance, Heinrich Heppe (1857) saw the rise of covenant theology as that which
was designed to militate against the abrasive predestinarian theology of Calvin and his
successor, Theodore Beza.9 While Kendall viewed these developments with disdain, Heppe
welcomed them as that which saved the Reformed theology of the mid-sixteenth century
5
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from the death grip of Beza’s harsh predestinarianism. Here we find two distinct grounds for
affirming the ‘Calvin versus the Calvinist’ theory.

Heppe’s work is significant because it was the first to identify Ursinus, along with
many other theologians, as those who prepared the soil for the blossoming of federal
theology.10 According to Heppe, the federal theology of Ursinus and his counterpart
Olevianus arose as a reaction against, and a tempering of the Bezan predestinarianism. He
recognizes a strong contrast between the cold dogma of the scholastics and the personal
warmth of the German federal theologians. Whereas the former approach the theological task
from a speculative and systematic model, the latter are concerned with personal religious
knowledge and practical experience.11 Interestingly, the development of federal theology
which Heppe commends in Ursinus and others because he thinks it recovers the humanistic
quality of earlier Reformed theology (principally Melanchthonianism), is the development
that later scholars charge as being responsible for destroying Reformed theology’s humanistic
quality. Heppe considered Melanchthon to be the father of German Reformed theology
which gained prominence in Heidelberg, where Ursinus was primarily responsible for its
growth. Tracing the distinctions Melanchthon makes between law and gospel in his Loci
communes and observing how he ties the Decalogue to natural law, Heppe asserts that
Ursinus is the one responsible for developing these ideas in the direction of the foedus
naturale. While the present dissertation agrees with this aspect of Heppe’s thesis, it disagrees
with the sharp distinction he makes between a Bezan-like predestinarianism and federalism.
At least in Ursinus, these two doctrines are theologically compatible. While this thesis has
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undergone some revision over the years, its general premise continues to be uncritically
maintained in some scholarship.12

Although some current scholarship is still heavily steeped in Heppe’s thesis, it has not
gone unchallenged. Philip Schaff challenged Heppe’s sweeping conclusions calling them one
sided. He criticized Heppe for not taking into account the influence of Calvin and Zwingli
and for relying too heavily upon Melanchthon’s influence.13 In a similar vein yet more
specific, Paul Althaus has pointed out that Calvin and Bullinger employed the idea of
covenant and yet maintained high views of predestination.14 More recently, Lyle Bierma has
argued that Heppe’s thesis and its subsequent refinements do not hold up under a close
reading of the primary sources.15 Although he principally set out to show that Olevianus’
theology does not square with Heppe’s thesis, Bierma maintains that ‘the question still
remains whether he (Olevianus) is simply an anomaly in the late sixteenth century or whether
we have stumbled upon a more fundamental weakness in the Heppe thesis as a whole.’16 The
important question of the present thesis is to determine whether or not Ursinus is an anomaly.
Perhaps the most severe criticisms of Heppe’s thesis have come from numerous works
published over the past thirty years by Richard Muller.17 Regarding the doctrine of
predestination, Muller gives an honest and thorough assessment of the differences between
12
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Calvin and Ursinus, but notes also how the two are not at odds with one another. He
uncovers the fact that Ursinus cited Beza and Peter Martyr with great admiration when it
came to this theological locus.18 The subtle distinctions found between Ursinus’ doctrine of
predestination and his Reformed predecessors do not present a sharp break in thinking but a
progressive and legitimate development in doctrine.19

Although the majority of his work was designed to analyze the covenant theology of
Johannes Cocceius, Gottlob Schrenk (1923) provides a useful and often referenced history of
the development of covenantal thought.20 Like Heppe, he observes the importance and
influence of Ursinus within the flow of the doctrine’s history. He too credits Ursinus as the
first to use the bi-covenantal scheme (doppelbund), making distinction between a
prelapsarian covenant of works and a postlapsarian covenant of grace. Schrenk also
understands the rise of this brand of federalism as an attempt to tone down the hyperCalvinism of Calvin’s successors in a way that would help relate the doctrines of grace with
personal experience.21 While there may be agreement as to the motivation behind the
development of federalism between Heppe and Schrenk, they do not agree on its proper
origins. Heppe found the roots of this new system in Germany through Melanchthon’s
influence on Olevianus and Ursinus. Schrenk, however, found the origin of federalism in
Zurich in the writings of Ulrich Zwingli and Heinrich Bullinger.22 According to Schrenk, the
first phase of its development is found in Zwingli’s confrontation with the Anabaptists.
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Zwingli is to be considered its inventor and Bullinger is understood as the first to fully
explicate the doctrine in his De unico et aeterno Testamento seu Foedere Dei brevis
Expositio (1534).

Jürgen Moltmann adopts the thesis of Heppe and Schrenk, considering the rise of
federal theology as an attempt to militate against the harshness of the later Calvinists’
doctrine of predestination, and again, particularly Beza’s formulation.23 In these theologians
he observes a staunch Aristotelian methodology which is countered by the Heidelberg federal
theologians as well as Zwinglianism, Arminianism, Amyraldianism and English Puritanism.
The common denominator found in each of these opponents of Beza is their use of Ramist
philosophical methodology over and against his Aristotelianism. Given Ramist proclivity for
bifurcation, it is thought by Moltmann that this was the philosophical basis out of which the
bi-covenantal scheme was birthed.24 Lyle Bierma’s insights provide a concise picture of
Moltmann’s argument; ‘The real war being waged, therefore, was that of a Ramist biblical
humanism against a Bezan ‘Aristotelianization’ of theology; a Ramist ‘heilsgeschichtliche
aposterioriism’ against a Bezan ‘dogmatic aprioriism’; a Ramist empirical theology against a
Bezan rational theology.’25

It is outside the scope of this work to comment on Moltmann’s conclusions regarding
those he considers Beza’s opponents other than the Heidelberg theologians. The more recent
work of Lyle Bierma, Richard Muller and Willem van Asselt criticizes what they see to be
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the deficiency of Moltmann’s theory.26 This group of scholars believes the sharp distinction
made between Ramism and Aristotelianism has been overstated by Moltmann and his
sympathizers.27 Bierma has noted that Ramus himself accepted and stressed Aristotelian
causality.28 Furthermore, Bierma has maintained that Olevianus, the key to Moltmann’s
whole thesis, does not fit in his thesis. Indeed Olevianus was a friend of Peter Ramus and
Beza. While Olevianus may have adopted some Ramist thought, he ‘was still very much an
Aristotelian,’ when it came to logic.29 In much of their writing, Muller and Bierma have
evidenced the fact that the doctrine of predestination was not at odds with the Heidelberg
federal theologian’s doctrine of the covenant, rather they believe they were quite
compatible.30

As we have already mentioned, during Ursinus’ tenure at Heidelberg (1562-1576),
Ramist philosophy was gaining esteem among the University faculty.31 Yet, as Moltmann
has fittingly pointed out, Ursinus remained an advocate of Aristotelianism.32 In fact, Ursinus
was so opposed to the Ramist philosophical method that he wrote two works condemning it.33
Furthermore, as Muller has pointed out, Ursinus’ doctrine of predestination relies heavily on
26
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Aristotelian categories.34 He also points out a potentially devastating observation in relation
to Moltmann’s and Heppe’s theory, namely, that Ursinus commended the works on
predestination by Martyr and Beza.35 This being the case, it would seem that Moltmann’s
thesis does not hold up when it applies to Ursinus either. If Ursinus is so widely understood
as a key figure in the development of the federal system, and Moltmann believes that this
federalism arose out of Ramist thought as a corrective to Beza’s doctrine of predestination,
then how does Ursinus, who was a strong proponent of Aristotelian logic, an advocate of
Bezan predestinarianism and the first to posit a bi-covenantal scheme, fit into this thesis?
The answer must be that he does not. It becomes apparent that there is a serious flaw in
Moltmann’s understanding of how covenant theology and predestination relate.

Seeking to find the theological factors that lie behind the rise of the foedus operum,
Robert Letham takes Moltmann’s Ramist thesis even further.36 Like Moltmann, Letham sees
German federalism and Ramist thought converging at the University of Heidelberg. Having
outlined the geographical spread of both the foedus operum and Ramist thought from
Germany through the Netherlands to Scotland and ultimately to Cambridge, Letham
maintains that the two go hand in hand. ‘Apparently, the spread of the dual covenant
theology occurred in precisely those places in which Ramist methodology was strongly
upheld.’37 He finds more support for his thesis in the fact that most of those who
‘promulgated the foedus operum were, to one extent or other, Ramists themselves.’38
Appropriately, he does not name Ursinus as one of those who fits this description. However,
34
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it is incongruous for Letham to conclude that he has ‘noted the clear confluence of foedus
operum exponents with Ramist methodology’ when the one whom he ascribes as having done
the ‘essential spade work’ in covenantal thought and the one he characterizes as the ‘key’
player in this whole story was vehemently opposed to Ramist thought.

The groundbreaking work of Perry Miller has re-stimulated a great deal of the interest
in the history of covenant theology in the past sixty years.39 As a result, much of the
scholarship from this time forward has followed his lead. Primarily focusing on the
seventeenth century Puritans, Miller reasserts the Heppe thesis but with a new vigor. He too
treats the development of the covenant in Reformed Orthodoxy as an attempt to mute the
rigidity of Genevan Reformer’s doctrine of the decrees (Calvin and Beza most notably). The
doctrine of the covenant in Puritan thinking was the device that helped rebalance the tension
between divine sovereignty and human responsibility, a tension, which according to Miller,
had been out of balance since Calvin. The Puritans employed the doctrine of the covenant in
order to give proper grounds for morality, piety and human responsibility.40 Miller insists
that this doctrine served as the corrective for Calvin:
In dogmatic Calvinism morality could exist only as a series of divine commands. It
has no other basis, and to Calvin it needed no other. The covenant theology is a
recognition on the part of a subsequent generation that this basis was inadequate, that
it reduced morality to an arbitrary fiat, that it presented no inducement to men other
than the whip and lash of an angry God. Consequently, in New England morality was
first of all the specific terms of a compact between God and man, and rested,
therefore, not upon mere injunction but upon a mutual covenant in which man plays
the positive role of a cooperator with the Lord.41
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Additionally, Miller does not view Calvin as having any form of a covenant theology.42 This
idea has received a formidable criticism by Peter Lillback.43 Another comprehensive
criticism of Miller’s theory is given by George Marsden who bases his objections on three
key points: 1) Miller’s minimization of the extent to which the covenant is found in the Bible;
2) his overemphasis on the Puritans’ zeal against moral licentiousness; and 3) his misreading
of Calvin’s doctrine as a whole.44

An article of considerable consequence by Leonard J. Trinterud entitled, ‘The Origins
of Puritanism,’ picks up the arguments of Perry Miller in midstream.45 While Miller believed
that Calvin ‘made hardly any mention of the covenant,’ Trinterud observed the importance of
the doctrine in Calvin.46 However, he is the first to posit two radically incongruous doctrines
of the covenant that were emerging simultaneously. On the one hand, there was Calvin and
the Genevan Reformers who taught a unilateral and unconditional covenant and on the other
hand, the Zurich theologians and the Rhineland Reformers (Zwingli, Bullinger,
Oecolampadius, Capito, Bucer and Martyr) who taught a bilateral conditional covenant
scheme.47 The work of Lyle Bierma and John von Rohr has sought to demonstrate
42
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Trinterud’s misreading of primary sources and they claim to give a more equitable analysis of
the doctrine of the covenant in Zwingli, Bullinger, Musculus, Calvin, Ursinus and
Olevianus.48 In direct reference to Ursinus, Trinterud only makes a passing overstatement,
considering Ursinus and Olevianus to be ‘the architects of the final formulation of the
covenant scheme.’49 Although his arguments, as well as the subsequent developments of
them, deal primarily with the Zurich federalists verses Calvin and Geneva, the impact of this
‘two tradition’ understanding of the history of the covenant greatly impacts our study of
Ursinus. Very little has been said about his place within this whole debate between a single
covenant tradition and a bifurcated covenant tradition to which this study will attempt to
make some contribution.

Despite the criticism Trinterud’s ‘two traditions’ thesis has received over the years, it
has still found its way into the scholarly literature thus keeping the debate alive. The most
recent and most pointed development of the ‘two traditions’ thesis is found in the work of J.
Wayne Baker.50 He takes Trinterud’s thesis further than anyone to date, observing not only
two disparate trends in the covenant theology of the sixteenth century, but two entirely
different Reformed camps: one that stressed the sovereignty of God (Calvin, Beza) and one
that emphasized human responsibility (Bullinger, Zwingli). At the heart of these two
competing traditions was their different understanding of the covenant. Like Trinterud and
those who adopt his thesis, Baker sees the Genevan covenant as a unilateral covenant
48
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guaranteeing the promise of God’s grace. Bullinger and Zwingli, according to Baker,
promulgate a bilateral and conditional covenant wherein humans bind themselves in a mutual
pact with God. The nuance Baker introduces to this thesis is that these two views of covenant
were linked with their respective understanding of predestination. He has Calvin’s absolute
predestination serving as the backdrop of his single covenantal scheme while he views
Bullinger’s toned down doctrine of predestination serving as the backdrop of his bicovenantal scheme. But what others have pointed out that Baker has either failed to
acknowledge or failed to give an answer to, is that in most, if not all, of the Reformed
covenant theologians, the doctrines of covenant and predestination were not at odds. Bierma,
Lillback and Venema criticize Baker’s position by showing that many of the sixteenth
century federalists, Ursinus included, saw no conflict between their bilateral understanding of
the covenant and their belief in double predestination.51 Lillback concludes,
There is no basis for the thesis that pits the Rhineland Reformers, Bullinger and
Zwingli, against Calvin in terms of the mutuality and conditionality of the covenant of
grace. There is clearly a difference of emphasis and difference of rationale for
starting the distinctive doctrines of predestination and covenant in each of these
Reformed theologians. But foundationally, all three affirm a conditional, mutual
covenant of grace that is worked out in the context of a sovereign predestination that
includes reprobation.52
An entirely different rationale is given for the discontinuity between Calvin and the
later Reformers by a whole different set of historians and theologians, due, in large measure,
to the influence of Karl Barth’s critical reading of the Reformed Scholastics.53 As has been
noted above, the first group of scholars (stemming from Heppe) sees, for the most part, this
51
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discontinuity as a welcome adjustment, while this second group (stemming from Barth and
finding its zenith in Kendall) repudiates the discontinuity as an adverse deviation from
Calvin’s doctrines of grace. Within much of the scholarly literature the federal theologians of
the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries have, in the words of Michael Horton, been
‘consigned to the dustbins of historical theology,’ due to the ravaging criticisms they have
received from Karl Barth.54 Since his time, many scholars have inherited these sentiments
with varying degrees of critical analysis.55 This vast body of theological criticism, mostly of
neo-orthodox persuasion, accuses the development of the covenant of nature/works of
introducing legalism into Reformed Theology because of its supposed reversing of the
priority of grace over law.

According to Barth the precise place at which the Reformed Scholastics went awry is
in their introduction of the concept and language of the foedus operum.56 The majority of
scholars agree with Barth that Ursinus laid the necessary groundwork for a prelapsarian
covenant of works that enabled it to find its full maturation by the time of the Westminster
Confession of Faith and Johannes Cocceius.57 This can be traced through Ursinus’ use of the
54
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‘foedus naturale’ and his use of ‘in creatione foedus.’ For Barth and his followers, this is the
hinge on which the Reformed faith turned away from grace toward legalism by placing law
before grace historically and doctrinally. What Barth most vigorously attacks is the fully
developed ‘twofold’ covenant scheme found in Cocceius’ Summa doctrinae de foedere et
testamento Dei (1648).58 He faults Cocceius for following the lead of Ursinus who first
articulated this priority of law over grace rather than following Olevianus, who he deemed as
believing in only one covenant of grace as Calvin had.59 Although he does not take on
Ursinus directly, he does so indirectly through a strong criticism of Cocceius, who, he
believed, was drawing from the previous work of Ursinus. He asks a question of Cocceius
and Ursinus for which he apparently believes they have no convincing answer: ‘How was it,
then, that he (Cocceius) came to put first the covenant of nature of works of Law, negatively
at least taking his direction from it, as though the covenant of grace were a covenant of grace
only in antithesis to it, and ultimately therefore only in its fulfillment and confirmation? The
same question may be asked of his predecessors from Ursinus onwards.’60

In his book entitled, John Calvin versus the Westminster Confession (1972), Holmes
Rolston III further amplifies Barth’s criticism of the second generation Reformers by
contrasting Calvin with Federalism’s most carefully articulated confessional formulation
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found in the Westminster Confession of Faith.61 He too, finds the difficulty in the
inappropriate interjection of the covenant of works. It is with the entrance of this twofold
covenant scheme that the Reformed theology of Calvin took a turn for the worse. The
problem, according to Rolston, boils down to how one perceives the prelapsarian economy.
He believed Calvin taught that grace was absolutely essential even before the Fall while the
Westminster Divines and their teachers believed it was only needed after the Fall.
Theologically, Rolston cannot conceive of an Edenic state that did not require grace but was
grounded in the law. He perceives a fundamental shift of doctrine precisely at this point. He
writes, ‘The argument of this chapter is that the order of the Confession - law, law broken,
then grace - was substituted for Calvin’s grace, grace lost in ingratitude, and grace restored.
The end result was the making of the first and most fundamental relationship between God
and man legal, not gracious.’62

From a theological and historical perspective the work of J.B. Torrance follows the
conclusions of Barth and Rolston.63 He too finds the federal scheme, and especially the
doctrine of the covenant of works, to be an ‘impoverishment and restriction of the concept of
grace - a shift of emphasis from what God has so freely and unconditionally done for all men
in Christ, to a more subjective interest in what we have to do...’64 Throughout his works on
the covenant theology of the Reformation, he consistently finds the interjection of the
covenant of works to be that which gives rise to the priority of law over grace. He is most
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famous for his assertion that Calvin’s successors were misguided in their understanding of
Biblical covenants and that their definition was closer to a contract than it was a covenant.

These conclusions coming from Barth through much of the recent literature have not
gone without criticism.65 Muller and Bierma have sought to show that the trouble does not
lie in the later Calvinists’ misunderstanding of the concept of covenant as a contract; rather
the misunderstanding lies with those scholars who have failed to see the interrelationship
between the covenant of works and the covenant of grace. Muller has argued this through the
lens of Herman Witsius and Wilhemus À Brakel and Bierma through the lens of Ursinus.66
According to Muller and Bierma the Barthian reading places such an emphasis on the priority
of grace before the fall that it fails to see ‘ultimate parity’67 between the justice and mercy of
God, and fails to account for the careful exegesis and etymological findings of the Reformed
Scholastics. They believe that the scholars critical of federalism place an overemphasis on
grace over law which results in skewing the whole order of redemption which demands that
both the justice of God be accomplished and the mercy of God be made manifest. This view
fails to see the relationship between law and grace as it is spelled out in many of the
65
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Reformers, most notably in Ursinus who says that ‘the law and gospel are the chief and
general divisions of the holy scriptures, and comprise the entire doctrine comprehended
therein.’68 Muller makes plain how Ursinus could maintain a covenant of works and not
succumb to legalism.
In the work of Ursinus in particular, as in the writings of subsequent generations of
Reformed theologians, the idea of an initial, fundamental, prelapsarian covenant was
rooted in the concept of creation as an order instituted by God and it was also
connected with the basic exposition of the doctrine of law and grace in its relation to
the problem of the creation of man according to the imago Dei....This relationship of
the doctrine to the understanding of sin and of sinful nature, moreover, placed the
covenant of works in an explanatory role over against the doctrine of salvation,
specifically, of the covenant of grace and its Mediator...69
Simply stated, Muller and Bierma believe the dichotomies drawn between the first and
second generation Reformers in the work of Barth, Rolston and J.B. Torrance, are drawn too
sharply. What is revealed in their conclusions then, according to Muller and Bierma, is more
of their own ‘theological assumptions’ than the theological inconsistencies in and between
the first and second generation Reformers.

Beginning with the covenant theology of Robert Rollock and working backwards,
Robert Letham, in his article entitled, ‘The Foedus Operum: Some factors Accounting for Its
Development,’ endeavors to find the roots of the foedus operum.70 As he recaps the historical
development of the concept of the covenant of works, he finds Ursinus as its source. The
question is asked; ‘Why did this development occur?’71 He then provides four factors that
were responsible for the doctrine’s inception:
Firstly, there was an initial stress amongst the Zurich reformers on the unity of the
covenant of grace in all ages, in response to Anabaptism. Secondly, a correlative
insistence was evident on the unity of the law. Thirdly, the Decalogue soon began to
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be construed in covenantal terms. Fourthly, only a short step remained before the
creation situation was viewed in an explicitly legal and covenantal framework.72
According to Letham, ‘Ursinus was the key’ to this whole development, for he is the one who
made the final ‘short step’ by speaking of the creation account in covenantal terms. He draws
the connections thus; ‘Ursinus took that step in his Summa theologiae of 1562 when, after a
stay in Zurich, he combined the covenant teaching of Bullinger with the natural law idea
which his mentor Melanchthon held in common with the consensus of Reformed
theologians.’73 The combining of these insights, each being found separately in various other
works, contributes a great deal to our understanding of the birth of the foedus operum.
Understood in this manner, we are given a better glimpse of both the historical and
theological factors that were involved.

David Weir’s monumental work, The Origins of Federal Theology in the SixteenthCentury Reformation Thought, contributes a new and interesting argument to the debate.74
Rather than seeing the rise of covenantal thought as a means to curb the strict
predestinarianism of Beza and company, as Heppe does, Weir believes that the concept and
terminology of foedus operum arose against the backdrop of the 1550 debate over divine
sovereignty and human responsibility. He sees the rise of federalism as a means to keep the
appropriate tension between these two seemingly opposing doctrines. He specifically makes
this claim in reference to Ursinus, whom he sees using the prelapsarian covenant ‘as a means
of articulating the problem of theodicy.’75 Furthermore, Weir maintains that theodicy was the
major theme of Ursinus’ Summa. This, however, does not seem to square with the evidence.
72
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Muller and Bierma have pointed out in their reviews of the book that the connection made
between theodicy and covenant is based on circumstantial evidence and not on any explicit
links between the two.76 Indeed the prelapsarian covenant was never related to the issue of
theodicy or predestination in Ursinus’ thought. Weir concludes with the argument that
federal theology arose, not from an exegetical study of the appropriate biblical passages but
from an attempt to create a dogmatic harmony between divine sovereignty and human
responsibility.77 He fails to mention other reasons that may have contributed to the
doctrine’s articulation by Ursinus. The current study will argue that the foedus naturale in
Ursinus is employed as a means to understand the proper distinction between law and gospel
which he would have received from his mentor Melanchthon.78 Furthermore, Weir has not
given enough weight to the fact that Ursinus’ use of the prelapsarian covenant concept was
heavily steeped in his understanding of natural law which we will discover in this study.

Ursinus’ only English biographer, Derk Visser, in his article entitled ‘The Covenant
Theology of Zacharias Ursinus’, gives an interesting perspective on the debate.79 Seeking to
redeem Ursinus from the damage that was done to his reputation through the work of Robert
Letham, Visser asserts that any language of conditionality supposedly found in Ursinus is
‘un-Ursinian.’80 He believes it is inappropriate to use Ursinus’ Catechesis Maior (also called
Summa Theologiae, hereafter, Summa) as a basis to claim a bi-covenantal scheme in Ursinus
76
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for this is a work not published by Ursinus himself. Not only does the language and concept
depart from his later teachings, but, according to Visser who does not substantiate his claim,
Ursinus’ deathbed wish was to have his Summa burned.81 Therefore, to discover the true
covenantal thought of Ursinus, scholarship must look to his other writings. For in his
Commentary Ursinus clearly states that ‘there is only one covenant.’82 Visser goes to great
lengths to save Ursinus from the tainted reputation given him by J.B. Torrance and Barth as
an assurance-destroying, legalistic scholastic. However, as we shall see throughout the
course of our study, many of his findings do not hold up under close scrutiny. For instance,
his insistence on the tenuous nature of the ‘personal and doctrinal links between the English
writers and Ursinus,’83 has been heavily critiqued by the more recent work of Scott Clark and
Joel Beeke.84 His overall thesis asserts that Ursinus did not depart from the traditional
covenant theology that was principally the promise of grace. As a more thorough analysis to
follow will show, I believe Visser misapprehends the distinction between law and gospel and
the covenant of nature and grace found in Ursinus. He seems to misunderstand what Ursinus
means by conditionality. His assertion that Ursinus did not employ the term or the concept of
foedus operum is simply factually incorrect, as we will seek to make plain below.

In two published articles, Michael McGiffert heeds the cautions of Visser asserting
that we should be careful to view Ursinus’ foedus naturale as the precursor to the fully
matured foedus operum which he believed emerged out of English Puritanism between 15851600.85 According to McGiffert, Ursinus did not draw his covenant theology from the
81
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teachings of the first architects (Vermigli and Musculus) of covenant theology since they had
no concept of a prelapsarian covenant.86 The main thrust of his thesis is to prove that the
covenant of works emerged as a result of the English Puritans’ desire to apply the Sinaitic
covenant of law to the prelapsarian state but he does not make any connections to Ursinus in
this regard.

Contrary to seemingly all who have gone before him, Peter Lillback asserts that
Ursinus gained, at least in part, his covenant theology from the influence of Calvin when he
visited him in 1558.87 Lillback qualifies his thesis saying,
While no absolute historical connection has been established in this discussion
between Calvin and Ursinus’ covenant of creation, it has been indicated that there are
no trustworthy grounds to deny absolutely any connection whatsoever.88
If this connection can be established then it has obvious implications for the whole discussion
of ‘Calvin versus the Calvinists.’ His argument has yet to be challenged to any great
measure. While he has not definitively proven that Calvin was indeed a bi-covenantal
theologian, he has adequately shown the importance of the doctrine within Calvin’s system
and has shown that the covenant of nature is ‘not necessarily foreign to Calvin’s thinking.’89
Within Ursinus’ covenant thought Lillback has observed that he did not conceive of his
doctrine of the foedus naturale as being in conflict with the unity of the covenant that he
affirms along with Calvin.90 Furthermore, Lillback has forcefully argued for continuity
between Calvin’s doctrine of predestination and covenant and argues that the Heppe thesis is
inaccurate.

Not only does he find consistency in the doctrine of predestination and covenant
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in Calvin but also in Zwingli. He writes that, ‘the bifurcation of covenant and predestination
cannot be used as the paradigm for the explanation of the inception of covenant theology.’91

As we have seen above, in the work of Lyle Bierma and Richard Muller, there is a
strong case to be made for continuity between the generations. Thus far however, we have
focused on their critical contributions as they have sought to provide answers to the questions
posed by those who disparage Ursinus because of his covenant thought. But Bierma and
Muller also advance positive affirmations regarding Ursinus and the covenant in different yet
complementary ways.

Bierma gives five examples of Ursinus’ pioneering contribution to the rise of
covenant theology: 1) His Summa theologiae is the first theological work to use covenant as a
central motif; 2) He is the first to define covenant beyond just a mutual pact but also as that
which actually reconciles humanity to God; 3) He is the first to relate the foedus gratiae to
the foedus naturale; 4) The role of the Holy Spirit plays a more essential role in his covenant
doctrine; and 5) He places a new emphasis on the person’s union with Christ showing that the
covenant does not just have forensic aspects but also has relational aspects.92 Each of these
discoveries is supported with sufficient primary evidence and help give us a better picture of
Ursinus’ federalism in its own right but there is still more testing to be done in order for these
conclusions to be fully substantiated. Indeed, Ursinus has widened the scope of covenantal
thought to include a whole range of theological loci toward which we will turn in the ensuing
chapters.93
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Richard Muller also runs contrary to much of the previous literature on Ursinus and
the history of the development of covenant theology.94 He pays particular attention to the
importance of the doctrine of the Mediator in Ursinus’ covenantal thought. This has added a
great deal to the scholarly knowledge showing how the two doctrines of Mediator and
covenant interrelate within the works of Ursinus.95 Of similar significance is Muller’s
analysis of Ursinus’ doctrine of predestination. While admitting the methodological
differences that occur between Beza, Calvin, Zanchi and Ursinus, Muller maintains that these
do not constitute a ‘sudden shift’ in doctrine but are a ‘series of gradations.’96 Ursinus is not
seen as altering the theology of his predecessors, rather he was seeking to ‘develop the
implications’ of their doctrine.97 Speaking directly of Ursinus’ covenant of nature, Muller
demonstrates how the doctrines of covenant, law and gospel and the doctrine of the Mediator
relate to the covenant of works.98 As we will argue in the present thesis, the influence picked
up from Melanchthon’s law - gospel distinction coupled with the influence from the
Reformed doctrine of the covenant (Bullinger and Calvin) caused Ursinus to develop a
covenant of nature to act as that which complements the covenant of grace. Recognizing that
Ursinus was converted to the Reformed faith from Lutheranism, Michael Horton asserts a
similar claim:
The categories of law and promise meet their redemptive-historical corollary in the
covenants of works and grace -structures basic to a biblical-theological, covenantal
tradition that has grown organically out of the soil of the Lutheran Reformation. By
making ‘covenant’ rather than ‘justification’ the paradigm for ‘law’ and ‘gospel,’
Reformed orthodoxy was better prepared to account for a wider range of biblical
data.’99
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Finally, some carefully argued conclusions have come from the work of Joel Beeke
and Scott Clark in an article entitled, ‘Ursinus, Oxford and the Westminster Divines.’100
Entering into the Calvin versus Calvinist debates they argue that Kendall, Weir, Letham and
Strehle ‘fail to distinguish between covenant conditionality by which human beings are
accepted by God only after they have met certain conditions and covenant obligations which
God places on his redeemed people.’101 When Ursinus is read in context we find that ‘He
clearly distinguished between the covenant as it considers the federal heads and the covenant
as it respects sinners.’102 Contrary to the view of Kendall et al, the blessings of the covenant,
according to Ursinus, are secured by the elect not by their works or faithfulness but by the
‘merit and efficacy’ of the Mediator (Summa Q. 58).103 These findings of Beeke and Clark
and those of Muller, Bierma, Lillback and Horton bring a strong case against the majority of
the literature published to date: a case that this study hopes to articulate more thoroughly as it
relates to Ursinus.

Conclusion
As can be seen, very little consensus emerges from this survey of the relevant
literature on Ursinus and the covenant. This review has revealed the questions that are hotly
debated. The aim of this study is to determine where Ursinus’ covenant thought fits within
these debates. What innovative ideas did Ursinus bring to the development of covenant
theology? Were these original ideas, particularly his covenant of nature, consistent with the
theology of the generation that preceded him? Is his theology a legitimate development of
the doctrine of the covenant or is it a distortion? Does his doctrine of the covenant lend itself
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to a synergistic soteriology as Barth et al would maintain, or is it an appropriate ‘softening’ of
Beza’s cold predestinarianism as Heppe et al would maintain?

While many of the varying conclusions have been put forward they have not yet been
tested against the breadth of Ursinus’ doctrine of the covenant as it relates to the rest of his
theological system. To date, all the discussion about Ursinus’ doctrine of the covenant has
been couched within the context of other broader studies. In fact, there has not yet been
produced a thorough analysis of his own writings regarding the covenant. This study
therefore is first and foremost a re-examination of Ursinus’ thought, specifically as it relates
to covenant, within his own writings to see what kind of covenant theology emerges.
Emphasis will be placed on his doctrine of the foedus naturale with a view towards affirming
its gracious character as understood within his whole system. This study will demonstrate
how, when properly understood and contextually maintained, Ursinus’ doctrine of the
covenant is both gracious, and Reformed. The aforementioned scholars have laid much of
the groundwork, and this work seeks to test their conclusions after a more thorough and
contextual analysis of Ursinus’ whole system of thought. Secondarily, an answer will be
given to the question of why he developed the foedus naturale. It is our contention that it
arose against the backdrop of his law - gospel distinction gained from Melanchthon coupled
with his doctrine of the covenant gained from the Reformers (Bullinger and Calvin) and his
understanding of natural law and the natural knowledge of God (Calvin and Vermigli). And
finally, such a study also hopes to offer a modest contribution to the continuing reappraisal of
the post-Reformation Reformed dogmatics by demonstrating the continuity found between
Ursinus and his predecessors.
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Chapter Four
Ursinus’ Doctrine of God
Introduction
We begin our analysis of Ursinus by considering his doctrine of God, which at first
glance, would appear to support the criticisms made against the Reformers of the later
generations. His doctrine of God has been criticized for its heavy emphasis on philosophy
rather than Scripture.1 Others have not been directly critical of Ursinus’ doctrine of God, but
have sharply criticized the approach he takes to the doctrine accusing it of being far removed
from Calvin’s theology proper. Beginning with the proofs for the existence of God and
addressing his essence and attributes first would lead some to believe that Ursinus describes
an arbitrary God on whom the doctrine of the Trinity was merely placed as an ‘addendum.’2
The charge then is made that this approach to the doctrine of God stems from a natural
theology rather than a Revealed Theology. The result, it is contended, is a vastly different
understanding of the person of God, revealing him primarily a judge and lawgiver rather than
revealing his ‘Fatherhood, Sonship and Communion.’3 Furthermore, it is argued that by
beginning with proofs and essence before the Trinity undermines the integral relationship
between God’s oneness and triunity. If the doctrine of the Trinity is isolated in such a way it
would appear that it then has little bearing on other theological loci, such as the nature of
God’s covenant. However Ursinus himself appreciated the interrelatedness of the doctrine of
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God to the rest of his system saying that if one goes awry in theology proper all other
doctrines ‘fall to pieces.’4

In addition, if Ursinus’ doctrine of God can somehow be shown to be tending toward
the ‘theologia gloriae’ that was so repudiated by Luther and Calvin, then one could easily
conclude that this is where his theology went awry and which subsequently led him to
conceive of his bi-covenantal scheme. If it can be proved that Ursinus’ doctrine of God was
grounded more in philosophical speculation rather than special revelation then it is one more
piece of evidence that shows his doctrine of the covenant was conceived in the womb of
natural theology rather than in the revealed Word of God. If we conceive the doctrine of God
to be that locus on which all other dogmas rise and fall, then it is important to begin with a
careful analysis of Ursinus here. For if the root and starting point of Ursinus’ entire
dogmatics emerges more from philosophical speculation than from God’s revelation, then
clearly his doctrine of the covenant can be proven to be unsatisfactory, one that postulates
God as a strict lawgiver rather than a kind Father. Here, we will attempt to offer a corrective
to this view.5

It will be argued in this chapter that, although Ursinus does have a greater
appreciation for the positive use of philosophy in the discipline of theology than did some of
his Reformed predecessors, it does not lead him to present a God who is far removed from
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the distinctly Christian Triune God as presented in the Scriptures. Furthermore, the assertion
that claims a doctrine of God, which does not begin with the Trinity, leads one naturally to a
legalistic and judicial God does not stand up when that same argument is applied to Ursinus.
Just because a theologian does not begin his doctrine of God with the Trinity, does not in all
cases mean that it removes the Christocentric and Trinitarian structure of the theological
system. Moreover, we do not find Ursinus’ doctrine of the Trinity only as an appendage to
his doctrine of God, or even as a logical conclusion of his arguments for God’s existence.
Instead, we will discover that his doctrine of the Trinity flows from a revealed theology, not
as a conclusion drawn from his speculation on God’s essence. While T.F. Torrance and J.B.
Torrance have criticized the Westminster Confession of Faith’s doctrine of God for these
reasons we do not believe Ursinus, who employed a similar ordering of this theology proper,
inevitably tended toward a natural theology over and against a revealed theology. Examining
Ursinus’ works in light of those who came before him and in his immediate context will
reveal a strong continuity in the substance of the doctrine of God he presents and that of his
predecessors.

We will certainly observe a more philosophical and scholastic method in Ursinus
compared with his Reformed predecessors, however, these scholastic elements, particularly
in his doctrine of God, do not alter the fundamental nature of his Calvinist doctrine. For
Ursinus, the use of philosophy and rational argument was not to be feared, but employed in
the service of revealed doctrine of the church contained in the Scriptures. We will argue that
presence of proofs for God’s existence alone should not cause one to label Ursinus as overly
speculative and rationalistic. Furthermore, his ordering of the subtopics within the locus de
Deo does not indicate a doctrine of God that relies more heavily on philosophical descriptions
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than it does on revelation. These points will be discussed to demonstrate that the Scriptures
informed Ursinus’ doctrine of God first and foremost.

A Brief Outline of Ursinus’ Doctrine of God
Before we can attempt to address the challenges that are laid against Ursinus’
scholastic method when it comes to the doctrine of God, a brief exposition of what he taught
with regard to this loci is in order. The material to be examined in this regard is found in four
places where Ursinus’ doctrine of God is given the most systematic and thorough
articulation: his Loci and his exposition of the Apostle’s Creed which occurs in his
commentary on the HC and in his Summa and his CM.

What position does the doctrine of God take in Ursinus’ system as a whole? In the
Loci his De Deo begins with a brief discussion of the natural knowledge of God so that
knowledge of him is open to all, rendering all without excuse.6 However, in each case where
the Apostle’s Creed is exposited (Commentary, Summa, CM), his doctrine of God begins on a
Trinitarian note. Obviously, the Creed lends itself to this arrangement. On all three
occasions where he uses the Creed as the basis of his thought, he speaks of God in an
economic sense rather than an ontological sense. Approaching the doctrine of God
economically, he sees the Creed outlining three principal parts; God the Father for our
creation, God the Son for our redemption and God the Holy Spirit for our sanctification.7 We
must note that in all cases, Ursinus is interested in the usefulness of the doctrine for the
Christian life. He presents, not an impersonal God, but the personal God who has revealed
himself as Father, Son and Holy Spirit in his Word. Furthermore, in all instances when he
6
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expounds the Creed, the doctrine of faith precedes the doctrine of God to which the words ‘I
believe’ of the Creed naturally lead Ursinus. This fact implies that for Ursinus the Christian
God of the Bible must be known by faith and not by way of philosophical proofs.

‘Who is God’ according to Ursinus? ‘God is one, spiritual, intelligent, eternal and
infinite essence; distinct from all creatures, truthful, good, just, pure, merciful, kind
absolutely free; and the source of and cause of all good, of infinite power and wisdom and
angry with sin.’8 Even in this brief description he begins with the unity of God’s essence
seemingly to show that all three persons of the Trinity possessed all divine attributes.9 There
is nothing particularly unique or unorthodox about the content of his doctrine of God as it
follows very much in the stream of all orthodox Trinitarianism that preceded him, both
Protestant and Catholic.

With regards to his Trinitarianism, Ursinus is again found to be in line with the
western catholic tradition in regards to his definitions. The Father, Son and Holy Spirit are of
a single essence and equal in eternity, power, majesty, wisdom and goodness.10 The
members of the Trinity are indivisible but distinguishable. The Son is eternally generated
from the eternal Father and the Holy Spirit eternally proceeds from both the Father and the
Son.11 While he taught the unity of God’s essence, he allowed for accommodation in God’s
three persons with the Father being ‘the first person of the Godhead.’12 From the very outset
of his doctrine of God, Ursinus presents a uniquely Christian God who is revealed as three
persons in one substance.
8
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The Sources of Ursinus’ Doctrine of God
We have already noted the major influence of Melanchthon and Peter Martyr on the
form and content of Ursinus’ theology. Their influences as well as Calvin’s are especially
evident in Ursinus’ theology proper. Early in his career, following Luther’s disdain for
theologia gloriae, Melanchthon preferred to engage in the theological enterprise with an
emphasis on the theologia crucis. For both him and Luther the theologia crucis was used to
militate against the marriage of theology and philosophy especially when dealing with the
exalted topics contained in the doctrine of God. This negative reaction says more about
Luther’s and Melanchthon’s disdain for the Medieval Scholastic approach to the doctrine of
God than it does about the actual content of the doctrine. Generally speaking all of the early
Reformers rejected the excessive speculation of the Schoolmen but the doctrinal conclusions
regarding God were not subjects of debate.13 Luther preferred to focus on the Trinity and not
on what he considered to be the useless speculation on God’s attributes or essence. He never
constructed a doctrine of the attributes or essence of God in any extended or systematic
manner. The codifying of Lutheran doctrine was left to his successor at Wittenberg.
Melanchthon, at least in his first edition of his Loci communes, had no sympathies for the
‘base hallucinations’ of the Schoolmen who passed down the ‘subtle pratings of Aristotle,
instead of the doctrine of Christ.’14 In this 1521 edition, Melanchthon does not begin with the
doctrine of God; in fact he purposely omitted it because he believed the mysteries of divinity
were ‘more rightly adored than investigated.’15

With the publication of Melanchthon’s second edition of the Loci (1535), came at
least one significant change to the work’s content and ordo docendi. What he had exhorted
13
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the readers of his first edition to ‘adore’ now receives a thorough and lengthy investigation,
namely the doctrine of God.16 In this first head of doctrine, he paves the way for future
generations to understand more positively the relationship between philosophy and theology,
faith and reason. In his treatment of the doctrine of God he speaks of a God-given natural
law and natural reason as a means of knowing God. After the Fall, mankind has a marred,
yet sufficient knowledge of God. This imperfect knowledge is sufficient to render one guilty
before God, but not sufficient for salvation. In the later editions of the Loci, Melanchthon
also included philosophical proofs for the existence of God under the heading de creatione.17
These compatibilities that Melanchthon perceives between philosophy and theology are what
have lead some modern scholars to hold him partly responsible for the early phases of the
Reformation’s regression back into the rationalism of Medieval Scholasticism.18 However,
we would be remiss not to consider Richard Muller’s voluminous and meticulous scholarship
which leveled a formidable challenge to the previously accepted notion that the Protestant
Scholastics simply reintroduced both the form and content of Medieval Scholasticism.19

The influence of Aristotelian logic (categories of cause and effect, substance and
attributes) upon Melanchthon and Ursinus was certainly substantial. For example Ursinus
last proof for the existence of God argues that ‘the order of cause and effect is finite, nor can
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it come to pass that the chain of course of efficient causes can be of infinite extent. There
must, therefore, be some first cause…’20 Melanchthon taught his students at Wittenberg the
rudiments of Aristotelian logic and, as we have noted, Ursinus went on to write two treatises
against Ramism that served as appendices to his 1586 edition of Aristotle’s Organi Aristotle.
While much of the Aristotelian method found in Melanchthon and Ursinus, as well as many
of the other Reformed Scholastics, was inherited from the Middle Ages it does not
necessarily mean that the content of their theology was influenced by Greek philosophy.
Aristotelian logic was employed as a method of solving problems and arranging arguments.
As such it should not be materially equated with a particular theological position. For
Ursinus, human knowledge can be gained from empirical data and the principle of noncontradiction was guaranteed by the essential faithfulness of God. Reason was always
subject to the authoritative revelation found in Scripture. However, as we will see below, it
must be recognized that especially with regards to the doctrine of God, the continuity in
theological content between Medieval Scholasticism, the Reformation and Protestant
Scholasticism was quite significant.21

Peter Martyr could quite possibly be another influence on Ursinus’ doctrine of God.
His influence is detected, not so much in Ursinus’ direct referencing of Martyr, as in the
general tenor of his doctrine of God which is at many points quite similar to that of his Italian
mentor. The appreciation for the use of philosophy in theology he gained from Melanchthon
in his years in Wittenberg would have only been confirmed and seemingly deepened as a
result of his year long study with Vermigli. While there is much to be said about the
similarities between Martyr’s and Ursinus’ views on natural knowledge of God, that will be
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reserved for the following chapter. What is important for the subject before us in this chapter
is Martyr’s understanding of the positive relationship between philosophy and theology. Far
from warning of the dangers of philosophy, he taught that it was a sapientia which could be
appropriately employed in the theological enterprise. It has been noted22 that Peter Martyr
had a great appreciation for Aristotle’s method, commenting on him and lecturing to his
students on the latter’s Nichomachean Ethics.23 However, his admiration of Aristotle’s
method did not keep him from delivering sharp criticism of the philosopher’s teaching where
it conflicted with the Scriptures.24 In comparison to the superior discipline of theology,
Martyr viewed ‘natural science’ as ‘far more negligent, indeed blind, deaf, and dumb.’25

Martyr, like Ursinus, did not believe that, just because the Aristotelian method had
been used to produce erroneous doctrine, such as he found in the Scholastic theologians of
the Middle Ages, it could not be used as a means to facilitate true doctrine. Ursinus was not
at all averse to offering philosophical definitions of God, as long as they were subservient and
secondary to theological definitions. He writes, ‘True philosophy, although it also differs
very much from the doctrine of the church, yet, it does not array itself against it, nor is it a
wicked fabrication, and device of Satan.... It follows, therefore, that it is not only lawful, but
also profitable, for Christians to devote themselves to the study of philosophy.’26 In his
prolegomena, Ursinus explicitly compares the difference in ‘principle, subject and effect’
22
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between true philosophy and theology making it very clear that revelation was above reason
and not on par with it.27 The reason philosophy is secondary is because it is deduced from
nature, which cannot adequately lead one to a saving knowledge of God as found in both the
law and the gospel.28 In fact, ‘philosophy is entirely ignorant of the gospel’ and ‘omits the
most important parts of the law, and explains very obscurely and imperfectly, those parts
which it embraces...’29 Furthermore, philosophy is ‘ignorant of the true cause of all our evils,
and can neither bestow nor direct us to that comfort which can satisfy the desires of the
human heart,’ while the Scriptures alone (called the doctrine of the church) can offer both.30
The presence and increased use of scholastic methods by Ursinus and Vermigli scarcely leads
to the conclusion that they placed reason over faith. Both men, as well as Melanchthon, had
robustly orthodox doctrines of Scripture and yet positive dispositions towards philosophy.31
Although, as we shall see, Ursinus uses philosophical and rhetorical arguments in his doctrine
of God, especially in his proofs, one cannot fairly conclude that he is slipping back into the
metaphysical speculation found in many of the Schoolmen.32 The place of reason in Ursinus,
Vermigli and Melanchthon is clearly secondary and provides the means by which Scripture’s
revealed truth may be logically deduced and explicated. Finally, one must recognize that
Ursinus’ loci de Deo in his Theologia Loci is replete with Scriptural references.33
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Ursinus’ Ordo Docendi
Before we can attempt to enter into a discussion on Ursinus’ doctrine of God directly,
we must first discover how it fits within the larger scope of his theology. The obvious
starting point for seeking to understand the logic behind Ursinus’ ordo docendi is his
unfinished Loci theologici.34 In this work he was free to organize his loci as he chose,
whereas in his Commentary he was bound by the order of the HC as well as by the Apostles’
Creed which was used to help order his doctrine of God in the HC. His arrangement of the
material in the Loci is as follows; De Scriptura Sacra, Deo Uno Essentia et Tribus in ea
Personis, Creatione Mundi, Angelis Bonis et Malis, De Creatione Hominis, Providentia Dei,
Peccato, Libero Arbitrio, Lege Dei. The early codifiers of Reformed theology understood the
importance of ordering the various loci in a logical and cohesive manner. Ursinus would
have learned his need for a ratio for his ordo docendi directly from Melanchthon.35 Muller
notes that
Melanchthon also recognized the topical organization demanded consideration of a
‘proper and expeditious way’ (recta et compendaria via) of gathering and arranging a
subject - in short, an identification of the topics followed by the discovery of a
methodus or proper ‘way through’ them.... the loci, in short, demand a method.36
For Melanchthon, that method was determined by eliciting the topics found in Paul’s letter to
the Romans which led him to begin, after his introductory epistle, with the doctrine of sin in
his 1521 edition. It is noteworthy that, knowing the importance of the arrangement of the loci
and the fact that his beloved mentor began with hamartiology, that Ursinus began with the
doctrine of Scripture. Up to that point no Reformation theologian had begun a Loci
communes with Scripture. Melanchthon’s later editions placed God first. Peter Martyr’s
posthumously published Loci communes (1576) began by treating revelation and the natural
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knowledge of God before his treatment of Scripture and its interpretation.37 Wolfgang
Musculus’ Loci communes (1564) begins with the doctrine of God but addresses the
knowledge of God much later in his loci.38 Therefore, one can make a tentative argument
that Ursinus’ arrangement was not merely a blind reproduction of past orders, but a very
purposeful one which elevated the doctrine of Scripture to a place of prominence it had yet to
be given within Reformed Theology. In fact, he spoke of the law and gospel, which he
understood to be the sum and total of the Scriptures, as the chief doctrine of the church.39 It
is abundantly clear in his first locus on Scripture that it alone was the foundation upon which
all true religion and theology stood.40 An appreciation for Ursinus’ ordo docendi in his Loci
theologici provides a corrective balance to the lopsided perspective that finds Ursinus’
doctrine of God marking a ‘stage further on the road to rationalism.’41 Beginning with the
doctrine of Scripture and not the doctrine of God can hardly be accused of being a system
that leads to a natural theology.

Certainly Ursinus employed a much more scholastic methodology (so also, Vermigli,
Musculus and Zanchi) than did some of his predecessors, but one must remember that
methodology and an appreciation for the proper place of philosophy does not necessitate a
change in the substance of doctrine. What emerges does not seem to be a slippery slope into
extreme rationalism, rather a natural development of Reformed thought from the Medieval
Schoolmen to the first generation Reformers to those who systematized Reformed doctrine.
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While the excessive use of philosophical categories may have led Reformed dogmaticians of
later generations toward a more speculative theological system, its presence does not
necessitate this tendency. Muller provides a more likely conclusion as to why Ursinus and
others saw a more positive marriage between philosophy and theology and thus tended to
employ scholastic elements in their theology:
Moreover, we must look to the works of Musculus, Vermigli, Bullinger, and Hyperius
and, after that, to the writings of such transitional figures as Ursinus, Danaeus, and
Junius, who, together with that great theorist of the divine attributes, Jerome Zanchi,
account for the development of Reformed theology toward its early orthodox
expression. What is more, the early orthodox thinkers appear to have recognized not
only the polemical necessity of developing a scholastic theology over against the
Roman Catholic dogmatics of the day, they appear to have recognized also, albeit
without negative comment on the work of their theological forebears, that many of the
formulations of theologians like Bullinger and Calvin failed completely either to
explain issues or to resolve theological problems.42
Despite the methodological differences between the Reformers and those who followed in
subsequent generations, the theology between the generations remained largely consistent.
Ursinus’ use of reason does not indicate a blind return to the excessively rationalistic
speculation with which the Schoolmen are so often charged.

To consider Ursinus’ ordo docendi in his Commentary is an entirely different matter.
A few things must be understood if we are to gain any insight into his doctrine of God by
way of looking at the ordo docendi in his Commentary. First, unlike his Loci theologici,
Ursinus did not have the liberty to arrange his loci as he pleased because his ordo was already
established by the HC. Second, he treats theology proper by way of expositing questions 2426 of the HC which deal with the first phrase of the Apostles’ Creed. Furthermore, it is often
overlooked that Ursinus begins his doctrine of God in the Commentary at question 24 of the
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HC which highlights the Trinitarian structure of the Creed.43 This is important to note,
especially in light of the fact that Ursinus is accused of rationalistic tendencies for his
offering proofs and discussing the more speculative aspects of theology proper such as divine
essence and divine attributes before he addressed the Trinity. For Ursinus, God is not known
apart from the Father, Son and Holy Spirit: ‘It is necessary, then, that all who will be saved,
should have a knowledge of the one God, the eternal Father, the co-eternal Son, and the coeternal Holy Ghost; for unless he is known as such an [sic] one as he has revealed himself, he
does not communicate himself unto us, neither can we expect eternal life from him.’44

Finally, we find that Ursinus’ doctrine of God is preceded by his doctrine of faith
which would tend to indicate that faith is essential to a knowledge of God while philosophical
speculation is not sufficient.45 Ursinus writes,
Having spoken of faith, it now follows next in order that we speak of the object of
faith, or enquire what is the sum of those things which we are to believe. Faith, in
general, embraces the entire Word of God.... for faith cannot rely upon any thing but
the Word of God, as an immovable foundation.46
Instead of treating the proofs prior to faith and therefore as a basis for or means to faith,
Ursinus comes to them only after he establishes the nature of faith. In this way the proofs
function as a posteriori arguments. Furthermore, in the quotation above, we discover how far
Ursinus is from elevating man’s natural knowledge of God to the place of the revealed
knowledge of God that comes from the Scripture alone.
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Ursinus’ methodus locus de Deo
As mentioned above, Melanchthon suggested several methodus or “ways through” the
various loci. At least two others Reformers of Ursinus’ day were deliberate about the way in
which they organized the subtopics of the doctrine of God, namely Musculus and Hyperius.
Each of these men, as well as Melanchthon proposed methods to be adopted by their students
which would later become the norm for ‘the way through’ the doctrine of God.47 Ursinus’
methodus as applied to his doctrine of God is as follows: proofs for the existence of God,
divine attributes, divine essence, unity and the doctrine of the Trinity. Again, we find that
there are modern negative appraisals of this order, finding it, as well as others like it, to be
overly metaphysical and speculative thus tending towards a ‘natural theology’.48 Giving
primacy of place to the abstract and incomprehensible doctrines of divine essence and divine
attributes is viewed by some scholars to be another regression into the Medieval
Scholasticism. It is argued that it is precisely this treatment of the doctrine of God which is
responsible for the Protestant Scholastics’ loss of the Christocentric nature of Calvin’s
theology and a diminution of the doctrine of the Trinity. It has to be admitted that such a
‘way through’ the doctrine of God may possibly lead one in the direction of a natural
theology but it does not necessitate that possibility. Richard Muller has sought to discredit
what he labeled ‘blatant and ill-founded’ critiques in this regard.49 Furthermore, while not
indicating so himself, his conclusions reveal that Ursinus’ methodus on the doctrine of God,
was the standard arrangement of the later sixteenth and seventeenth century Reformed
theology. Muller argues that ‘the order was not intended to deflect discussion away from
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concentration on the uniquely Christian content of the doctrine of God but to expedite the
discussion.’50 We have already mentioned that, for Ursinus, it is impossible to know God
outside of the Trinity and that in his Commentary he first gave a brief treatment of the Trinity
where he offered provisional answers to the ad extra economy of the Godhead. Beginning
with proofs, attributes and essence before his extended treatment on the Trinity did not in the
least detract from the distinctly Christian doctrine of God that he presented. As Muller points
out,
This ordering of doctrine, moreover, makes clear that all of the divine attributes
belong equally to each of the divine persons in their essential oneness - and, via the
resultant argument that the work of the Trinity ad extra is the common work of the
three persons, opens the doctrine of God outward toward the doctrine of creation and
the other loci of the system.51
Muller’s hypothesis is precisely what unfolds in Ursinus’ Commentary. Ursinus moves from
the doctrine of God, to creation and providence to the person and work of Christ in his
Commentary. Furthermore, he exercises great care when seeking to delineate between the
single and unified essence shared by all three persons of the Trinity and the distinct relations
they have ad extra and ad intra so as to not run the risk of describing a composite God.

In his Commentary, he approaches the doctrine of God by expounding the twentyfifth question of the Catechism. “Since there is but one Divine Being, why speakest thou of
three, Father, Son, and Holy Ghost? Because God has so revealed himself in his Word that
these three distinct Persons are the one, true, eternal God.’52 To address the topic raised by
the Catechism he asks eight questions in connection with the doctrine of God. The following
questions frame his discussion:
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From what does it appear that there is a God? What is the character of that God who
the church acknowledges and worships, and in what does he differ from heathen
idols? Is he but one, and in what sense do the Scriptures call creatures gods? What
do the terms Essence, Person, and Trinity signify, and in what do they differ? Is it
proper to retain these names in the church? How many persons of the Godhead are
there? How are these persons distinguished from each other? Why is it necessary for
the church to hold fast to the doctrine of the Trinity?53
The first three questions deal with God as one. In these three questions Ursinus presents his
proofs, a discussion of the attributes and a statement on the unity of the Godhead. The fourth
question allows him to give a prolonged exposition on divine essence which introduces his
discussion of the Trinity. Answering the last five questions, he presents his doctrine of the
Trinity.

In his Loci Theologici Ursinus begins with an introduction where he addresses the
problem of man’s knowledge of God.54 He then asks five questions which will frame his
locus de Deo: ‘What testimonies reveal there is a God?’; ‘Which testimonies confirm that
there is none except the one true God?’; ‘Who, and of what sort is the true God?’; ‘Which
testimonies confirm the three persons of the Godhead?; ‘How the three persons of the
Godhead are distinguished?’55 Ursinus gives a much more lengthy treatment of the doctrine
of God here, using nearly ninety folio columns to unpack these questions. By far the most
prolonged attention is given to the fourth question on the doctrine of the Trinity. Similar to
his methodus in his Commentary, Ursinus moves from proofs, to the unity of God, to his
attributes, to the Trinity both in its unity and in its triunity.
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Proofs of the Existence of God
A few general observations regarding Ursinus’ use and understanding of the proofs of
God’s existence are in order. When we consider Ursinus’ proofs we will notice that he draws
conclusions about God from principles, axioms, syllogisms, propositions and rhetorical
arguments. However, for him, the ground of all doctrinal assertions lies not on the
philosophical conclusions themselves but on the Scriptures. Logic and philosophy serve in
an instrumental manner to assist in understanding the Biblical data. The proofs are not the
ground of faith but the product of faith. They are always secondary and subordinate to the
arguments drawn from the Scripture.

These observations are not shared by all scholars as we can see from John Platt’s
comments.
This confusion is indicative of the tension between the essentially Reformation,
revelation-oriented text of the Catechism and the commentary upon it which, as we
have noted, here employs Melanchthon’s arguments for God’s existence, but now in
the traditional scholastic role as the prolegomena to revelation....Furthermore, whilst,
as we saw, Melanchthon was at great pains to stress that the arguments he offered
were merely to confirm the faithful who themselves possessed far firmer assurance of
God’s existence from the testimonies of Scripture, Ursinus makes no such initial
qualification and launches straight into his list of arguments with the brief
introduction, ‘That there is a God is proved by many arguments common to
Philosophy and Theology.’56
Certainly Platt’s concerns are worthy of note especially since on the face of it Ursinus’
doctrine of God is presented in a vastly different manner than Calvin’s. However, what Platt
fails to appreciate is that Ursinus has already given his ‘revelation-oriented’ prolegomena in
the beginning of the Commentary itself so he has no hesitation in moving right into his
proofs. In that prolegomena, Ursinus makes clear that the whole doctrine of the church,
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including the doctrine of God is based upon the ‘divinely revealed’ Scriptures.57 In fact,
when we turn to his CM Ursinus is very explicit about the importance of revelation when it
comes to the doctrine of God. In question 16 he asks, ‘Since there is only one God, why do
you speak of Father, Son, and Holy Spirit?” The answer given is as follows: ‘Because that is
how God has revealed himself in his Word, namely, that these three distinct persons are one,
true and eternal God, who created heaven and earth, in whom we have been baptized, and
whom we are commanded to worship.’58 There is no evidence to suggest that his doctrine of
the Trinity is the result of the logical conclusions drawn from his arguments for the existence
of God.

The Summa makes the connection between revelation and theology proper even more
explicit.
Who is God? He is eternal Father, who from eternity generated the Son, his own
image; and Son, coeternal image of the Father; and Holy Spirit, who proceeds from
the Father and the Son. This is how the Godhead was revealed by the trustworthy
Word and divine testimonies: The eternal Father, together with the Son and the Holy
Spirit, created, preserves, and governs by his providence heaven and earth and all
creatures, gathers in all humanity an eternal church for himself because of and
through the Son, and is the judge of the righteous and the unrighteous.59
In addition, Platt’s comparison between Melanchthon and Ursinus at this point is not
appropriate as the former models his Loci after the book of Romans, while the latter frames
his discussion based on the Apostles Creed. For these reasons, and others as we will argue
below, Platt’s claim that Ursinus decidedly moved in a more scholastic direction with respect
to the substance of his doctrine of God must be questioned. Not only does it fail to consider
the Commentary’s prolegomena but it also neglects the fact it comes after the doctrine of
faith and in his Loci Theologici he places the doctrine of Scripture before his doctrine of God.
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To make the argument that the rationalism of Ursinus eclipsed the robust ‘revelationoriented’60 doctrine of God found in the HC based solely on his having begun with proofs is
to misunderstand how he saw the doctrine of God fitting into the larger scheme of his
theology. Furthermore, one is immediately impressed with the abundant Scripture references
offered after each argument in his Loci. Only a small portion of them make it into the various
editions of his Commentary so if too heavy a reliance is placed on one edition the
appreciation of Ursinus’ use of Scripture proofs would be missed. Scripture for Ursinus was
clearly the principium congnoscendi. While it is certainly the case that his proofs contain
more scholastic elements than his predecessor, again, one must use caution in equating
theological method with theological substance.

The first thing that strikes the careful reader, as is so comprehensively outlined by
John Platt, is that Ursinus gives the identical list of proofs that Melanchthon had years earlier
and he reproduces them in the same order.61 Here again is incontestable evidence of the
strong influence Melanchthon had on Ursinus’ doctrine of God. Platt enumerates these
similarities and demonstrates how Ursinus practically plagiarized nine of his eleven
arguments out of his teacher’s 1544 edition of the Loci Communes. Furthermore, the other
two proofs offered by Ursinus ‘from heroic action’ and ‘from punishments of the wicked’
were taken from a different set of nine arguments offered by Melanchthon in his 1540 edition
of the Commentary on Romans.62 Ursinus’ reliance on Melanchthon is abundantly obvious as
he culls together all Melanchthon’s proofs from various places and thus offers a list more
comprehensive than the one from whom he stole them did in one place. This is yet another
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indicator for Platt that Ursinus was one step further down the line toward rationalism and
away from a ‘revelation-oriented’ theology proper.

One difference however between Melanchthon’s list and that of Ursinus’
Commentary is placement. Melanchthon gives his proof under the locus ‘on creation,’ while
Ursinus moves his under locus de Deo. Platt perceives this move, along with Ursinus’ longer
list, as an ‘introduction of a much more decidedly scholastic’ treatment of the doctrine.63
This may be true and yet, while Ursinus’ placement does exhibit a change from Melanchthon,
Platt draws too narrow a conclusion regarding Ursinus’ change. Although he no longer
places the proofs under Creation but under the Doctrine of God, his Doctrine of God follows
his treatment of faith as has been said. Furthermore, as we will argue below, the proofs are
not used in an a priori manner. To say that Ursinus is sliding back into medieval
scholasticism doctrine based on his proofs would be an overstatement. On the other hand we
observe that he is in good company with other Reformers who place their proofs after faith.64

Platt finds the length of Ursinus’ proofs to be another piece of evidence suggesting
they are an introduction of a traditional scholastic treatment, while Richard Muller finds them
to lack ‘logical rigor and philosophical elaboration’ and that they possess ‘the mixture of
logical and philosophical with purely rhetorical arguments.’65 The purpose of Ursinus’
arguments, like that of Melanchthon was not to provide a rational foundation upon which
belief in God rested, but to indicate that there was a non-saving knowledge available to all
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humanity in the creation itself and by way of their own notitias naturales.66 Nowhere does
Ursinus relate the proofs to matters of salvation. The proofs were used to indicate that fallen
man was ‘without excuse’ before his Creator. As such, they could persuade a nonbeliever to
seek out the things of God as revealed in Scripture, but they could not serve as the basis of
saving faith, only as the basis of the creature’s inexcusability before the Creator.

Platt continues to offer a negative assessment of Ursinus’ use of proofs when
commenting on a long quotation of Ursinus wherein he gives his understanding of the
positive use of philosophy in the theological enterprise, Platt writes;
It is this last use of ‘natural testimonies’ which is the most significant for it can hardly
fail to carry with it the implication that the Christian should advance such testimonies
to the unbeliever so that he might be ‘stirred up to seek the true God in the Church.’
The door is thus wide open to the apologetic use of philosophical arguments which
was soon to be such a feature of Natural Theology and we may not unfairly surmise
that such a motive was among those at work in Ursinus himself.67
Certainly Ursinus, like Melanchthon and Calvin before him, would have taken no issue with
the apologetic use of proofs. However, for all three these uses could not be construed, in
light of the rest of their theological system, as becoming the basis or foundation for faith.
Ursinus himself says, in the quotation that Platt includes, that this knowledge of God is to be
found ‘in the church.’ After citing Ursinus, who says that philosophical wisdom cannot show
who the true God is, Platt fails to include the following portion of the paragraph in his
argument. Ursinus goes on to write,
‘Now albeit philosophical wisdom cannot therefore show who is the true God, for that
concerning the essence, nature, will and works of God, so much as is necessary to be
known, it does not teach, and is diversely depraved by men, so that out of the church
remains no true knowledge of God.’68
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Furthermore, when one reads beyond the quotation of Ursinus provided by Platt we find that
it continues saying, ‘Lastly he will, the imperfection of natural knowledge being considered,
have men’s ignorance concerning God acknowledged, and his mercy magnified, who
discovers and opens him in his word.’69 Thus, while the proofs may be used apologetically to
stir one to seek God in the church, they cannot serve as the basis of true faith. Ursinus makes
this clear in his prolegomena to the Commentary where he articulates the differences between
the doctrines of the church and philosophy.
First: in their principles. Philosophy is altogether natural, and is constructed and
based upon principles deduced from nature. And, although there are many things in
the doctrine of the church, which may be known from nature, yet the chief and
principal part of it, which is the gospel, is so far beyond and above nature, that unless
the Son of God had revealed it unto us from the bosom of the Father, no wisdom of
men or of angels could have discovered it. Secondly: they differ in their subjects; for,
whilst the doctrine of the church comprehends the true sense and meaning of the law
and gospel, philosophy is entirely ignorant of the gospel, omits the most important
parts of the law, and explains very obscurely and imperfectly, those parts which it
embraces in relation to civil duties, and the external deportment of life.... Thirdly:
they differ in their effects. The doctrine of the church alone traces all the evils and
miseries which are incident to man to their true source, which is to be found in the fall
and disobedience of our first parents in Paradise. It, moreover, ministers true and
solid comfort to the conscience, pointing out the way by which we may escape the
miseries of sin and death, and, at the same time, assures us of everlasting life, through
our Lord Jesus Christ. But philosophy is ignorant of the true cause of all our evils,
and can neither bestow nor direct us to that comfort which can satisfy the desires of
the human heart.70
For Ursinus, the gospel is essential for salvation. Thus if philosophy is ignorant of the gospel
then it provides no basis, in its arguments or proofs, for salvation, but can only serve to lead
men to a natural knowledge of God.71 Natural knowledge of God was not, for Ursinus, an
exposition of what unbelievers could learn from nature by their own rational faculties, but
was the content of what God naturally revealed to all humanity and was able to be understood
on the basis of the natural sensus of God.72
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We have noted the striking similarities between Melanchthon’s proofs and those of
Ursinus, but it is also important that we recognize the similarities between Ursinus’ proofs
and Calvin’s opening chapters of his Institutes. One common approach among the critics of
the Reformed Scholastics is that they drive a wedge between the humanistic and
Christocentric theology of Calvin and the rationalistic theology of those who followed him.
This is especially the case when they consider the changes in the structure of the doctrine of
God, specifically his proofs, and doctrine of the covenant.73 What these scholars overlook is
that there is a good measure of similarity between Ursinus’ rhetorical proofs and those found
in Calvin. Although Ursinus’ style and vocabulary may evidence more scholastic elements
than Calvin’s, the concurrence between the substance of what is argued is significant.

Ursinus’ first proof looked to the ‘order and harmony’ that is observed in nature as
evidence that God stands behind its wise arrangement.74 This same partial cosmological
argument is observed in Calvin who said that God has revealed himself ‘in the whole
workmanship of the universe.’75 While his essence is incomprehensible, his works are
‘unmistakable marks of his glory.’ He continues; ‘Yet, in the first place, wherever you cast
your eyes there is no spot in the universe wherein you cannot discern at least some spark of
his glory.’76 Ursinus employs the e consensu gentium (‘from the consent of mankind’) when
he says that ‘everyone must perceive’ that God lies behind the universe’s order. Calvin,
however, prefers to emphasize the utter inexcusability of even ‘stupid folk’ who do not
perceive that God lies behind the beauty and majesty of his creation. While structurally
different, the substance of the argument of both theologians is the basically the same.
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The second proof offered by Ursinus has some resonance with Calvin’s opening
discussion of the knowledge of God and self. Ursinus writes,
A rational nature having some cause, cannot exist except it proceed from some
intelligent being, for the reason that a cause is not of a more inferior character than the
effect which produces it. The human mind is endowed with reason, and has some
cause. Therefore it has proceeded from some intelligent being, which is God.77
Although Calvin does not speak explicitly about the human capacity to reason, the following
‘mighty gifts’ to which he refers can hardly fail to at least include human’s rational nature.
‘For, quite clearly, the mighty gifts with which we are endowed are hardly from ourselves;
indeed, our very being is nothing but subsistence in the one God. Then, by these benefits
shed like dew from heaven upon us, we are led by rivulets to the spring itself.’78

Thirdly, Ursinus offers a proof based on ‘the conceptions or notions of general
principles which are natural to us, as the difference between things proper and improper.’79
This natural law is ‘engraven upon our hearts’ (ingenitae) by God himself.80 Romans 2:15,
‘They (the Gentiles) show that the work of the law is written on their hearts...’ is the
reference Ursinus uses to support this proof. Commenting on these verses (Romans 2:14-15)
Calvin has strikingly similar ideas:
Since then all nations, of themselves and without a monitor, are disposed to make
laws for themselves, it is beyond all question evident that they have some notions of
justice and rectitude...and which are implanted by nature in the hearts of men...They
prove that there is imprinted on their hearts a discrimination and judgment by which
they distinguish between what is just and unjust, between what is honest and
dishonest.... Nor can we conclude from this passage, that there is in men a full
knowledge of the law but that there are only some seeds of what is right implanted in
their nature.81
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Neither Calvin nor Ursinus come close to saying that there is a knowledge of law apart from
God, rather they teach that this knowledge of the natural law is implanted by God in the
hearts of men.

In his fourth proof, Ursinus argues for God’s existence based upon the ‘knowledge
and sense’ of God which all humanity possess.82 Ursinus comes very close to Calvin’s notion
of the sensus divinitatis in his Loci; ‘Therefore, as with all men, also those without learning,
they may sense there is a God by natural judgment.’83 Similarly, Calvin speaks of the sensus
divinitatis (‘sense of the divine’) which is engraven (ingenitam) upon men’s minds. He
continues:
Indeed, the perversity of the impious, who though they struggle furiously are unable
to extricated themselves from the fear of God, is abundant testimony that this
conviction, namely, that there is some God, is naturally inborn in all, and is fixed deep
within, as it were in the very marrow.84
For both Ursinus and Calvin, this natural knowledge of God is not the product of human
reason itself, but is the result of the knowledge God engraved upon each heart to perceive his
self-revelation in his work of creation. In classic Ciceronian fashion, both Calvin and
Ursinus point to the universal belief in God. Both of them reference Cicero’s well known
statement directly when they assert that there is ‘no nation so barbarous, no people so savage,
that they have not a deep seated conviction that there is a God.’85
In his fifth proof, Ursinus argues that there is a God from the presence ‘reproofs of
conscience which follow the commission of sin’ in the hearts and minds of men.86 The logic
he uses is that only God can know truly what is proper and improper and only he can know
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the thoughts and hearts of men so as to prick their consciences. Arguing that religion is not
the invention of men who purpose to oppress others, Calvin writes, ‘But they would never
have achieved this if men’s minds had not already been imbued with a firm conviction about
God, from which the inclination toward religion springs as from a seed.’87 Here we see
another rhetorical argument shared between the two of them.
We have noted the some similarities between Calvin’s and Ursinus’ use of proofs in
the doctrine of God. While Calvin does not provide ‘proofs’ per se, he clearly makes
arguments to the same end in the early chapters of his Institutes. Some of these arguments
could even be said to evidence elements of the traditional proofs. However, some of these
proofs followed the pattern of e consensu gentium (from the general consent of mankind)
rather than rigorous and laborious logical argumentation. Ursinus’ seventh and eighth proof
also take this form: the wise government of human societies and heroic enthusiasm
respectively. These, and others, take the form of rhetorical arguments which indicates that
Ursinus’ goal was to offer general testimonium rather than rigorously argued logical and
demonstrative proofs. Two of the eleven proofs put forward are drawn from Scripture
themselves with no basis in philosophy. The sixth speaks of the rewards of the righteous and
unrighteous in such Biblical stories as the flood and Pharaoh’s demise. The ninth is based on
the prediction of future events as has been shown in the Scriptures through prophecy. Neither
of these carries any tendency towards speculative doctrine or natural theology over and
against Revealed Theology for they are drawn solely from special revelation.
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This leaves the last two, as found in his Commentary, both of which arguably contain
the most rationalistic elements, as both address the nature of cause and effect. The tenth
reads,
The end and use of things generally are not by mere chance, nor from a being
destitute of reason, but proceed from a cause that is wise and omnipotent, which is
God. All things now are wisely adapted and ordained to their own peculiar and
certain ends.88
While not nearly as thoroughly articulated or precisely structured, we can discern a
teleological argument behind this proof. He argues toward the existence of an ultimate end
towards which God is responsible for moving all things. In the eleventh and final proof
Ursinus argues from cause and effect. In it he essentially presents a condensed Thomist form
of the cosmological argument - the first efficient cause. He reasons,
The order of cause and effect is finite, nor can it come to pass that the chain of course
of efficient causes can be of infinite extent. There must, therefore, be some first cause
which either mediately or immediately produces and moves the rest, and on which all
other causes depend; for in every order that is finite there is something that is first and
before every thing else.89
One is struck by the brevity of this proof and its simplicity as compared to its meticulous and
thorough treatment by its architect Aquinas. This argument is standard and common among
the Reformed Scholastics and yet must not be, as Muller has cautioned, conceived of being
used the same way as Aquinas. The proofs used by Ursinus and other Reformed Scholastics
were not intended to demonstrate reason’s capacity to lead to the same truths as are found in
revelation. ‘Their primary purpose is to attack skepticism and atheism on the basis of a
fundamental, but non-saving natural knowledge, including the innate knowledge of God or
immediate sensus divinitatis shared by all people.’90
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Recognizing that there is considerable debate about Muller’s interpretation of
Aquinas’ use of proofs, we believe his general argument with regard to the Reformed
Scholastics applies specifically to what Ursinus intended to do with his proofs. He did not
intend his proofs to be used as a means to lead one to a saving knowledge of God, but to
reveal why unbelieving people were without excuse and that these proofs would lead one
ultimately to seek the true God in his Church which was the guardian of his word.

The parallels between Ursinus’ (Melanchthon’s) and Calvin’s ‘proofs’ are too close to
imagine that the insertion of proofs in Ursinus’ theology proper takes Reformed Theology
further down the road towards a natural theology. The basis of both Calvin’s and Ursinus’
knowledge of God was Revealed Theology and to assert otherwise is to too narrowly focus
on the scholastic elements and forms of Ursinus without appreciating his theology as a whole.
It is almost beyond comprehension that Ursinus would place Revealed Theology under
natural theology as we intend to demonstrate in the following chapter.

What comes to the surface in Ursinus’ proofs then is not an overly speculative or
scholastic philosophy which jettisons revealed knowledge as has been argued by Platt.
Rather, Ursinus finds no conflict in the employment of philosophical proofs to establish a
natural and non-redemptive knowledge of God. Platt’s reliance on Ursinus’ Commentary and
its many editions is historically helpful and has provided a great deal of insight into how
Ursinus’ Commentary influenced and was received by the subsequent generations in the
Dutch Reformation. However, such a study only gives part of the picture when one is
seeking to understand Ursinus’ own doctrine of God, as we are in this chapter.

Divine Essence and Attributes
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Having presented testimonies that God exists, Ursinus moves on to define what God
is, in other words, to consider his essence. Ursinus reflects on God’s essence first according
to his attributes and then according to his triunity. The reason for this is that all the attributes
belong to the one essence of God and thus all persons of the Godhead possess the same
attributes. The persons of the Trinity are distinct according to their ad intra works and their
ad extra works. But all three persons of the Trinity possess the same attributes in the same
measure because they belong to the one essence of the Triune God. Therefore, when Ursinus
speaks of the attributes it is not to be separated from his understanding of essence or Trinity,
rather they are used as a means of defining the Godhead’s one essence. This is precisely why
Ursinus begins his discussion of the attributes by placing them under the topic of essence. He
writes, ‘God is essence, that is, a thing which neither springs from, nor depends upon any
thing else, but exists of and by itself alone, and is the cause of existence to every thing else.’91

In spite of God’s incomprehensibility, Ursinus taught, as did all the major Reformers,
that God can still be known, not as he is in se (in himself) but only as he is revealed to us.
When he speaks about God’s attributes he is not speaking about God as he is in himself for
that is unknowable. God alone is infinite, simple, immutable and one while men are finite,
composite and mutable. He makes a clear and strong distinction between Creator and
creature. God and humans, for Ursinus, exist on entirely different planes. Ursinus begins his
discussion of the attributes of God with a very clear disclaimer about the limits of our
knowledge of God. ‘God cannot be defined, for reason that he is immense, and because we
are ignorant of his essence. We may, however, describe him to a certain extent from the
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revelation which he has been pleased to make of himself.’92 It is clear from this statement
that Ursinus had no intention of providing a metaphysical or speculative investigation into the
divine attributes. His treatment avoids the strict logical deduction that is present in Anselm
and moves in the direction of a more Lombardian discussion of the attributes as drawn from
the Scriptures.93 From the outset, Ursinus restricts himself to the revelation God has made of
himself; the revelation found primarily in the Scriptures but also in some cases the revelation
he makes of himself in nature.

In typical Melanchthonian fashion he first offers a brief philosophical description of
God and then offers a ‘theological and more complete description of God, the one which the
church receives.’94 In his 1543 edition Melanchthon writes, ‘In order that we may come to a
definition of God, I will make a comparison of two of them. One definition is a truncated
endeavor by Plato... he says, ‘God is the eternal mind, the cause of good in nature.”95
Similarly, Ursinus gives his philosophical definition drawn from Plato; ‘God is
philosophically described as an eternal mind or intelligence, sufficient in himself to all
felicity, the best of beings, and the cause of good in nature.’96 Admittedly, beginning first
with a philosophical description does seem to run contrary to the argument of this chapter but
the order must not be pressed too hard. Not only is the philosophical definition substantially
briefer than the theological, but he also proceeds to show how inferior the former description
is to the latter. The definition of God given by the church differs from the philosophical
definition which can only define false gods. The ‘attributes’ of God, ‘the personal
92
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distinctions of the Godhead’ and his ‘works’ are the three ways in which the two definitions
differ. For Ursinus, ‘Out of the church no attribute of God can be rightly and fully known.’97
Furthermore, the philosophical definition of God is not able to ‘acknowledge that there are
three persons in one divine essence.’ He continues; ‘The church, however, acknowledges and
calls upon the Father, Son, and Holy Ghost, one God, subsisting in three persons, as he has
revealed himself in his word.’98 Finally, he sees the philosophical definition to be inferior to
the theological one because the works of God cannot be properly known outside of the
church. ‘Those who are without the church have no proper knowledge of the creation and
government of all things, much less have they a correct knowledge of the work of redemption
and sanctification through the Son and Holy Spirit.’99 These three differences, attributes,
personal distinction of the Godhead and God’s works, set the framework for the rest of his
discussion of God. He moves from attributes, to the Trinity and finally to God’s works of
creation and providence.

The theological description he presents, again very similar to Melanchthon’s, moves
from divine attributes, including essence, distinction from creatures, incomprehensibility and
freedom, to the doctrine of the Trinity which ‘has been divinely revealed by the sure word
delivered by the Prophets and Apostles, and divine testimonies.’100 Before he proceeds to
develop and define each attribute mentioned in his theological description of God, he takes
another opportunity to qualify the limits of philosophy and the ancillary position it has to the
doctrine of the church. Comparing the two descriptions outlined, he explains how the
theological description is superior. They differ,
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In perfection, because it (theological description) contains certain things unknown to
men by nature, such as the distinction which exists between the persons of the
Godhead, election, and the gathering of the church through the Son. It also explains
more fully those things which are known from nature.101
They differ in their ‘effect, in as much as men cannot by the mere light of nature arrive at a
true knowledge of God, nor be excited thereby to holiness or to the love and fear of God.’102

Having these cautions impressed upon the minds of his readers he is prepared to offer
a full list of attributes. Ursinus does not delineate which attributes are known from general or
special revelation. Nor do we find a clear division between the communicable and
incommunicable attributes as is done by later generations. Within Williard’s translation of
the Commentary, the exposition of each one is relatively brief and seems to be an abbreviated
version of what is found in the Loci Theologici.103 In addition, there are many more Scripture
references in the Loci than are included in the different editions of his Commentary on the
HC, even those that append some material from the Loci.

Following Luther’s theologia crucis, Ursinus taught a clear distinction between God
as he was known in himself and as he is known to us. Ursinus is found teaching a strong and
definite Creator - creature distinction. God, as he is in himself, is unknowable to the creature.
Ursinus writes, ‘God is not nature itself, nor matter, nor form, nor any part of nature, but the
efficient cause of all things; neither is his essence mixed or blended with other things; it is
different from and unlike every thing else.’104 Rather than being on a continuum with God,
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the human is only analogous to God. The finite and the infinite do not intersect according to
Ursinus but there are points of analogy or correspondence. Ursinus writes,
But angels and men are said to be in the image of God, as well in respect to the Son
and Holy Ghost, as in respect to the Father, where it is said, ‘Let us make in our
image, after our likeness.’ (Gen. 1:26.) This is not to be understood, however, of any
likeness or equality of essence, but merely of certain properties which have a
resemblance to the Godhead, not in degree or essence, but in kind and imitation; for
there are some things in angels and men which bear a certain analogy and
correspondence with what we find in God, who comprehends, in himself, all that is
truly good.105
He allows for an analogy in properties but does not go so far as to allow for an analogia entis
(‘analogy of being’).

Ursinus further articulates a Creator-creature distinction when discussing the freedom
of God. His argument seems to have traces of the late medieval voluntarist conception of the
potentia Dei absoluta (‘absolute power of God’). God is absolutely free to act according to
his will and is not constrained or limited by anything outside of himself. For Ursinus, God
can exercise the full scope of his power and bring about all possibility, or refrain from doing
so according to his free will. He enumerates,
1. God also alone is most free, because he alone by nature is such, that no fault or
misery can fall upon him. 2. Neither can he be constrained any. 3. Neither is he
bound to any. 4. Neither is he subject or tied to the rule of love of another.
Wherefore, whatsoever he will and doth, that he will and doth of himself most freely,
when, as much and in what manner he will; and what he will, that is most good and
just. But here chiefly is considered the freedom of will, or liberty from constraint,
which is the power and ability, whereby god without any necessity hath from
everlasting decreed the whole order of the creation, preservation and rule of all things,
and doth accomplish the same, not being constrained, or tied to other causes; yet so,
that he never swerveth from his rightness.106
This same freedom that is part of God’s nature is also illustrated in his work of creation. God
was most free to create how he willed. Ursinus asks a series of questions;
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...Whether the world was created by God from all eternity, or in time; that is, whether
it be an effect of equal perpetuity with his own cause, or had it at some time a
beginning, prior to which it had no existence? Also, if there was a time when the
world did not exist, was it necessary that God should create it? Also, whether it shall
endure forever; and if so, will it remain the same, or will it be changed? These, and
similar questions, cannot be decided by philosophy; and the reason is because all
these things depend upon the will of the first mover, which is God, who does not act
from necessity, but most freely. But the will of God is not known to any creature,
unless God himself reveal it.107
Here we can observe not only more qualifications about the limits of philosophy and the
necessity of revelation for a proper knowledge of God, but we see again that God is not
constrained by something outside himself. He is entirely free to create without any
constraint. ‘There was no necessity in the case, but such as resulted from the decree of his
own will, which, although it was eternal and immutable, was, nevertheless, most free.’108
God is utterly free in his will; free not to will to create and free to will to create and fully
capable of and free to creating a different world from the one he has created. God’s potentia
absoluta for Ursinus, like that of the late medieval scholastics, carried with it epistemological
and ontological implications. Because God had absolute power to will, create and do as he
chose, he cannot be known except by way of revelation and he cannot be known in his being.
In other words, humans can only know God’s potentia ordinata and not his absolute power or
will and therefore because he has chosen not to reveal it to humanity, his being cannot be
known to us as he is known to himself (in se).

Divine Trinity
A fundamental challenge that has been laid against the Reformed Scholastics doctrine
of God is the supposed demotion and thus devaluing of the Trinity.109 These modern scholars
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find the Reformed Scholastics emphasizing divine essence and attributes before and above
the Trinity, thus describing a ‘modalistic’ or even sub-Christian theology where God ceases
to be the personal Triune God of the Bible and more of an impersonal being.110 One author
argued that ‘the result was that the God thus conceived was a prisoner of a general concept of
being.’111 It was against this ‘frigid’ God that ‘Calvin found himself in full revolt.’112 Two
reasons often given for this understanding of the Reformed Scholastics doctrine of God are
that, 1. they give primary place to the divine essence and attributes before their treatment of
the doctrine of the Trinity,113 and 2. that often, more space is given the former than to the
latter.114 While it is beyond the scope of this thesis to challenge these assumptions with
regards to the Protestant Scholastics in general, it is important that we discover if they are
consonant with Ursinus’ theology.115

One must first appreciate the fact that for Ursinus, and all of the Reformers, the
doctrine of the Trinity was assumed on the basis of the Biblical revelation and not built upon
or based in their discussion of divine proofs, essence or attributes. Nowhere is he found
grounding his doctrine of the Trinity in conclusions he has made about the divine essence or
divine attributes. The doctrine of the Trinity is not merely an addendum to a God who has
been independently deduced from a philosophical pursuit. According to Ursinus, there is no
knowledge of the Trinity outside of the church and the revelation given to her, and there is no
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salvation outside of the knowledge of the Trinity.116 One does not progressively come to a
knowledge of the Trinity via the knowledge of the divine’s essence and attributes or a
contemplation of God’s being.

In answering the first critique, placing divine essence and attributes before Trinity, we
find (with Richard Muller, who does not apply his conclusions specifically to Ursinus), that
there are several reasons for this arrangement.117 He wanted to give adequate space and
attention to the God who is revealed in Scriptures as both Triune and one. Thus we find a
section in the Commentary on the unity of God following just after the attributes, for the
attributes apply to God as he is one in essence.118 While not discussing Ursinus specifically
the conclusions of Muller apply to the former precisely and are thus worth citing in full. He
writes,
The placement of the doctrine of the Trinity second in order arises, in the first place,
out of the need to set the doctrine against the background of divine oneness and to
argue the predication of all the divine attributes equally of each of the persons on the
grounds of the full possession of the divine essence by each of the persons. The logic
of the discussion demands prior definition of oneness, essence and attributes. In the
second place, it is the discussion of the work of the three persons, first in their
relationships ad intra and then in their common work ad extra, that provides the point
of transition from the doctrine of God to the rest of the system - that is, to the
doctrines of the works of God. Thus, again, the logic of discussion provides the
reason for the order of the doctrine: first the doctrine of God, then the doctrine of
God’s works. The issue is one of the flow of theological system, not of greater or
lesser importance of doctrinal loci.119
With regards to his first assertion, we find Ursinus moving from the attributes of God to the
unity of God, to emphasize the fact that each person of the Godhead shares the one essence.
Defining the terms ‘essence’ and ‘person’ Ursinus wanted his reader to understand that
essence is defined as ‘the very being of God - the very, eternal, and only Deity - whilst the
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term Person refers to the mode, or manner, in which the being of God, or the divine essence,
subsists in each of these three (Father, Son and Holy Spirit).’120 He continues; ‘Essence is
absolute and communicable - Person is relative and incommunicable.’121 His purpose for
stressing these distinctions comes clearly into view when we read the following;
This distinction of essence and person is, therefore, to be observed, that the unity of
the true God may not be impaired, or the distinction of the persons be taken away, or
something else be understood by the term person, than the truth which God’s word
declares.122
Addressing the essence, attributes and unity of God, before treating the doctrine of the Trinity
was not intended to subordinate the importance of the Trinitarian nature of the Christian God,
but to ensure that one did not fall into the errors of either some form of Arianism or
Sabellianism, both of which were present in the church during Ursinus’ lifetime.

Furthermore, in line with Muller’s argument above, Ursinus logically moved from his
definition of essence, attributes and unity to the treatment of distinctions of persons and the
works of the Godhead ad intra and then ad extra.123 This leads, for Ursinus, logically to the
works of God in creation and providence which he treats after completing his doctrine of the
Trinity in the Commentary.

With regards to the second critique of the Reformed Scholastics doctrine of God,
namely the length of treatment given to the Trinity in comparison to divine essence, attributes
and unity, two things can be said. First, the assumptions behind this critique must be
themselves subject to scrutiny, as is pointed out by Muller. He argues,
Quite to the contrary, extent of exposition is not a sign of importance or lack thereof instead, the extent of any discussion in a scholastic system is primarily a function of
120
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the number of parts or divisions of a topic and of the ease or difficulty of argument.
The doctrine of the essence and attributes of God, which is to say the doctrine of the
divine oneness or unity, is neither more nor less important than the doctrine of the
Trinity: it simply contains more topics for discussion and definition.124
Secondly, even if Muller’s assessment is not adopted, in the case of Ursinus, we find that he
presents a much lengthier treatment on the doctrine of the Trinity in his Loci than of his
treatment of the divine proofs, essence, attributes and unity combined.125 This being the case,
it would be difficult to accuse Ursinus of an overly speculative treatment of God based on the
amount of material he presents on the doctrine of the Trinity.

Even if the arguments above are not accepted, we must ask then if such an ordering of
one’s theology proper necessarily leads to description of a ‘Stoic concept of God as primarily
the Lawgiver, the contract God, or to an Aristotelian concept of God...’126 Does the God that
Ursinus presents in his system confirm this argument? If one starts with the oneness of God
and not his triunity, does it mean he will substitute the legal for the filial? Does God become
a strict judge and not a God who is ‘love in his inmost being?’127 At least with regard to
Ursinus, we think not for several reasons. First, as we have already noted, Ursinus clearly
taught that there was no true knowledge of God outside of the Trinity. Ursinus tells why it is
necessary that the church should hold fast to the doctrine of the Trinity:
On account of our comfort and salvation; for no one is saved without a knowledge of
God the Father, But the Father is not known without the Son....Again, no man is
saved without faith in the Son of God, our Mediator....Likewise, no man is sanctified
and saved without a knowledge of the Holy Spirit.128
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Just because Ursinus did not begin his theology proper with an explication of the Trinity, did
not lead him to ‘go behind the back of Christ to find God.’129 No, God was known in Christ,
through the Holy Spirit according to Ursinus and coming to the Trinity only after dealing
with the oneness of God did not naturally lead him to conceive of a sub-Christian God.

Unlike a Stoic God the God presented by Ursinus does not lack filial affection. He
writes, ‘To believe in God the Father, therefore, is to believe in that God who is the Father of
our Lord Jesus Christ; and to believe that he is also my Father, and as such has a fatherly
affection toward me, for and on account of Christ, in whom he has adopted me as his son.’130
Here is not a description of an arbitrary or detached God from Jesus Christ, but one who is
intimately connected not only with his Son, but with those whom he adopts as sons. The
justice of God does not cancel out his filial love.131 In the ordering his attributes, Ursinus
places God’s ‘immense goodness’ before his ‘justice.’132 For Ursinus the nature of God is
not pure love or pure justice but ‘the nature of God is such as has been revealed in the law
and the gospel.... He is essentially good.’133 According to Ursinus God is simultaneously just
in his demand for obedience to his law and loving. But his love should not be confused with
his mercy.134
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Opera Dei ad intra & Opera Dei ad extra
Perhaps one other area where Ursinus may be faulted as engaging in useless
speculation in his doctrine of God is when he addresses how one is to distinguish between the
persons of the Trinity. In this regard, he speaks of God’s works ad intra and ad extra.
Ursinus says that the persons are distinguished in two ways; ‘1. By their works, ad intra, 2.
By their works or mode of operating, ad extra. The first are called the inward works or
operations of the divinity, because the persons have and exercise them one towards the
other.’135 The other method of distinguishing between the persons is ‘ad extra, which
embraces those actions which they exercise outside of themselves, towards their creatures,
and in them, and by them.’136 While few would take issue with his use of ad extra in
distinguishing the persons, perhaps some would find fault with his use of ad intra, especially
in light of the fact that he discusses eternal generation and eternal procession. Indeed Calvin
thought these discussions were motivated by vain ‘curiosity’ and were not edifying for the
church.137 He writes, ‘For what is the point of disputing whether the Father always begets?
Indeed, it is foolish to imagine a continuous act of begetting, since it is clear that three
persons have subsisted in God from eternity.’138

Ursinus offers the following distinctions ascertained between the persons of the
Godhead when operating ad intra;
For the Father is, and exists of himself, not from another. The Son is begotten
eternally from the Father, that is, he hath his divine essence communicated to him
from the Father in a way not to be explained. The Holy Spirit proceeds eternally from
the Father, and the Son, that is, has the same divine essence communicated to him
from the Father and the Son, in an inexplicable manner.139
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Rather than prolonged metaphysical speculation, what we find here is Ursinus stating the
doctrine simply and yet qualifying it with the fact that it is ‘inexplicable.’ He turns first to
the Scriptures and not philosophy to provide proofs for the opera Dei ad intra citing John
1:1, 13, 18; 15:26.140 He teaches that the Father is the ‘fountainhead of divinity,’ the Son is
from the Father from ‘eternal generation’ and the Holy Spirit is from the Father and the Son
by way of ‘eternal procession.’141

When Ursinus seeks to clearly define what these terms mean for the ‘heretics’ who
press the issue he offers the following statement:
That generation is a communication of the divine essence, whereby only the second
person of the Deity derives and takes from the first person alone, as a son from a
father, the same essence who and entire, which the father has and retains; and that
procession is a communication of divine essence by which the third person of the
Godhead receives from the Father and the Son, as the spirit from he whose spirit it is,
the same entire essence which the Father and the Son have and retain.142
Again, there is no presence of philosophical categories or needless speculation, but he
provides this clarification because ‘the Scriptures certainly teach the thing itself.’143 On three
other occasions he qualifies his teaching on the ad intra works of God as ‘inexplicable,’
‘beyond our comprehension,’ and a ‘great mystery.’144 While he teaches that the persons can
be distinguished based on the operations ad intra, he does not arrive at this idea by way of
philosophical speculation, but because the Scriptures teach it in all its inexplicability.
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Conclusion
In light of the evidence presented in this chapter, we conclude that Ursinus did not
present a God postulated from philosophical speculation rather he sought to present the God
revealed in the Scriptures. For him reason was subservient to faith and philosophy was
ancillary to theology. What one finds in Ursinus’ works themselves are not the philosophical
ruminations of the Medieval Schoolmen but the cautious use of philosophy in describing the
God revealed in the Bible and in creation. This examination has led to the conclusion that
there is more continuity between Ursinus’ doctrine of God and his predecessors than has been
traditionally accepted in some schools of thought, namely those who uphold the ‘Calvin
versus the Calvinists’ thesis. It has been shown that it is fundamentally inconsistent to accuse
his theology proper of being overly speculative based on the presence of proofs, the order of
his loci, the order of his subtopics and the arguing of the ad intra economy of God. The
discontinuity that is observed between Ursinus and the earlier Reformers is seen in structure
and style but not in overall substance of doctrine. Rather than changing the substance of the
doctrine, Ursinus, like other post-Reformation theologians is simply codifying and
systematizing the work of the earlier Reformers. His doctrine of God is grounded in
Revealed Theology, not natural theology.

Not only has this chapter sought to argue that Ursinus’ doctrine of God does not fit
the ‘Calvin versus the Calvinists’ thesis, but it has demonstrated how foundational revealed
theology was to Ursinus’ theology proper. Of all his treatments of the various heads of
doctrine, this one would be the easiest to use as evidence to accuse him of promoting the
seeds of a natural theology. If this can be maintained then it could possibly explain how he
arrived at a doctrine of consisting of two covenants – not by way of studying the Scriptures,
but by way of logical arguments. As we purpose to argue in the subsequent chapters,
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Ursinus’ bi-covenantal scheme emerges not as a logical construct artificially placed upon the
Scriptures, but as a result of his understanding of the Scripture’s teaching on the natural
knowledge of God, federal headship, justification, and the law-gospel dichotomy.

At first glance it is not difficult to understand why some have criticized his system’s
methodology as being overly speculative. However, we have sought to provide the evidence
that shows how his theology proper is grounded in the Scriptures. The God Ursinus presents
in his system is not the result of conclusions drawn from logical arguments, but the God
revealed in the Bible. Having established “who” and “what” God is according to Ursinus and
on what basis he answered those questions, we have paved the way for us to consider how
and on what basis he understands this God is to be known.
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Chapter Five
Ursinus’ Doctrine of the Natural Knowledge of God

Introduction
The place and legitimacy of the natural knowledge of God within Reformed theology
has been, and continues to be, a source of much controversy especially since the 1934 debate
between two towering figures, Karl Barth and Emil Brunner.1 Since this debate an enormous
amount of scholarship has been generated especially with regard to the presence or absence
of a natural knowledge of God within Calvin’s theology.2 Attention has also been given to its
place within Melanchthon’s thought, whose influence has already been observed in so much
of Ursinus’ theology.3 In recent years more attention has also been given to Peter Martyr
Vermigli’s thought on natural law and the natural knowledge of God, whose exposition of the
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doctrine is far more extensive than Calvin’s and Melanchthon’s.4 To date though, no
systematic analysis has been made of Ursinus’ teaching on the important issues that surround
the discussion of the natural knowledge of God, namely, general revelation, natural law and
the noetic effect of sin upon man’s ability to apprehend both. While much work remains to
be done on the influences (theological, philosophical and political) on his thinking with
regard to the doctrine of the natural knowledge of God, these issues are beyond the scope of
this chapter. Here we will attempt only briefly to touch on some of the obvious influences
that have come from Calvin, Melanchthon and Martyr.5 However, since no concentrated
study has been offered on Ursinus’ epistemology itself, it is essential that we offer one here in
light of this doctrine’s close connection with his teaching on the covenant of nature. It will
become evident that the two were intimately intertwined in his theology.

That Ursinus perceived a clear connection between what is naturally known about
God and the covenant of nature is evidenced in his Summa 36. He writes, ‘The law contains
the natural covenant...that is, it is known by humanity by nature.’6 Here we see the
importance of examining Ursinus’ understanding of the natural knowledge of God. For him,
it serves as the theological underpinning of his covenant of nature. Therefore, it is important
for this present study to understand exactly what Ursinus taught with regard to the natural
knowledge of God. Is his epistemology grounded in some latent form of natural theology or
does he deny all natural human potential for acquiring any knowledge of God? The answer
to these questions will have far-reaching implications on how Ursinus understands the
covenant of nature.
4
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The purpose of this chapter will be to define the parameters and understand the place
and presence of the natural knowledge of God within Ursinus’ theology. To guide our
analysis we will allow the following definition from Ursinus on the knowledge of God to
serve as an entryway into his thought:
The knowledge of God which is imperfect, or which we have in this life, is of two
kinds: Christian or theological, and philosophical. The former is obtained from the
writings of the Prophets and Apostles; the latter is known from the principles and
general truths known by men naturally, and from a contemplation of the works of
God.7
First we will examine the relationship he sees between philosophy and theology which will
provide a lens through which to understand his doctrine of the natural knowledge of God.
Second, his doctrine of general revelation will be analyzed. Third, we will seek to understand
his teaching on the natural law which is ‘engraven upon men’s hearts.’ Finally, we will seek
to ascertain the extent which the noetic effects of sin have on our natural knowledge of God
according to Ursinus.

Though Ursinus never wrote a full treatise on this locus it is possible to ascertain his
understanding of humanity’s natural knowledge of God when we examine his explicit
statements about natural revelation and the lex naturalis.8 Discussion of the natural
knowledge of God emerges in several key places within his Commentary: in the
prolegomena, doctrine of God and the works of God (creation and providence) and in his
exposition of the divine law.
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We will argue in this chapter that when compared to the Medieval systematizing of
the doctrine, Ursinus’ use of the doctrine of the natural knowledge of God seems very
unsystematic, yet its presence is assumed throughout his system. That the Scriptures taught a
natural knowledge of God was obvious to Ursinus and although he had a high view of
original sin which desecrated man’s ability to have a saving knowledge of God, it did not
mean that man’s nature was so corrupt that it rendered him incapable of all natural
knowledge of God. The evidence offered here will demonstrate that Ursinus taught a real and
objective natural knowledge of God manifest in God’s works of creation and providence.
Moreover, he affirmed that it was possible for man to know the good by virtue of the natural
law because it was engraven on the heart. However, he did not go so far as to say man could
act on the good without divine assistance.

What emerges from the analysis below is not a backwards movement into a fully
articulated natural theology so feared by Barth and those influenced by him in later years,9
but a measured use of the natural law and a cautious understanding of man’s natural
knowledge. Both function only to render fallen humanity culpable for sin and responsible for
the enmity present between creature and Creator. In this chapter it will be argued that
Ursinus carried over the natural law legacy he and other Reformers gained from their
Medieval predecessors yet he confined its role and limited its effect in such a way that kept
him from blindly moving to a natural theology. Scripture, for Ursinus, was without question
the principium cognoscendi, yet we will see that he also acknowledged a natural knowledge
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of God which is available through general revelation and the lex naturalis and is discoverable
in conjunction with or apart from the confirmation of Scripture.10

Two Kinds of Knowledge: Philosophical and Theological
As has been quoted above, Ursinus taught that a knowledge of God could be arrived
at via two different means, philosophy and theology. Regarding the use of philosophy to
arrive at a knowledge of God Ursinus writes,
True philosophy...contains truth, and is as it were a certain ray of wisdom of God,
impressed upon the mind of man in his creation. It is a doctrine that has respect to
God and his creatures, and many other things that are good and profitable to mankind,
and has been drawn out from the light of nature, and from the principles in themselves
clear and evident, and reduced to a system by wise and earnest men...Philosophy is
altogether natural, and is constructed and based upon principles deduced from
nature.11
True philosophy is a means through which man may gain certain knowledge of the good
because God is its author. Here, one does not detect a hint of knowledge offered about God
that is somehow innate in humankind outside of the gift of God. Philosophy, or we might
say, a natural knowledge is given by God to man in his creation and is not something man
possesses in and of himself irrespective of God. Philosophy is a general mode of knowing
which comes with being created in the image of God. This knowledge is drawn from the
‘light of nature,’ that is, from general revelation, and from ‘principles in themselves clear and
evident,’ that is natural law.12 Philosophy possesses the capability of discovering God given
truth when one considers God’s works of creation and providence and as his naturally
implanted law.
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According to Ursinus, philosophy is ‘altogether natural’ while theology offers that
which is ‘far beyond and above’ nature.13 As a result, philosophy is unable ‘to meet the full
demands of our moral nature.’14
It is only the doctrine of the church that presents such a good, and that imparts a
comfort that quiets, and satisfies the conscience; for it alone uncovers the fountain of
all the miseries to which the human race is subject, and reveals the only way of escape
through Christ.15
Here we see Ursinus teaches that philosophy contains truth, even truth with ‘respect to God’
and is a ‘certain ray of wisdom of God.’ However, as objective and universal as the truths
that philosophy can discover may be, they are entirely insufficient as a means to a saving
knowledge of God. ‘Philosophy is entirely ignorant of the gospel,’ which is the only means
of meeting the ‘demands of our moral nature’16 and the only means of revealing the way of
escape from the miseries of the human race. The gospel is not revealed ‘by the light of
nature’ according to Ursinus, but is only revealed in the Son of God. Therefore, he concludes
that ‘out of the church there is no salvation.’17 Only the doctrine of the church (theology)
reveals the true Son of God, not philosophy which only offers a natural knowledge of God.

Although philosophy falls so far short of providing a salvific knowledge of God, it
does contain ‘comforts’ which are common to theology.18 Ursinus mentions the following
similarities between philosophy and theology but is quick to provide an important caveat.
They share in common,
the doctrine of the providence of God, the necessity of obeying the law, a good
conscience, the excellency of virtue, the ultimate designs which virtue proposes, the
13
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examples of others, the hope of reward, and a comparison of the different events and
circumstances of life. But those greater and more precious comforts, by which the
soul is sustained and supported, when exposed to the dreadful evils of sin and death,
are peculiar to the church, and consist in the free remission of sin, by and for the sake
of Christ, the grace and presence of God under these evils, together with the final
deliverance and eternal life.19
Philosophy does provide humanity with an objective and true knowledge of the good things
of God. It, as well as other disciplines, can ascertain these good things through
contemplation of God’s general revelation outside the human soul and the natural law
(‘necessity of obeying the law’) within. Nevertheless, philosophy, or a natural knowledge of
God, does not teach the comforts of salvation.

Peter Martyr Vermigli and Ursinus on Philosophy and Theology
One can observe great concurrence between Ursinus and Peter Martyr when it comes
to the two ways to a knowledge of God which once again indicates the influence Vermigli
had on Ursinus. These striking similarities are found when we turn to Vermigli who wrote a
discourse on the relationship between theology and philosophy in the introduction to his
Commentary on Aristotle’s Nichomachean Ethics.20 He opens his discussion with these
words: ‘All our knowledge is either revealed or acquired. In the first case it is theology, in
the other philosophy.’21 Here we see both theologians agree on the two means by which
humans gain knowledge. We understand that the ‘acquired’ knowledge spoken of here by
Vermigli is not knowledge man can gain by himself, but knowledge he can acquire through
philosophy because of his God given reasoning faculties, natural law and general revelation.
Natural knowledge of the good or of God derived from philosophy is revealed also. Ursinus
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writes, ‘God may be known by rational creatures in as far as he has been pleased to reveal
himself to every one.’22 Like Ursinus,23 Vermigli asserts that God ‘has endowed our minds
with light and planted the seeds from which the principles of all knowledge arose.’24 In this
phrase he is speaking about the natural law written on the human heart of which God is the
author.25 Later he continues writing, ‘true philosophy derives from the knowledge of created
things, and from these propositions reaches many conclusions about the justice and
righteousness that God implanted naturally in human minds...’26 Here we can discern, that
according to Vermigli, philosophy arrives at knowledge by way of contemplating God’s
general revelation and natural law.

Another consonant aspect of Vermigli and Ursinus’ understanding of the relationship
between philosophy and theology is found when they both articulate the goal of each
discipline. Vermigli’s teaching resonates quite substantially with Ursinus’ quoted above. He
writes,
The goal of philosophy is that we reach that beatitude or happiness that can be
acquired in this life by human powers, while the goal of Christian devotion is that the
image in which we are created in righteousness and holiness of truth be renewed in us,
so that we grow daily in the knowledge of God until we are led to see him as he is,
with face uncovered. From these Ethica nicomachea we will not learn about the
remission of sins, about fear and faith towards God, nor justification through faith, nor
yet about Christ and similar things. Such matters are brought to light by God’s will;
they cannot be produced by natural knowledge from anything created.27
Whereas Vermigli positively speaks about happiness as the goal of philosophical endeavor,
Ursinus speaks negatively and says that the goal of philosophy is to find comforts in this
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life.28 In each case, the limitations of the happiness or comfort that can be derived from
philosophy are emphasized. While the world and the church may share some of the same
comforts derived from philosophy, there are some comforts that philosophy cannot provide
which are ‘peculiar to the church.’29 Both also teach that the end goal of Christian doctrine is
to find ultimate happiness or final comfort in the life to come, a goal that philosophy could
never attain.30

For both Vermigli and Ursinus, despite philosophy’s limitations, much of the truth
that can be discovered by it will mirror that which is found in God’s revealed Word. Ursinus
affirms that, ‘there are many things in the doctrine of the church, which may be known from
nature.’31 Making the very same point, however in reverse order, Vermigli writes, ‘We do
not deny that it often happens that the same things are commended in these Ethica
nicomachea as are commanded by God in the holy scripture.’32 They agree that all truth is
God’s truth. Vermigli continues, adding that in the cases where philosophy and theology
agree,
The topic is the same but not its form, properties, and principles; for in these, the
rationale is different, as are the properties and principles, just as water from rain and
from a spring is the same in substance while its powers, properties, and principles are
far different.33
Again, he is cautious about philosophy’s insufficiency and its limitations based on its
properties and the principles by which it approaches truth. In essence, Ursinus teaches the
same when he writes about the common comforts shared by philosophy and theology.
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‘...Whilst it may be said that they are common, it is only as it respects the outward
appearance, and not as it regards the matter, or substance of the thing spoken of.’34 This is
the case, at least for Ursinus, because ‘the knowledge which we can derive from philosophy
of the justice and truth of God is partial and incomplete.’35

General Revelation: A Natural Knowledge of God through a Contemplation of his
Works
Although Ursinus evidently believed in and taught a natural knowledge of God it was
not intended to be understood as an independent and equally valid route to the knowledge of
God outside the scope of divine revelation. His theology of the natural knowledge of God is
subordinated under his revealed theology. The dichotomous relationship perceived by Barth
and his followers between natural theology and revealed theology is an idea far from the
mind of Ursinus. While he was most certainly aware of these dangers he was not hesitant in
speaking of a natural knowledge of God. The reason for this was because he perceived it as a
subset of revealed theology. A natural knowledge of God is legitimate, not on account of its
own intrinsic worth, but because it receives its authorization from what God has revealed in
his word and his work.

All knowledge of God is a revealed knowledge according to Ursinus. ‘God may be
known by rational creatures in as far as he has been pleased to reveal himself to everyone.’36
God reveals himself in his ‘word and works.’37 ‘The knowledge of God includes such a
conception of the being and character of God as agrees with the revelation he has been
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pleased to make of himself in his works and word...’38 For Ursinus, God does not leave
himself without witness in the universe.

That the revealed word is the principium cognoscendi for Ursinus is evident in the
opening of his prolegomena:
The doctrine of the church is the entire and uncorrupted doctrine of the law and
gospel concerning the true God, together with his will, works, and worship; divinely
revealed, and comprehended in the writings of the prophets and apostles...39
He taught that God is ultimately revealed in the uncorrupted law and gospel, but this grace
does not negate the revelation found in nature through his works:
But although God has sufficiently declared to us, in his word, as much as he would
have us know concerning himself, yet the demonstrations which nature furnishes
respecting God are not superfluous, seeing that they reprove the wickedness of
ungodly men, whilst they establish the faithful in piety and godliness, and are,
therefore, commended by God himself in various places in the Scriptures, and are to
be considered by us.40
Both special revelation, which obviously takes precedence, and general revelation, are
divinely revealed. However, only in the church are the works of God displayed in general
revelation properly known, for his word is the only sufficient means by which fallen yet
redeemed men may rightly understand his works. Ursinus reasons, ‘Furthermore, although
natural demonstrations teach nothing concerning God that is false, yet men, without the
knowledge of God’s word, obtain nothing from them except false notions and conceptions of
God.’41 Only with the aid of the revealed word can the revealed works of God be rightly
perceived.42 God’s revelation in Scripture provides the necessary spectacles to enable
humans to properly understand general revelation. Only when the theologian is squarely
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situated with regard to special revelation is it then possible for him to correctly contemplate
and interpret general revelation. In fact, the Scriptures prepare man to see more clearly what
has always been presented to him in God’s work of creation and providence.

God’s Works of Creation and Providence
As we stated earlier, one of the ways through which the knowledge of God is attained
for Ursinus is ‘from a contemplation of the works of God.’ Certain knowledge of God is
gained by humans through, what he calls, ‘the light of nature.’43 Observable in this light are
the works of God. It is incumbent on us now to examine the two primary works of God
observable through general revelation - creation and providence.

Ursinus divides the works of God into ‘general’ and ‘special.’ He outlines them as
follows:
The works of God are of two sorts, general and special. The general are divided into
the works 1. Of creation... 2. Of preservation... 3. Of administration... These two
latter are comprehended under the name of his providence. And therefore next unto
the creation is annexed the place concerning God’s providence. The special works of
God are those which are wrought in the church...44
The general works of God, creation and providence, are what concern us in this chapter.
These are not only made manifest in the special revelation found in the Scriptures, but also
can be observed in his natural revelation as we will see below. Ursinus was careful to show
that God’s work of creation and his work of preservation are to be distinguished but they are
also inseparable. Ursinus writes,
Intimately connected with the doctrine of the creation of the world, is the subject of
the providence of God, which is nothing else than a continuation of creation; because
the government of the world is the preservation of the things created by God. We are
not to imagine, therefore, that the creation of the world is like the building of a ship,
which the architect as soon as it is completed, commits to the government of some
43
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pilot; but we must hold this as a most certain truth, that as nothing could ever have
existed except by the creating power of God; so it is impossible that anything should
exist, even for a moment, without his government and preservation. It is for this
reason that the scriptures often join the preservation and continual administration of
all things with their creation. Hence, we cannot have a full and correct knowledge of
the creation unless we, at the same time, embrace the doctrine of divine
providence...45
As a result of the close connection between the two general works of God found in nature, the
proofs that Ursinus offers for them are quite similar. We now turn to some of them that are
derived from contemplating the created order and that are made plain to all humankind.

Proofs or ‘testimonies’ for the works of God are offered by Ursinus for both creation
and providence. In both instances he begins with testimonies derived from Scripture. ‘That
God created the world, we know: First, from the testimony of the holy Scripture...’46
Following his scriptural defense of the doctrine of creation, he moves onto other testimonies
‘beside the testimony of the Scriptures...which prove in the most satisfactory manner, that the
world was created by God.’47 Here, one would think that we are moving outside the realm of
special revelation found in Scripture to general revelation found in creation. However, in this
list it is a peculiar mixture of both. There are a few arguments that do fall outside of special
revelation though. The sixth testimony under this section argues for a knowledge of Creator
based on, ‘the order of things in nature, which must, of necessity, have been produced by
some intelligent mind - superior to all things.’48 In other words, the orderliness of the
universe, which is revealed to all mankind irrespective of their openness to God’s special
revelation, is proof that God created the world. Some orderly and intelligent mind must, by
necessity, be responsible for the creation. Similarly, he finds this same order in the mind of
man. ‘The excellency of the mind of man and of angels. These intelligent beings have a
45
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beginning. They must, therefore, have sprung from some intelligent cause.’49 We see these
same arguments in his proofs for the existence of God. In fact he refers his reader to those
arguments previously made.50

Moving explicitly to ‘philosophical arguments’ for God’s creation of the world he
asserts that these arguments ‘go to prove that the world was created, and that by God,
although they cannot prove when it was created.’51 In other words, philosophy, that which is
natural, is capable of ascertaining through a contemplation of God’s work of creation, that
God created the universe. He reasons;
1. There is, in nature, no infinite progress of causes and effects; otherwise, nature
would never attain its end. Therefore the world had a beginning. 2. The world is the
first and most excellent of all effects. Therefore, it is from the first and most excellent
cause, which is God.52
Since these arguments stem from philosophy and not divinity or theology, Ursinus clearly
means that they are derivable from what God has revealed generally of himself in nature. For
him, there is a knowledge of God the Creator, which is gained through what God has made
plain about himself in the created order itself. Great care is exercised by Ursinus in stating
that man cannot arrive at the knowledge of when God created the world because this
information is available to the ‘church alone.’53 This is because God created not out of
‘necessity’ but out of the freedom of his will.54 ‘But the will of God is not known to any
creature, unless God himself reveal it. Hence we find it (knowledge of his will) in the church
alone, whilst the heathen philosophers are ignorant of it...’55 While the will of God is known
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only within the church by way of Scriptures, the works of God are known outside of the
church by way of his creation and providence.

Providence is proven by two kinds of proofs according to Ursinus, ‘scripture’ and
‘arguments.’56 After providing Scripture proofs for the doctrine of providence he begins his
discussion of philosophical arguments;
The arguments which establish a divine providence are of two kinds. Some are a
posteriori, which include such as are drawn from the effects or works of God: others
are a priori, that is such as are drawn from the nature and attributes of God. Both
may be clearly demonstrated, and are common to philosophy and theology, unless that
the attributes and works of God are better and more fully understood by the church
than by philosophy. The arguments, however, which are drawn from the divine works
are more obvious; for it is through the arguments a posteriori that we arrive at and
obtain a knowledge of those which are a priori.57
Philosophy, by which man contemplates God’s revealed work of providence, is capable of
arriving at a knowledge of it. Again, Ursinus highlights the fact that the knowledge of God’s
providence gained within the church is far better than that gained from philosophy. However,
both have objective knowledge of God’s providence through what has been revealed of it in
nature. While theology’s understanding is more complete, philosophy can arrive at a certain
knowledge of it, irrespective of the grace of special revelation.

After his general introduction to the proofs for divine providence through philosophy,
Ursinus unpacks them in their own respective category - first a posteriori then a priori. The
a posteriori are those arguments drawn from his works, whereas the a priori arguments are
those drawn from his nature and attributes. Apparently, in general revelation, mankind is
presented with both types of arguments and they are both discernible by philosophy, i.e. a
contemplation of his works outside the use of special revelation.
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Ursinus offers nine observations drawn from the ‘effects of the work of God’ (a
posteriori) that lead one to a knowledge of God’s providence. Among them are the
continuing order and preservation of the world which is observable by all human beings.
Man’s rational nature proves that the world is governed by divine providence. The natural
law, the reproofs of conscience, rewards and punishments teach a doctrine of providence.
Furthermore, the preservation of kingdoms and empires and heroic exploits and successes
prove the same, according to Ursinus. All of these are drawn from what God has naturally
revealed in creation apart from the special revelation of his word.

The a priori arguments Ursinus proposes rest upon the a posteriori arguments but do
not form an independent basis upon which a knowledge of God is gained outside of his
revelation. Rather, these ‘arguments drawn from the nature and attributes of God,’58 are
grounded in what is observable about God in his works of creation and providence precisely
because he has been pleased to reveal himself. But again, knowledge derived in this manner
is partial and incomplete and is subordinate to that knowledge of God’s works which are
derived from his word. The a priori arguments are as follows; ‘There is a God. Therefore
there is a providence...for the world can no more exist without God than it could be created
without him.’59 Ursinus then offers the following attributes of God that can be ascertained
from God’s works of providence: power, wisdom, justice, eternality and immutability.60
These attributes are knowable by fallen humanity, albeit partially and insufficiently. But ‘the
greater and more precious’ knowledge of God, namely, remission of sin, justification, grace
and eternal life, are not known via man’s contemplation of God’s work of providence without
the spectacles of special revelation.
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The evidence provided above suggests that Ursinus believed that there is a certain
objective and universal knowledge of God that is obtainable through contemplation of his
natural revelation - his works of creation and providence. However, this general revelation
only provides a knowledge of the Creator, not a knowledge of the Redeemer.

The Insufficiency of General Revelation
The insufficiency of general revelation has been widely accepted by Reformed
theologians of all generations and Ursinus is no exception.61 At most, according to Ursinus,
general revelation supplies humanity with incontestable information about God’s existence,
creation, providence and some of his attributes such as justice and goodness but it lacks the
most vital information for a true knowledge of God - the gospel.62 It communicates nothing
of grace and forgiveness to fallen men. A careful distinction must be made at this juncture.
Ursinus clearly teaches that there is indeed a genuine knowledge that can be known
naturally63 but genuine does not mean that it is sufficient or complete. This is observed in
Ursinus’ use of the phrase ‘true knowledge’64 of God which fallen man, outside of Christ,
does not naturally possess. The apparent tension here is resolved when we understand what
Ursinus means by ‘true knowledge.’ In every case Ursinus understood this to mean salvific
knowledge. This is demonstrable in his discussion on the ‘contempt of God’ in his exposition
of the first commandment. He writes,
Contempt of God, which is to have a correct knowledge of God without being moved
and excited thereby to love and worship him; or it is to have a knowledge of the true
God revealed in the church, and yet not be led by it to love, worship, fear and confide
in him. The knowledge of the true God is not of itself sufficient; it must also be
accompanied with suitable affections or else the devils and the Gentiles would
61
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likewise have a true knowledge of God, which the Apostle denies, when he says,
‘They are without excuse; because that, when they know God, they glorified him not
as God, neither were thankful,’ (Rom. 1:20, 21).65
Appreciating the distinction made here between ‘correct’ knowledge and ‘true’ knowledge of
God is crucial to a proper understanding of Ursinus’ teaching on the insufficiency of general
revelation. Unbelievers, by contemplating God’s general revelation, have an actual and
correct knowledge of God, yet he does not categorize it as ‘true,’ for it is a non-saving
knowledge of God. ‘For,’ according to Ursinus, ‘whatever grace and true knowledge of God
has ever come to men, has come through Christ...’66

As a result of its insufficiency, general revelation is impotent with regards to
engendering faith and trust in God. It provides certain incontestable information about God’s
existence, creation and providence even to the fallen mind, but it does nothing to move him
closer to the One revealed in it. By the ‘light of nature’ man cannot arrive at a ‘true
knowledge of God nor be excited thereby to holiness or to the love and fear of God.’67 In fact
it is ‘clearly evident that the love of God is in no one by nature; and hence no one, in this
state, has a propensity or inclination to serve God.’68

Furthermore, general revelation is always mingled with error because of fallen
humanity’s corruption. While God does reveal himself in nature, fallen and unredeemed
humanity worships other gods because of their own corruption. Natural revelation is what
leads so many to worship false gods and create false religions according to Ursinus.69 The
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fault lies with sinful humanity, not with the inadequacy of the revelation God was pleased to
give in creation. Ursinus writes,
Furthermore, although natural demonstrations teach nothing concerning God that is
false, yet men, without the knowledge of God’s word, obtain nothing from them
except false notions and conceptions of God; both because these demonstrations do
not contain as much as is delivered in his word, and also because even those things
which may be understood naturally, men, nevertheless, on account of innate
corruption and blindness, receive and interpret falsely, and so corrupt it in various
ways.70
The problem lies not in the objective revelation of God but in the way that objective
revelation is received and interpreted by the fallen mind. Ursinus is carefully nuanced here
stressing that nothing offered by God in these ‘natural demonstrations’ is false or marred yet
at the same time, he maintains that it does not contain as much as is revealed in his word and
is therefore insufficient. The knowledge gained through the created order is ‘partial and
incomplete,’ but this is not for want of quality in the knowledge offered in general revelation.
Ursinus maintains that however insufficient fallen man’s knowledge of God is, it is still
objectively correct and it offers genuine knowledge. Nonetheless, in the words of Steinmetz,
‘this revelation is misperceived by fallen human beings, who, precisely because of their sinful
and culpable misperception, proceed to suppress, distort, deny, and abuse the true knowledge
of God offered to them through the natural order.’71 With this, Ursinus sets himself up to
maintain the culpability of fallen humanity, a discussion we will come to after addressing his
view of a natural law.72

Lex Naturalis
Philosophical or the natural knowledge of God rests, not only on inferences derived
from contemplation of the created order, but also in part on the natural law ‘engraven’ upon
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the heart and mind of every human being. As we began this chapter we learned Ursinus
believed that the knowledge of God ascertained through philosophy is ‘known from the
principles and general truths known by men naturally.’73 The evidence demonstrates that by
these ‘principles and general truths’ Ursinus is referring directly to the natural law. When
arguing for both the truth of God’s existence and his providence, Ursinus essentially uses
these same words to describe natural law. His third proof for the existence of God is one that
is obviously based on natural law even though he does not use the term. He reasons, ‘That
there is a God, is proven by.... The conceptions or notions of general principles
(‘principiorum nobiscum nascentes’) which are natural to us, as the difference between things
proper and improper...’74 The 1589 Summe of Christian Religion continues where Williard’s
translation stopped adding that these ‘principiorum nobiscum nascentes’ gave humans the
capacity for ‘numbering, understanding of consequences in discourse and reasoning
(ratiocinando), and other notions born together in us.’75 Further evidence that the phrase
‘principiorum nobiscum nascentes’ is used synonymously with the natural law is found in his
third proof for the doctrine of providence. He writes, ‘The natural law (lex naturae), the
knowledge of general principles (‘principiorum nobiscum nascentes’) natural to men, the
difference between things honest and base, engraven upon our hearts, teach that there is a
providence.’76 That Ursinus believes there is a natural law is almost incontestable. The
terms themselves, lex naturae & lex naturalis, as well as the substance of the doctrine are
woven through the entire fabric of his doctrine of the knowledge of God and his exposition of
the divine law.77
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On numerous occasions, Ursinus speaks of the law of God having been ‘engraven’
upon the hearts of men.78 ‘The law was engraven upon the heart of man in his creation, and
is therefore known to all naturally, although no other revelation was given. “The Gentiles
have the work of the law written on their hearts.” (Rom. 2:15).’79 It is universally known and
needs no other revelation from God since it was engraven upon all at creation. As a result it
‘binds all men, and that perpetually.’80 We note here that the natural law is still in effect after
the Fall according to Ursinus which has significant implications for his teaching on the
covenant. The covenant of nature is still binding, as God has not abrogated it for fallen
humanity, but judges them according to it, for its requirements, the natural law, are still
engraven upon the human heart.

Ursinus is in good company in that he agrees with Protestant and Catholic theologians
alike, who affirmed a knowledge of the natural law engraven on the heart.81 He argued that
the reason why men are aware of justice and morality is not due to some innate and
independent rationale they possess in and of themselves, but because the divine law of God
was imprinted upon the human soul in creation. It was ‘necessarily’ and ‘naturally,’
‘engraven upon the hearts of men by some intelligent cause, which is God.’82 This law was
engraven upon the minds and hearts of men by ‘God himself.’83 It did not need further
‘revelation’ than this. Man’s ability to know the natural law being so patently obvious to
Ursinus gave him an uncharacteristic disdain for the Epicureans, who sought to suppress or
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erase any notion of a natural knowledge of God, and whom Ursinus considered to be ‘ulcers’
of true philosophy.84

At this point we must ascertain what Ursinus believed the content of the natural law to
be. To answer this question we will examine the relationship he understood between the
natural law, the moral law and the Decalogue.85 After Ursinus offers the traditional divisions
of the divine law; moral, ceremonial and judicial, he writes in his exposition that,
The moral law is a doctrine harmonizing with the eternal unchangeable wisdom and
justice of God, distinguishing right from wrong, known by nature, engraven upon the
hearts of creatures endowed with reason in their creation, and afterwards often
repeated and declared by the voice of God through his servants, the prophets; teaching
what God is and what he requires, binding all intelligent creatures to perfect
obedience and conformity to the law, internal and external, promising the favor of
God and eternal life to all those who render perfect obedience, and at the same time
denouncing the wrath of God and everlasting punishment upon all those who do not
render this obedience, unless remission of sins and reconciliation with God be secured
for the sake of Christ the mediator.86
Here we see that Ursinus equated the moral law with the natural law, teaching that they were
one and the same. Yet before we examine the quotation above we must appreciate the
differences between the two articulated by Ursinus. He continues,
We must also observe, in passing along, the differences which exist between the
moral law, the natural law, and the Decalogue. The Decalogue contains the sum of
the moral laws which are scattered throughout the Scriptures of the Old and New
Testaments. The natural, and moral law were the same in man before the fall when
his nature was pure and holy. Since the fall, however, which resulted in the
corruption and depravity of our nature, a considerable part of the natural law has
become obscured and lost by reason of sin, so that there is only a small portion
concerning the obedience which we owe to God still left in the human mind. It is for
this reason that God repeated, and declared to the church the entire doctrine and true
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sense of his law, as contained in the Decalogue. The Decalogue is, therefore, the
renewal and re-enforcing of the natural law, which is only part of the Decalogue.87
From these passages we learn that the moral law is eternal, engraven upon intelligent beings’
hearts and minds, known by nature and is apprehended through reason. It is eternal in the
sense that it ‘binds all men, and that perpetually.’88 Obedience to it is required of both the
regenerate and the unregenerate.89 The capacity to reason is what gives man the ability to
know the law imprinted within. Reason, for Ursinus, is not the grounds of our knowledge of
God, but is the God given means by which knowledge of his revelation in the natural law is
apprehended. The purpose for which God created ‘rational and intelligent beings’ was so that
they may know him and in ‘knowing him, they might praise him forever.’90 ‘For, if God
would be praised, it was necessary that he should create rational intelligences, capable of
knowing him.’91

Ursinus defines the moral and natural law primarily in terms of the Decalogue. The
Decalogue is the summary of that specially revealed moral law of God that is found in the
Scriptures. It was necessary to give because so much of the natural law imprinted upon
man’s heart at creation had been obscured as a result of the Fall. In the postlapsarian
economy God declares the Decalogue to the church to recover the entire and true sense of his
law. As such it functions as a ‘renewal’ and reinforces the natural law. However, the natural
law does not contain all the content of the Decalogue, but is only part of it. Commenting on
the distinctions between what false religions and philosophy know of the natural law and
what the church knows he writes that the former,
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entirely reject the doctrine of the first table, concerning the knowledge and worship of
the true God, either setting forth some other God besides him who has revealed
himself to the church by his word and works, and seeking a knowledge of God, not in
his Son, but out of him, or worshipping him otherwise than he has commanded in his
word. And not only so, but they are also equally ignorant of the inward and spiritual
obedience of the second table.92
In man’s fallen state the natural law contains only a portion of the Decalogue because it was
‘obscured and lost by reason of sin.’
Ursinus identified the natural law with man’s probationary state in the Garden of
Eden. The moral law and the natural law were ‘the same in man before the Fall.’ This was
true because men, having been created in the image of God with true righteousness and
holiness, ‘possessed a perfect knowledge of the law.’93 Furthermore, as we have stated
previously, ‘perfect obedience to the whole law, was possible to the nature of man before it
was corrupted by sin.’94 The content of the natural, or moral, law possessed by man in his
prelapsarian state taught what God required and bound all men to ‘perfect obedience and
conformity to the law, internal and external.’ Reward for obedience was promised and
cursing for disobedience was threatened. The use of the natural law in man’s uncorrupt state
was to reveal the conditions by which he would be given eternal life.

Now, however, in his postlapsarian situation, man cannot earn this reward and has
received just punishment according to the law. Yet this does not free fallen humanity from
the demands of the natural law, which are engraven upon the hearts of the redeemed and
unredeemed alike, and therefore it binds both. Despite the law being ‘obscured’ and mostly
lost as a result of the Fall, mankind is still accountable to God for obeying it. The natural
law, then for Ursinus, does not reveal as much as it did to the heart and mind of man in his
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original righteousness, but it still reveals enough to enable him to distinguish between the just
and unjust. The result is that the power of the natural law in man’s fallen state is only
sufficient to render him condemned.

The only hope of being freed from this predicament is the free ‘remission of sins and
reconciliation with God’ which is secured by Christ the Mediator. Herein, many of the
threads of our entire thesis come together. Ursinus not only used the term ‘reconciliation’ to
define the term ‘covenant,’95 but he viewed the doctrine of the Mediator as being ‘closely
connected with’ the doctrine of the covenant.96 It appears here that his covenant thought is
intimately tied to his teaching on the natural law even though covenant language itself is not
employed in his extended discussion of natural law. Although the language may be absent,
the substance of a conditional arrangement made by God with man in his uncorrupted state is
clearly present and the only hope of freedom from that broken arrangement is through a
Mediator who provides reconciliation. According to Ursinus, ‘every mediator is the mediator
of some covenant, and reconciler of two parties.’97 Furthermore, ‘this reconciliation is called
in the Scriptures a covenant, which has particular reference to the Mediator.’98 The
coalescing of his natural law teaching and his doctrine of the covenant of nature appear to be
more than mere serendipity. When we recall that in question 36 of his Summa he brings all
of these themes together and calls it a foedus naturale we gain even more reason to affirm
that Ursinus saw the natural law as an essential part of the covenant of nature and vice
versa.99 What can be argued with certainty from these connections is that God entered into
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the foedus naturale with Adam, and the lex naturalis or the moral law, served as the
condition upon which reward or punishment would be granted. This same law was then reenacted and reinforced in the Decalogue.100

Natural Law and Divine Omnipotence
A great deal of scholarship has been produced contributing to our knowledge of the
relationship between the eternal or natural law and God’s omnipotence within Roman
Catholic Scholasticism and its impact on the Reformation.101 While a thorough analysis of
these findings is beyond the scope of the current thesis, we must briefly sketch Ursinus’
teaching on the matter. At the outset, we must recognize that he did not write extensively on
the dialectic of the two powers of God, potentia absoluta and potentia ordinata. The potentia
absoluta refers to the full range of possibilities that are open to God while the potentia
ordinata refers to his actual ordained will. Although much debate over the adoption of this
dialectic from the Medieval theologians by the Reformers has taken place in the past, there is,
as Grabill notes, ‘a firm scholarly consensus’ that the intent of the dialectic was to indicate
the ‘voluntary self-limitation of the omnipotent God and hence the non-necessary contingent
nature of the established order of creation and redemption.’102 Simply put, the distinctions
are meant to protect the freedom of God’s absolute omnipotence while at the same time
emphasizing the radical contingency of the created order. With regards to the creation,
‘all...things depend upon the will of the first mover, which is God, who does not act from
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necessity, but most freely.’103 He produced ‘whatever he willed’ to show his power and
freedom.104 God is not constrained by anything outside himself, but he is absolutely
sovereign and yet what he wills by his potentia ordinata does come to pass because of the
immutability of his character. Ursinus writes,
But God does not change his counsel, neither can he change it; not, however, on
account of any hindrance arising from some external cause, nor on account of any
imperfection of nature or ability, but because he does not will, neither can he will a
change of his counsel, on account of the immutable rectitude of his will, in which no
error nor any cause of change can possibly exist.105
The freedom of God is maintained, while the immutability of God is also preserved. God is
only bound by the nature of his own being and that which he has willed according to potentia
ordinata, not by anything that found outside of him such as reason or an innate natural law.
Certainly God could do more than he did, or do things differently according to his freedom
and potentia absoluta, but he has willed according to his potentia ordinata the present natural
order. For Ursinus, while not employing this dialectic at any great length, it is obvious that
God is radically free from all external constraints but he is not free from the limitations that
he has placed upon himself on account of his immutability. Therefore, there is a reliability to
the revealed will of God in nature.

In regard to the natural law then, we conclude that Ursinus’ view is not that God is
bound by some external and necessary system which lies outside of himself. Instead, the
natural law reveals the non-necessary free will of God that is, on account of his immutability,
still dependable and in force. Furthermore, the natural law is not simply a product of an
arbitrary will because it was rooted in God’s own righteous character. God is also not
tyrannical in his potentia absoluta, because he has willed and revealed the natural law to
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humanity and is bound by his own self-determination on account of his immutability. God
was not forced to adopt some independent system; rather he revealed a chosen system of law
which is both good and reliable because it has originated from his will in such a way that did
not conflict with his character.

The Noetic Effects of Sin on the Natural Knowledge of God
Now we must determine what effect the Fall of man had upon his natural knowledge
of God according to Ursinus. To what degree did the entrance of sin in the human heart and
mind render men incapable of a knowledge of God and of his moral law as revealed in
creation and in the human heart respectively? We have already shown that the revelation of
God in creation and the natural law did not change as a result of the Fall, but humanity’s
ability to perceive and receive this revelation was the thing altered. Here we seek to answer
to what extent the image of God was damaged according to Ursinus. First, however, we must
briefly comment on what man’s ability was in his prelapsarian state in order to adequately
understand what was lost as a result of the Fall.

Ursinus taught that ‘the image of God in man, is a mind rightly knowing the nature,
will and works of God.’106 By virtue of man’s creation in the image of God he can
comprehend ‘1. The spiritual and immortal substance of the soul, together with the power of
knowing and willing. 2. All our natural notions and conceptions of God, and his will and
works.’107 God equips mankind in its prelapsarian state with a proper knowledge of himself
and his will, or we might say his law and his works. He is perceived and known as he is
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revealed because he has given man the power to know him. Moreover, before the Fall
mankind possessed a freedom of the will that according to Ursinus,
consisted in a mind enlightened with the perfect knowledge of God, and a will
yielding entire obedience to God by its own voluntary act and inclination; and yet not
so confirmed in this knowledge and obedience, but that it might fall by its own free
exercise...108
The image of God in man therefore consisted of the ability to know God and obey him by
free choice. The knowledge and obedience though had to be ‘confirmed’ by maintaining
original righteousness.

Even in man’s uncorrupted state, the moral or natural law served a purpose. Ursinus
speaks of two principal uses of the divine law before the Fall. The first purpose of the law
was for the ‘entire and perfect conformity of man with God.’ He continues; ‘The mind of
man before the fall possessed a perfect knowledge of the law, which produced a conformity
and correspondence of all the inclinations and actions with the will of God.’109 The second
use or purpose of the law was for man to possess ‘a good conscience, or a consciousness of
the divine favor, and a certain hope of eternal life.’ The natural law enabled humans to know
that ‘divine justice’ would give life to those who ‘render perfect obedience to its
requirements.’110 Its purpose then was to reveal what perfect righteousness and holiness were
and to assure men of the rewards for obedience.

As one would expect, for Ursinus, the Fall had devastating effects upon humanity. He
writes that ‘by far the greatest and most important benefits’ of the image of God in man were
lost because of the Fall.’111 He lists the following benefits lost in the Fall:
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1. The true, perfect, and saving knowledge of God, and of the divine will. 2. Correct
views of the works of God, together with light and knowledge in understanding; in the
place of which we now have ignorance, blindness, and darkness. 3. The regulation
and government of all inclinations, desires and actions; and a conformity with the law
of God in the will, heart, and external parts; instead of which there is now a dreadful
disorder and depravity of the inclinations and motions of the heart and will, from
which all actual sin proceeds...112
Notice that only a ‘true’ and ‘saving knowledge of God’ was lost, thus leaving room for an
understanding that a certain knowledge of God is available even to men after the Fall. The
perception and reception of the revealed works of God in creation are distorted to the point
where even though they are still present in the world mankind is ignorant and blind to the true
meaning of these revealed realities. There is certainly still room for incorrect views of God
in nature because reason is still possessed, but it is now warped beyond repair outside of the
grace of God. The will and its inclinations no longer conform to the revealed will of God but
are now terribly disordered. Human will is still free but only free to choose that which is evil.
Ursinus reasons that this was ‘because the fall was followed by a privation of the knowledge
of God, and of all inclinations to obedience.’113 Without a proper knowledge of God
humankind lost its ability to choose the good.

Although Ursinus presents a pessimistic view of man’s ability in his postlapsarian
state, he does not go so far as to say that the image of God in man is entirely lost. All parts of
the image of God are disordered by virtue of the Fall, but not absolutely disordered. There
are still some vestiges of God’s image in him. Ursinus writes,
But after the fall, man lost this glorious image of God, on account of sin, and became
transformed into the hateful image of satan. There were, however, some remains and
sparks of the image of God still left in man, after his fall, and which even yet continue
in those who are unregenerate, of which we may mention the following: 1. The
incorporeal, rational, and immortal substance of the soul, together with its powers, of
which we would merely make mention of the liberty of the will, so that whatever man
wills, he wills freely. 2. There are, in the understanding, many notions and
112
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conceptions of God, of nature, and of the distinction which exists between things
proper and improper, which constitute the principles of the arts and sciences. 3. There
are some traces and remains of moral virtues, and some ability of regulating the
external deportment of the life. 4. The enjoyment of many temporal blessings. 5. A
certain dominion over other creatures. Man did not wholly lose his dominion over the
various creatures which were put in subjection to him; for many of them still remain
subject to him, so that he has the power of governing and using them for his own
benefit.114
Humankind still possesses some knowledge of God which he was pleased to reveal in the
natural law and in creation and providence. In fact there are ‘many’ notions about God that
are still present in the rational mind of man yet these are corrupted notions. There are also
sparks of the natural law as is demonstrated in man’s ability to know the difference between
right and wrong. Corrupt humanity is hopeless of gaining a ‘true, perfect and saving
knowledge of God,’ but not hopeless in gaining some knowledge of God. Even though it is a
distorted knowledge, it is still a genuine knowledge even though it is incomplete.

Commenting on these parts of the image that corrupt human nature still possesses,
Ursinus proceeds to explain the ends for which God preserved them.
These vestiges and remains of the image of God in man, although they are greatly
obscured and marred by sin, are, nevertheless, still preserved in us to a certain extent;
and that for these ends: 1. That they may be a testimony of the mercy and goodness of
God towards us, unworthy as we are. 2. That God may make use of them in restoring
his image in us. 3. That the wicked may be without excuse.115
The fact that any portion of the divine image remains in corrupt humanity is for Ursinus
evidence of God’s mercy. His view of the Fall is still entirely pessimistic with regards to its
hateful nature. It is not that its effects on the image of God were partial because of the mild
nature of the Fall, but they were only partial because of God’s goodness and mercy. Sin
deserved God’s total annihilation of his image in man, yet he chose not to exercise strict
justice. This mercy serves as a testimony to God for humanity. Furthermore, the image is
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not totally destroyed so God can reveal his power in restoring that image in regenerate man.
Ultimately, the partial presence of the image in man in his corrupt nature is to nullify all
excuse before God’s judgment.

The natural law, written on the human heart at creation, still serves a function in
man’s corrupt and unredeemed nature. Even apart from the renewal of the Holy Spirit, the
natural law still serves a positive and negative purpose even though it has become obscured
by sin. Its positive role is to restrain evil.
The law engraven upon the minds and hearts of all men by God himself...curbs and
restrains even the unregenerate, so that they shun those flagrant and open forms of
wickedness, which are in opposition to the judgment of sound reason as it utters itself
even in persons unrenewed by the Spirit of God...116
Fallen humanity is totally depraved, but not absolutely depraved, meaning that while ever
part of man was contaminated by sin he was not as sinful as he could be. Therefore the
witness of the law engraven upon the hearts and minds of unregenerate humanity restrains
evil.

The negative purpose of the natural law in man fallen and unredeemed is to render
him inexcusable. Ursinus writes that ‘the law accuses, convinces, and condemns all those
who are not regenerated, because they are unrighteous before God, and subject to eternal
condemnation.’117 Through the imprinted natural law their consciences are given the
knowledge of sin yet it does not bring them to a place of repentance but produces a further
hatred of God.118 ‘Conscience convinces, and convicts us of sin; for God even apart from his
written law, has preserved in us certain general principles of the natural law, sufficient to
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accuse and condemn us.’119 The end result for Ursinus is that the natural law serves to make
it impossible for fallen humanity to plead ignorance with regard to their sin and God’s justice.
The small remains of the image of God in man and the natural law engraven upon his heart
leave him aware of his sin and yet unrepentant and silence all excuse. Without the
illumination of the Holy Spirit and his regenerating work the remains of the image of God in
man and the natural law do no saving good. Outside of the reconciling work of the Mediator,
mankind is only able to know God condemningly.

Conclusion
The evidence presented in this chapter demonstrates that Ursinus believed there is a
natural knowledge of God available to mankind. This knowledge comes by way of an
external testimony in God’s general revelation, namely his works of creation and providence
and through an internal testimony found in the natural law which God has engraven upon
man’s heart and mind. These testimonies are both objective and knowable to a certain extent
because there remains some vestige of the divine image in man. Philosophy is the natural
means used to contemplate these two aspects of God’s revelation. Theology, on the other
hand is the supernatural means used by men to contemplate God’s revelation. The
disadvantage of philosophy is that it is ignorant of the special revelation of the word of God
and therefore it cannot appropriately interpret the clear works of God in creation and
providence, nor can it give an accurate interpretation of the natural law. As a result of the
Fall, these two routes to a natural knowledge of God only serve to confirm and deepen man’s
culpability before God.
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While we find a clear and nuanced teaching on natural law in Ursinus, he does not
appear to be led to a natural theology. Conversely, we discover that Ursinus’ teaching on the
natural knowledge of God is always subordinated under a revealed theology. His teaching
does not subject God to some external and unchanging law, but allows room to uphold his
divine freedom and omnipotence. Ursinus’ more optimistic appraisal of mankind’s ability to
possess an objective knowledge of God did not in any way impinge on his soteriology, nor
did his understanding of the noetic effects of sin annihilate the natural realm of creation,
providence and natural law. In spite of human sin, the works of God’s creation and
providence still remain, in the words of John Calvin, God’s ‘glorious theater.’120
Furthermore, even in spite of the Fall, because of God’s immutability, the natural law still
remains engraven upon the hearts of humankind but now only for the purpose of rendering it
without excuse before the God who has manifestly revealed himself in the natural realm and
in the human heart.

This study of Ursinus’ doctrine of natural law also revealed how closely linked it is
with his doctrine of the covenant of nature. It is a covenant of nature because the legal
stipulations of that covenant were the natural law. We have seen that his understanding of
the foedus naturale was that it demanded absolute obedience, the same demands made in the
natural law. The reward for obedience is the same when he speaks of the natural law and the
covenant of nature - eternal life. The natural law was an essential aspect of his covenant of
nature for Ursinus. What this chapter has shown is that the natural law as understood by
Ursinus did not impinge upon God’s freedom or his immutability. Therefore, it would seem
that in light of how much one informs the other, neither does the covenant of nature conflict
with the freedom and immutability of God. The covenant of nature is made according to
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God’s ordained power and is unchanged even after the Fall ‘because God, who is immutably
righteous and true, wants to receive us into the covenant of grace in such a way that he does
not go against the covenant established in creation...’121 Therefore, a Mediator was required
to ‘perfectly satisfy’ that law, and he is not naturally known, but supernaturally known
through God’s special revelation.
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Chapter Six
Ursinus’ Covenant of Grace
Introduction
In this chapter we will examine Ursinus’ own definition of the covenant of grace as it
is outlined in his Commentary. While the designation foedus gratia is not used in the section
of his Commentary where he defines and examines the covenant we will find that here he is
clearly focused on the postlapsarian covenant, namely, the covenant of grace. We begin by
arguing that the covenant thought contained in the Commentary should not be set against his
thought contained in the Summa as is often done for various reasons. Instead, if we are to
examine and understand Ursinus’ theology of the covenant holistically, these two important
works must be given equal weight. Furthermore, it will be argued that the covenant thought
found in the Commentary does not reflect a more developed thought than the innovative
covenant ideas contained in the Summa. Although the unity of the covenant is emphasized in
one work and the duality in the other, the analysis below will demonstrate that this is due to
the different issues each work was addressing. The singularity of the covenant of grace that
is stressed in the Commentary does not contradict the bilateral emphasis that is found in the
Summa. Finally, and most importantly for the purpose of our overall thesis, we will discover
that Ursinus espoused a gracious doctrine of the covenant. At first glance, and taken out of
context, there are certainly phrases he uses to define the covenant that seem to suggest
synergistic tendencies. However, after the examination offered in this chapter is considered,
it will become apparent that these phrases, such as mutua pactio, do not introduce a covenant
that is reciprocal and conditional. Instead, we will argue that taken within context and
appreciated within the whole of his soteriological system, his definition and exposition of the
covenant of grace is exactly that, gracious.
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Methodology
Because of the sheer size of Ursinus’ corpus coupled with the fact that he did not
devote a volume solely to the doctrine of the covenant it is essential that parameters be
defined for any coherent analysis of his covenant theology. Therefore, this chapter will
devote its attention to those instances in his works which directly address the doctrine of the
covenant. These portions, serving as the basis for discussion, will then be illuminated by and
interpreted against other relevant, yet less explicit material. Approaching the task in this
manner will provide us with a thorough, yet admittedly not exhaustive, grasp on Ursinus’
own thinking with regard to the covenant in general.

The three most significant works in this discussion are his Summa theologiae1 written
in 1562 but published in 1584, Catechesis minor perspicua brevitate Christianam fidem
complectens (1562)2 and his commentary on the HC, Explicatio catechesis religionis
Christianae (1587).3 Although the language of covenant is pervasive in Ursinus’ Summa, his
doctrine of the covenant is most systematically articulated in his Commentary.4 This is not to
suggest that everything Ursinus taught with respect to the covenant is contained within the
portion of the Commentary entitled De Foedere Dei. However, because this is where he
chose to expound his understanding of the covenant with the most sustained attention, it is
appropriate that this section of the Commentary serve as the basis for discussion.5 However,
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before we proceed to analyze his thought we must establish which works accurately reflect
his thought.

Establishing the Texts
In comparing the covenant thought contained in his Commentary with that which is
found in the Summa, certain questions emerge. Is his understanding of the covenant found in
these two works conflicting? Does one reflect his more carefully developed and matured
covenant thought? How are these different publications to be reconciled or understood if
there is an apparent inconsistency? Depending on how one answers these questions will
determine whether or not one work should be given precedence over another. Only after
answering these questions can we begin to understand Ursinus’ authentic understanding of
the covenant.

It is clear that the bi-covenantal motif, which is prevalent in the Summa, is almost
entirely absent in his Commentary, where the unity of the covenant of grace is emphasized.
In fact, Ursinus never uses the term foedus naturale or foedus creatione in the Commentary.
This sudden change in emphasis has perplexed scholars and generated a number of
hypotheses. Dirk Visser and Lyle Bierma conclude that the change from a bi-covenantal to a
single covenantal emphasis is a result of Ursinus’ theological maturation.6 Thus they
conclude that the Commentary must take interpretive precedence over the Summa since the
former contains a more ripened version of his covenant thought. One of the major reasons
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they give for this conclusion is because of Ursinus’ supposed deathbed wish which was to
have the Summa burned.7 In light of this wish, Bierma, quoting Visser, writes,
Apparently it (Summa) represented only a provisional stage in his thinking. A fuller,
more definitive version of his theology can be found in his lectures on the HC, and
thus any ‘interpretation of the Maior’s (Summa) summary statements [should be
done] with the aid of the relevant commentaries on the Heidelberg Catechism. This
mature theological treatment of covenant in the commentary on the HC, however
involves more than just the elimination of the language of a natural covenant.8
The assumption made here is that Ursinus wished the work to be burned because of its
covenantal teaching. Those who argue this do not provide sufficient evidence to sustain this
conclusion. Perhaps there were other factors that led to Ursinus to make this deathbed wish.
His precise reasons for wanting to have the Summa burned, if indeed this was the case at all,
cannot be discovered and certainly should not be confidently pinned on his covenant thought.
There is just no basis on which to substantiate such a claim.

In another effort to prove that the content of the Summa was not representative of
Ursinus’ mature thought, Visser mentions the fact that it was published after Ursinus’ death.9
But the fact is that both works were published posthumously, making the basis of his claim
moot. It is also significant to the discussion to remember that the Summa was written with
his own hand whereas the Commentary was the work of many of his students gathering and
compiling notes from his lectures. Furthermore, Ursinus could not have known that his
admiring students would subsequently publish his class lectures. In the light of these less
than convincing arguments, there is no reason for the historian to give one work precedence
over another. Both the Commentary and the Summa should at least be given equal weight
7
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when seeking to understand Ursinus’ teaching on the covenant. Certainly each work must be
checked against the other but allowing one to weigh in more heavily than the other opens one
to the danger of selectivity in one’s research.

Another and perhaps more likely, alternative for the change in emphasis is to
appreciate the purpose for which the HC was written, which served as the framework for the
Commentary.10 Frederick III desired to produce a catechism that would unite the Reformed
and Lutheran wings of the Reformation. However, both he and Ursinus were not ignorant of
the fact that any ‘sign of the covenant’ language would be looked upon with suspicion by the
Lutherans as smacking of a Zwinglian understanding of the sacraments. Consequently, a
heavy use of covenant language could have nullified their conciliatory goal. Perhaps another
reason that accounts for the difference in emphasis between the two works is to remember
that the Summa was designed for the theologically advanced whereas the HC was to educate
the whole of the Palatinate church.11

Lyle Bierma views these two options as unsatisfactory and poses to them the
question;
If Ursinus was bowing to external pressure to play down the covenant theme in the
official catechism of the Palatinate, why then does covenant not play as significant a
role in the later loci lectures and commentary on the HC, which had no official status,
as it did in the Cma (Summa)? The same question applies to the suggestion by Sturm
and Graafland that Ursinus was not always writing for the same audience.12
We begin by attempting to answer Bierma’s first question. The most likely reason why the
doctrine of the covenant is not a major focus of the Loci Theologici is because the work was
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Bierma credits this alternative to August Lang, Der Heidelberger Katechismus und Vier Verwadte
Katechismen (Leo Juds und Microns Kleine Katechismen Sowie die Zwei Vorarbeiten Ursinus) (Leipzig:
Darmstadt, 1967) LXXVIII-LXXXIX.
11
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incomplete.13 The question Bierma poses is probably not an appropriate one to ask of an
unfinished work. Had he completed the work, would Ursinus have placed the doctrine of the
covenant somewhere in midst of the nine loci that were finished prior to this death or would it
come later in his ordo docendi which he never finished? If we are to assume that the order
we have before us in the Opera was the order in which he would ultimately place each locus
upon completion of the work it would stand to reason that the doctrine of the covenant would
come after the doctrine of the Mediator as it does in the Commentary. However, there is no
locus on the Mediator in this work and hence if Ursinus were to write one on the covenant it
would have been placed after the Mediator. The doctrine of the Mediator and the covenant
were inseparable in Ursinus’ teaching.14 This construct, while being conjectural, provides an
alternate, and perhaps more satisfactory understanding of the absence of the doctrine of the
covenant than merely inferring its absence as a sign of Ursinus’ theological maturation. If it
were the case that this change in emphasis between the two works was a result of Ursinus’
change in theology regarding the covenant, one wonders why he did not overtly correct his
previous view if it is as contradictory as some scholars deem it to be. Whatever the case may
be, certainty is not attainable here because we do not know the mind of Ursinus apart from
what he has written. Prudence should be exercised when drawing conclusions based on what
was not included in a particular work, especially when that work is incomplete.

As to Bierma’s second question, why the doctrine of the covenant has a secondary
place in his Commentary, one could highlight the fact that the HC itself says nothing on the

13

Contrary to Bierma’s view, David Weir considered the Loci Theologici as one of more significant works in
the discussion of Ursinus’ covenant theology. The Origins of the Federal Theology in Sixteenth-Century
Reformation Thought (Gloucestershire: Clarendon Press, 1990) 102. Though the doctrine of the covenant is not
explicitly outlined in the Loci, covenant language is found throughout, especially in the locus on the Sacraments.
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covenant. 15 Therefore, it is a surprise that he addresses the covenant at all in the
Commentary. Its emphasis on the unity of the covenant of grace and not on the
complementary nature of the foedus naturale and the foedus gratia does not require one to
conclude that the Commentary contains his more evolved covenant thought. To assert this
would be to reveal more about the scholar’s own understanding of the covenant than it would
reveal about Ursinus’ understanding. As we will demonstrate below, he did not see a
fundamental inconsistency between the one covenant of grace that ran from Genesis 3:15
onward and the covenant of nature made with man before the Fall. For him they are
complementary. The difference in emphasis between the unity in the covenant taught in the
Commentary and the duality of the covenant taught in the Summa does not mean that he
teaches two different and conflicting covenant schemes. Simply stated, in one he emphasizes
the complementary covenants of nature and grace and in the other his focus is on the unity of
the covenant of grace. To say that he ‘matured’ implies that he ultimately rejected his earlier
ruminations on the duality of the covenant in favor of the unity of the covenant of grace.
However, this also implies that the unity and duality of the covenant cannot logically coexist,
but for Ursinus they clearly can.16 While the possibility still exists that the change in
emphasis was the result in the change of doctrine these facts at least provide the necessary
caution that we should take when drawing conclusions about the change.

Cognizant of the tenuous arguments that give primacy to one work over and against
another when seeking to ascertain Ursinus’ ripened understanding of the covenant, we must
proceed with caution. While certainty is beyond us as to why the covenant is emphasized in

15

We might also add that it may be fair to say the doctrine of the covenant is not pervasive throughout the
Commentary, but it would not be appropriate to say that the language of covenant is sparse. Within his section
on the sacraments in the Commentary, the language and at times the doctrine of the covenant is pervasive.
Commentary, 340-440.
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the Summa but not the Commentary, generally speaking, we can at least see some evidence
that suggests that the two works do not teach a contradictory covenant theology, as we shall
observe below. Even if it was the case that Ursinus’ deathbed wish was that the Summa be
burned, which at least to my knowledge has not been sufficiently substantiated, we cannot
say with any amount of certainty that this was his desire because of the covenant theology
contained therein. Therefore, if we are to understand Ursinus’ view of the covenant we must
allow both emphases, the mono-covenantal scheme and the bi-covenantal scheme, and both
works, the Summa and the Commentary to factor into the discussion equally.

The Placement of the Covenant in the Commentary
It is to Ursinus’ Commentary that attention must now be given as it is in this work
where he seeks to define the covenant explicitly. Curiously, the HC itself does not offer a
question and answer on the covenant of God. Furthermore the language of covenant is
almost completely absent from the HC occurring only under the section on the sacraments
(HC, 68, 74, 77, 82).17 The irony lies in the fact that Olevianus, who wrote extensively on the
covenant, and Ursinus for whom covenant was a major theme, were the authors of the HC.
As has been argued at least in the case of Ursinus, this mysterious omission has not been
demonstrated to be the result of his theological maturation rather a more likely reason is
because of the HC’s intended purpose and audience. The HC was intended to be a unifying
document among Lutheran, Reformed and Melanchthonian pastors in the Palatinate, while
his exposition of it in his Commentary served as the basis of his lectures for his students who
needed to understand the polemics of the day.

17

On the other hand it is interesting to note that Derk Visser contends that both the Commentary and the HC
were ‘built around’ the covenant of grace; Derk Visser, “Zacharias Ursinus and the Palatinate Reformation,”
Controversy and Conciliation: The Palatinate Reformation, 1559–1618, Ed. Derk Visser (Pittsburgh: Pickwick,
1986) 18.
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When Ursinus addresses the covenant in his Commentary he inserts the doctrine
between the doctrine of the Mediator, found in the HC 15-18, and the exposition of the law
and the gospel, found in HC 19. His placement of the doctrine of the covenant here is
illuminating. Ursinus sees a very close tie between the Mediator, the covenant and the
gospel. A proper understanding of the covenant is essential to gaining an appreciation for the
fullness of the gospel according to Ursinus. He moves seamlessly and logically from the
Mediator, to the covenant, to the gospel. The Mediator mediates between God and man to
bring about ‘reconciliation’ which he calls the covenant. He writes,
This reconciliation is called in the Scriptures a Covenant, which has particular
reference to the Mediator, inasmuch as every mediator is the mediator of some
covenant, and the reconciler of two opposing parties. Hence the doctrine of the
Covenant which God made with man, is closely connected with the doctrine of the
Mediator.18
Furthermore, that Ursinus perceived a close connection between the Mediator, the covenant
and the gospel is also clearly evidenced when he reasons that,
First, then, we must speak of the gospel, which is with great propriety, made to follow
the doctrine of the Mediator, and the covenant, 1. Because the Mediator is the subject
of the gospel.... 2. Because he is the author of the gospel.... 3. Because the gospel is
part of the covenant; and is often taken for the new covenant.19
The doctrine of the gospel follows the doctrines of the Mediator and covenant because it is
the doctrine that ‘reveals, describes, and offers him (the Mediator) to us.’20
Following his exposition of the law and gospel, Ursinus turns his attention to how we
are made partakers of the benefits of the Mediator, the covenant and the gospel - by faith. It
is clear that he views these doctrines as mutually interdependent. It is also obvious, based on
the placement of the doctrine of the covenant within the second section of the HC which is
about man’s liberation from sin that Ursinus is addressing only the covenant of grace.

18
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Therefore, it is not a surprise that the emphasis here is on the unity of the covenant of grace
and not on the complementarities of the covenant of nature and the covenant of grace.

The Mediator, Federal Headship, Covenant and Law and Gospel
Our brief discussion of Ursinus’ placement of the doctrine of the covenant within the
Commentary raises some crucial points pertaining to our thesis that we must now pause to
examine. The close connections he sees between the Mediator, the covenant and the law and
gospel have been made plain. However, when we examine his doctrine of the Mediator a
little more closely we can discern that his federalism is informing his thinking on these
matters. At the very outset of his exposition of the doctrine of the Mediator he writes that ‘It
behooved our Mediator to be man, and indeed very man, and perfectly righteous.’21 His
choices of Scripture proofs to maintain his point are drawn from the two key passages often
used to establish federal theology, Romans 5 and I Corinthians 15.22 Explaining that the
justice of God required the Mediator to be a man, he argues, ‘It was necessary, therefore, that
he who would make satisfaction for man, should himself be very man, having sprung from
the posterity of Adam, which had sinned.’23 The Mediator having been the ‘seed’ of Adam
also provides for the believers’ comfort. Regarding this comfort he writes,
For if we did not know him to have sprung from Adam, we could not receive him as
the promised Messiah, and as our brother since the promise is, ‘the seed of the woman
shall bruise the serpent’s head... (Gen. 3:15)...It was necessary therefore that he
should spring from Adam, in order that he might be our brother.24
We can begin to see how his federalism informed his doctrine of the Mediator and how this
flowed from the closely connected doctrine of the covenant and the law and gospel.
Interestingly, Ursinus believed that the ‘foundation, and substance, of the doctrine of the
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church’ was the doctrine of the Mediator.25 But he apparently saw no conflict when he also
affirmed that ‘The doctrine of the church is the entire and uncorrupted doctrine of the law and
gospel.’26 He goes on to reiterate the same; ‘The doctrine of the church consists of two parts:
the Law, and the Gospel; in which we have comprehended the sum and substance of the
sacred Scriptures.’27 The federalism which undergirded his doctrine of the Mediator taught
that Christ’s corollary was Adam. The corollary to the gospel was the law. Yet, at least here
in his commentary, there was no corollary for his covenant of grace. This will be found in his
groundbreaking covenant of nature as we will begin to see in the following chapter.28

Foedus, Pactio, Testamentum
For Ursinus, the terms foedus, testamentum and pactio are virtually synonymous.
With great ease he uses these words interchangeably, which creates a challenge in analyzing
his covenant thought because of the greater exactitude that these words carry in the
generations to follow. He uses pactio to define foedus and explicitly states that foedus and
testamentum are used in the same sense in the Scriptures.29 Testamentum is also used to
refer to our reconciliation with God. Summa question 32 asks, ‘Why is this covenant also
called a testament?’ The answer given is, ‘First, because the term testament began to be used
in the church in place of covenant. Second, because just as a testament is not put into effect
without the death of the testator, so this covenant could not be ratified without the death of
Christ.’30 In this connection it may be significant to note that Ursinus met with Sebastian
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Castellio who was the first Protestant Bible translator to replace the word testamentum with
foedus.31

The Covenant as Reconciliation
Bierma has observed that Ursinus is the first to define the covenant as actual
reconciliation.32 The covenant is equivalent to the believer’s reconciliation with God
according to Ursinus. In other words, the reconciliation that is made by the Mediator is
called in Scripture a covenant.33 The reason this reconciliation is called a covenant is
because there is no reconciliation between a holy God and sinful man without a Mediator and
every mediator mediates some covenant.34 Furthermore this reconciliation necessitates
certain promises and obligations which are part of the covenant.35 God reconciles alienated
humanity by virtue of his promise to be merciful, to forgive sins, to impute to them a new
righteousness, to give them the Holy Spirit and to grant them eternal life.36 All of these free
promises are both initiated and made by God ‘for the sake of his Son, our Mediator’ (propter
filium mediatorem).37 The necessity of a Mediator is explained when he writes,
This covenant could only be made by a Mediator, as may be inferred from the fact
that we, as one of the parties, were not able to satisfy God for our sins, so as to be
restored to his favor....We may conclude, therefore, that this reconciliation was
possible only by the satisfaction and death of Christ, the Mediator.38
If the covenant is our reconciliation and Ursinus understands this reconciliation as the
sovereign work of God through Christ the Mediator, then this rules out all works based
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conditionality from his understanding of the covenant of grace. Here again, we can discern
the close connection Ursinus maintains between the doctrine of the Mediator and the
Covenant, both of which are the free gift of God.

When speaking of the cup of the New Covenant given in the sacrament of the Lord’s
Supper, Ursinus again says that this new covenant ‘consists in our reconciliation with God,’
(quam reconciliatio cum Deo).39 Covenant as reconciliation is found also in his Summa,
Q/A 31: ‘What is that covenant? It is reconciliation with God, obtained by the mediation
(intercessione) of Christ, in which God promises believers that because of Christ he will
always be a gracious father and give them eternal life...’40 In this definition Ursinus
communicates the sovereign grace of the covenant more clearly. It is God, and not man, who
makes gratuitous promises and these are confirmed by Christ. The covenant then is the
agreement, pact or promise by which reconciliation between God and sinful man is
established for the sake of the Son and through the work of the Son who is its Mediator.

The Mutuality of the Covenant
Ursinus’ most explicit definition of the covenant is as a mutua pactio. After giving a
general definition he applies it to the covenant found in the Scriptures:
...we may define (the covenant) as a mutual promise and agreement (mutua pactio),
between God and men, in which God gives assurance to men that he will be merciful
to them, remit their sins, grant them a new righteousness, the Holy Spirit, and eternal
life by and for the sake of his Son, the Mediator. And, on the other side, men bind
themselves to God in this covenant that they will exercise repentance and faith, or that
they will receive with a true faith this great benefit which God offers, and render such
obedience as will be acceptable to him. This mutual engagement between God and
man is confirmed by those outward signs which we call sacraments...41
39
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Defined thus, it is not surprising that scholars such as Barth, J.B. Torrance, Kendall and
Letham have accused Ursinus of introducing a legalistic conditionality into his covenant
doctrine which inevitably deprives the gospel of its gratuitous nature.42 According to these
critics the language of mutuality has robbed the covenant of the unilateral and unconditional
promises which were the hallmark of Calvin’s doctrine of the covenant.43 This is bound to be
the case when they begin with the presupposition that a unilateral covenant scheme excludes
any and all bilateral aspects. The criticism that argues that his doctrine of the covenant
comes close to re-introducing medieval pactum theology does not accord with the whole of
his soteriology which is well within the Reformed/Calvinistic stream. This we will now seek
to prove as we examine what Ursinus meant by his use of mutua pactio.

One attempt to resolve this ostensible legalism bound up in Ursinus’ use of mutua
pactio has been offered by Clark and Beeke. Seeking to quell the appearance of synergism in
Ursinus’ definition, they provide this rationale:
He (Ursinus) defined covenant as mutua pactio because when he thought of covenant,
he thought first of all of the covenant as it was conceived in the natural prelapsarian
state, in which Adam had the ability not to sin. The prelapsarian covenant controlled
his definition of covenant.44
42
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As attractive as this reasoning is for the purpose of supporting the thesis of the present study,
it ultimately seems slightly overstated and under-supported by the evidence. Ursinus’
definition of the covenant as mutua pactio is clearly in reference to the covenant of grace.
There is not the slightest allusion to the prelapsarian covenant in Ursinus’ definition within
this section of his Commentary. In fact mutua pactio is employed by Ursinus only in
reference to the covenant of grace and never to the foedus naturale or foedus creatione.45
The clearest indication that Ursinus has the covenant of grace in mind when he crafts this
definition is found in the promises offered by God. They are promises of mercy and
forgiveness not reward for obedience. Furthermore, Ursinus taught that there was no need for
a Mediator before the Fall and his definition here hinges on the Mediator who brings
reconciliation between two parties at enmity. No enmity existed between God and man in
the prelapsarian economy. It will become clear that Ursinus has in view the covenant of
grace which is one in substance yet unfolds in two administrations, Old and New. If Ursinus’
definition was controlled by the prelapsarian covenant it would stand to reason that he would
not stress the oneness of the covenant rather he would underscore its bi-lateral aspects within
this portion of the Commentary. Yet here he has in mind the unity of the one covenant of
grace. That he is primarily conceiving of the covenant of grace in this definition is also
demonstrated when he says that this covenant began with Adam in the garden after the Fall.46
Finally his definition is placed in the section of ‘God’s deliverance.’ His doctrine of the
covenant as defined here is designed to unfold the nature of the gospel and not sin or the
law.47 Clark and Beeke have certainly shed greater light on Ursinus’ pervasive law-gospel
dichotomy and his federalism both of which feature largely in his covenant thought.
However it is too much to say that his prelapsarian covenant idea is what led him to define
45
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covenant as mutua pactio. The question still remains then, why did Ursinus define the
covenant with the term, mutua pactio?

As unlikely as Clark and Beeke’s attempt to decipher the meaning of mutua pactio is,
they do however provide another rationale which is important to our discussion and provides
a much needed corrective to Ursinus’ critics’ understanding of this elusive term. They have
noted that the ‘critics have ignored the propter filium or propter Christum of Ursinus’
covenant theology.’48 If a balanced assessment is to be made of Ursinus’ definition of mutua
pactio it must be understood in light of the basis of the covenant which was, per & propter
filium.49 It was ‘on account of’ Christ that the covenant was made. In other words, the
covenant was established through, or by the means of Christ. Appreciating this balance helps
the interpreter avoid the risk of becoming preoccupied by the phrase mutua pactio while
having little regard for the larger definition presented by Ursinus. Undoubtedly, he is
propounding a covenant where promises are given on the basis of the work of the Son and not
on account of any merit found in the human participant.50

Ursinus did not conceive of the covenant in any other manner than one sovereignly
and graciously initiated by God. Commenting on the similarity between the Old and New
Covenants Ursinus makes it clear that these two covenantal administrations agree in both
their author (autore), who is God himself, and their Mediator who is Christ alone.51 The
covenant according to Ursinus is not a coming together of equals but one which clearly
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establishes God as the suzerain. Contra J.B. Torrance, question one of the Summa clearly
states that this covenant is God’s covenant, not a contract between God and man.
Q: What firm comfort do you have I life and in death? A: That I was created by God
in his image for eternal life, and after I willingly lost this in Adam, out of his infinite
and gracious mercy God received me into his covenant of grace, so that because of the
obedience and death of his Son sent in the flesh, he might give me as a believer
righteousness and eternal life. It is also that he sealed his covenant, in my heart by his
Spirit, who renews me in the image of God and cries out in me, ‘Abba, Father,” by his
Word and by the visible signs of this covenant.52
Not only is it evident from this definition that God is the author of the covenant but it is
apparent that this covenant is a gracious one, not one conditioned upon any work or
righteousness in the believer but conditioned upon the righteousness of the Son imputed to
the believer.53 This first question and answer indisputably shows that Ursinus believed God
established and initiated this covenant as he explicitly states a number of times throughout
Summa.54 Notice the emphasis on God’s action and the human’s passivity in the above
quotation. By God’s mercy he receives the sinner into his covenant. God initiates the
covenant and invites the believer to be a part of it, whose role it is merely to receive what is
graciously extended to him. Furthermore, it is on account of the obedience and death of
Christ the Mediator that God gives the believer righteousness and eternal life. Therefore, the
mutuality of the covenant according to Ursinus could not be in reference to initiation or
establishment of the covenant. We can be certain that by mutuality, Ursinus did not intend to
communicate equality between the two parties of the covenantal relationship nor did he
intend to introduce a legalistic conditionality into his soteriology.
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Most historians agree that the 1587 Cambridge edition of Ursinus’ commentary on the
catechism entitled, ‘Explicationum Catecheticarum Z. Ursini,’55 produced by David Pareus is
the most reliable edition. This is the edition that subsequently made it into Reuter’s
compilation of Ursinus’ works.56 In these editions covenant was defined only as ‘mutua
pactio’ whereas in other editions it was defined as a ‘mutua promissionem vel pactio.’ In fact
in Reuter’s edition promissionem does not appear at all. However, there was an earlier
edition produced by Simon Goulart in Geneva (1584)57 which did define covenant as both a
mutual pactio and promissionem. Defining it with both terms causes the reader to appreciate
the balance between obligations and promises that is not immediately gained from reading
Pareus’ edition. Henry Parrie’s first English translation is taken from Goulart’s 1584 edition.
Note the emphasis on grace in Parrie’s translation:
In speciall, the Covenant between God & men, is a mutual promise and agreement
(promissionem vel pactionem) , made by our Mediator, confirmed by other & solemn
tokens (which we call Sacraments) whereby God bindeth himselfe to remitte their
sinnes unto them that beleeve, and to give them everlasting life, for, and by his Sonne,
our Mediatour: & men bind themselves to receive this so great a benefit with true
faith, and to yeeld true obedience unto God; which is, to live according to his will,
that so they may declare their thankefulnesse unto God. The summe is: This covenant
is God’s bond to yeeld us his grace & favour: & of the other side our bond, to receive
this grace by faith, and to yeelde new obedience.58
While it is impossible to ascertain which of these editions is closer to the thought of Ursinus,
the differences do at least caution us from reading too much into the emphasis on mutua
pactio without regard for the balancing emphasis on the promissory nature of the covenant
which Ursinus emphasizes elsewhere.59
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In support of the 1584 reading on this matter there is one more occasion where
Ursinus refers to the covenant as a ‘mutual promise’ (promissionem mutuam).60 The 31st
question of the Summa asks, ‘What is that covenant?’
It is reconciliation with God, obtained by the mediation of Christ, in which God
promises believers that because of Christ he will always be a gracious father and give
them eternal life, and in which they in turn pledge to accept these benefits in true faith
and, as befits grateful and obedient children, to glorify him forever; and both parties
publicly confirm this mutual promise (promissionem muruam) with visible signs,
which we call sacraments.61
His definition here emphasizes the promissory nature of the covenant as opposed to its
obligatory nature. God promises to be a gracious Father to them and give them eternal life
and they in turn respond with faith and gratitude for these benefits graciously and freely
offered. Therefore, it becomes apparent that the mutuality of the covenant is not an equal
give and take relationship between God and the believer but one where God is actively
promising and giving and the believer is passively receiving the promises and gifts of God’s
grace by faith. This, it seems, is more in accord with Ursinus’ meaning of mutua pactio and
is consistent with his wider soteriological thought which consistently emphasizes the
gratuitous nature of the gospel. God’s part of this mutuality is to promise his grace and give
it to the believer because of and through Jesus Christ. He is the initiator and the active
participant in the covenant. On the other hand the human’s engagement in the covenant is a
passive one where he functions as the recipient of God’s promises and grace which come to
him through faith.

One other possible clue that may lead to a better understanding of the mutuality of the
covenant in Ursinus is found in his passing use of confoederatis. Employing the use of
‘covenant partners’ does not lead him to a reciprocal understanding of the covenant between
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God and man as is seen in the way in which he uses the term in the answer to question 150 of
the Summa. ‘Q: But why must the law still be proclaimed to the converted after the gospel
has been preached? A: First, so that they may learn what worship God approves and requires
of his covenant partners (confoederatis).’62 Undoubtedly, Ursinus uses the term here not to
communicate the coming together of two equal partners in the covenant relationship but to
show that the two parties only become covenant partners after conversion, that is to say, after
they have sovereignly and graciously been brought into the covenant. Only after the foedus
monopleuron, ‘one-sided covenant’ has been established and accomplished by God can the
covenant be considered a foedus dipleuron, ‘two-sided covenant.’63 Scott Clark observes the
same thinking in the case of Olevianus. He writes, ‘Hence Olevian described the redeemed
not only as “elect” but also as “confederates” (confoederati), i.e. those with whom Christ has
made covenant.’64 For Ursinus and Olevianus, to be a confoederatis meant one must be elect
of God, converted and brought into the covenant made by God. This partnership in the
covenant, like the mutuality of the covenant, should not be mistaken as an introduction of
‘synergism’ into the developing understanding of Reformed covenant thought.65
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Perhaps it his use of mutua pactio that has caused so many scholars to brand Ursinus’
covenant thought as sub-Protestant. But as the evidence is weighed and an appreciation for
other, and perhaps clearer statements made regarding the covenant are taken into account,
Ursinus is found to teach a monergistic and gracious covenant theology. The mutuality of
which he speaks is not a coming together of equals to initiate, establish or confirm the
covenant. Instead it is the sovereign promises and grace of God given in the covenant and
the receiving of that by faith in the believer. Ursinus affirms everywhere in his writings the
sovereign grace of God and the total inability of man to be reconciled to God without the
work of a Mediator. For Ursinus the covenant is unmistakably one-sided in its initiation and
confirmation but it is two-sided (mutual) in its application - God graciously bestows
forgiveness, righteousness and everlasting life and man receives it. God actively moves in
grace and human beings passively respond in faith. These are the respective roles carried out
in the mutuality of the covenant. Understood against the whole of Ursinus covenant thought,
the mutuality of the covenant clearly does not espouse a reciprocal, contractual or
anthropocentric soteriology. Rather, mutuality highlights the conditions placed on each party
of the covenant. It is to these conditions that we must now turn our attention.

Antecedent Conditions of the Covenant
As we are reminded by Clark and Beeke, any analysis of covenant conditions must
clearly delineate between the conditions or obligations the covenant requires before one is
admitted into the covenant (reconciliation) and the covenant obligations stipulated after one
has already been graciously admitted.66 Ursinus was careful to distinguish between the
conditions leading to entrance into the covenant and conditions or obligations arising from
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being part of the covenant. If one fails to observe these nuances in Ursinus’ covenant
thought, as some scholars have in the past,67 then one will inevitably find a curious and major
discrepancy between this and the rest of Ursinus’ teachings which prove to be thoroughly
Calvinistic. J.B. Torrance accuses all bi-covenantal federal theologians of turning covenant
into a contract because of their insistence upon these conditions.
First and foremost, the whole federal scheme is built upon the deepseated confusion
between covenant and contract, a failure to recognize that the God and Father of our
Lord Jesus Christ is a Covenant-God and not a contract-God...This confusion between
a covenant and contract leads to the notion of conditional grace which inverts the
evangelical order of forgiveness and repentance, so that we hesitate in the name of
Christ to proclaim absolution and free forgiveness of sins, or hesitate to believe that
we are truly forgiven.68
If J.B. Torrance’s conclusion is correct then when we apply it to Ursinus we are left either to
believe that Ursinus was wildly inconsistent or that he changed his views at some point in his
theological development, or that we are somehow misunderstanding what he means by
covenant conditions and obligations.69 One would be hard-pressed to interpret the full scope
of Ursinus’ teaching as being hesitant when it comes to the offer of the forgiveness of sins in
the gospel. All three of his catechisms are saturated with the doctrine of the assurance of
salvation and the comfort therein. While we will not argue whether or not the J.B.Torrance
thesis may apply to other covenant theologians of Ursinus’ time, it certainly cannot be
reconciled with Ursinus himself.
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It is imperative that one appreciate that the covenant Ursinus is speaking of is the
foedus in genere.70 Covenants in general are conditional upon promises made and obligations
kept. The debate lies not in the presence or absence of conditions but in when those
conditions need to be met and what those conditions are. While it may appear at first that
Ursinus is propounding a legalistic conditional covenant based on his language of obligant
and conditione, more careful analysis proves otherwise.

Although Ursinus did not teach a covenant conditionality based upon the obedience of
men, he certainly perceived faith as a condition of the covenant.71 If God graciously commits
himself to man in this covenant then man must bind (obligant) himself to God by exercising
faith and repentance. The condition placed upon humans before admittance into the covenant
is to ‘obligate themselves to God by repentance and faith, that is, to receive with true faith
this great benefit from God.’72 The human participant in the covenant of grace was to be
mutually involved in the covenant by exercising faith and repentance or receiving the
covenant promises of God by faith. This is the condition placed on man in the covenant so
that without it there is no reconciliation, no covenant.

The issue lies in the misconstruing of faith as a work. If, according to Ursinus, faith is
viewed as a meritorious work carried out by the human party, then his definition of the
covenant certainly undermines the grace of God. But this is not the case at all. Ursinus
placed a great emphasis on grace in his doctrine of faith. Question 38 of the Summa provides
this definition:
It (faith) is to assent firmly to every word of God related to us, and it is a firm
assurance by which each person is convinced that God has graciously granted him
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remission of sins, righteousness, and eternal life because of Christ’s merit, and
through him; and which, having been awakened in the hearts of the elect by the Holy
Spirit, makes us living members of Christ and produces in us true love and invocation
of God.73
It is apparent that the benefits of covenant, namely remission of sins, righteousness and
eternal life, all of which are mentioned in his definition of the covenant, are graciously given.
There is not a hint of merit in the exercising of faith. Furthermore, the benefits of the
covenant are given, ‘because of Christ’s merit (propter meritum Christi), and through him.’
The CM is more explicit, stating that these benefits come because of Christ’s merit alone
(solus Christi meritum).74 According to Ursinus, it is Christ who merited salvation, and faith
is that which apprehends the salvation offered by him.

The Holy Spirit is the one who awakens this faith in the elect thus faith is seen as the
gift of God.75 In order to determine what true faith was Ursinus differentiated four types:
historical faith, temporary faith, faith in miracles and justifying faith.76 True faith is
justifying faith according to Ursinus. In each of these he sees the Holy Spirit as the efficient
cause but maintains that it is the special work of the Spirit that produces justifying faith in the
elect.
The first and chief efficient cause of historical and temporary faith, as well as the faith
of miracles is the Holy Spirit, who produces different kinds of faith by his general
influence and operation. It is different, however, as it respects justifying faith, which
the Holy Ghost produces by his special working.77
Although faith is an essential condition to receive the benefits of the covenant
(reconciliation), faith must not be mistaken as a work. Following his assertion, Ursinus cites
Ephesians 2:8, ‘For by grace you have been saved through faith. And this is not your own
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doing, it is the gift of God.’ In so doing he makes it clear that he viewed faith as the gift of
God wrought in the elect through the agency of the Holy Spirit’s special ministry. According
to Ursinus, faith is the free gift of God. ‘Justifying faith is peculiar to all the elect, and to
them alone: for it is given (datur) to all the elect, and only to them...’78 Faith is the condition
of the covenant but justifying faith is given by God to those whom God sovereignly elected
according to his gracious will. Faith as a gift from God is the instrumental cause of salvation
and in and of itself it does not merit salvation. According to Ursinus, faith is not a form of
obedience to the law nor is faith accepted as righteousness, for the believer’s righteousness is
alien and is imputed to him.79 This becomes clear in his discussion of the two greatest
commandments given by Jesus. An objection is raised which asserts; ‘The love of God is the
greatest commandment. Therefore it is greater than faith, and hence justifies rather than
faith.’ To this objection Ursinus replies, ‘Love is here to be understood as including the
entire obedience which we owe to God, in which faith is included, which justifies, not of
itself as a virtue, but correlatively, as it apprehends and appropriates the merits of Christ.’80
Perhaps the clearest expression of the same sentiment is found in the answer to question 137
of the Summa. In it he states that we are justified by faith alone, ‘because we are righteous
before God not by the merit or value of our faith or any other of our works but only by
receiving the righteousness given by God. But since this gift is spiritual, it can be received
only by the soul and heart, that is, by believing.’81
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Additionally, Ursinus understood faith as a passive reception (recipiendum) of God’s
grace.82 The benefits of the covenant were not earned by faith but received by faith.
Numerous times he speaks of the believer ‘receiving’ the benefits of God’s promises in the
covenant by true faith.83 His definition of faith silences his critics84 who misconstrue the
condition of faith in the covenant as a work and thus perceive his covenant theology as that
which gives rise to legalism. It is clear from his understanding of faith that the antecedent
condition of the covenant is given to the elect by God through the enabling power of the Holy
Spirit. His soteriology is thoroughly theocentric.

Ursinus also considered repentance to be a condition for entrance into the covenant.85
The same can be said of his understanding of repentance as a condition as has been said for
the condition of faith. Like faith, repentance is ‘received as a gift.’86 Repentance that leads
to reconciliation with God was the gift of God wrought by the Holy Spirit who is again the
‘chief and efficient cause of our conversion’.87 The two parts to true conversion are the
mortification of the old self and the renewal of the new self-created in Christ Jesus. These
two parts according to Ursinus spring from faith for without faith no one can hate sin and
draw near to God.88

Ursinus could be understood as making obedience a condition for covenant
admittance in at least one instance. This must be considered if we are to give a fair and
balanced perspective of his thought. When addressing the similarities between the Old
Covenant and New Covenant, he writes that they agree ‘in the condition in respect to
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ourselves. In each covenant, (Old and New) God requires from men faith and obedience.’89
While it is possible that Ursinus inserted a condition of obedience upon the unredeemed, in
light of the rest of his definition and his larger soteriology, it is unlikely. It seems alien to the
rest of Ursinus’ doctrine to suggest that in this passing phrase he meant to teach a doctrine of
justification that was conditioned upon obedience. Instead, it would be more consistent to
suggest that this ‘obedience’ is to be understood as a response to the grace of God’s covenant
promises. Although unclear in this instance, Ursinus appears to be alluding to the ‘new
obedience’ that he teaches elsewhere.90 Noteworthy to this discussion is the fact that the
Henry Parrie’s 1589 translation inserts the word ‘new’ before obedience.91 Furthermore, this
edition of Parrie’s translation amplifies Ursinus’ thought by adding the following; ‘But the
Lord cannot be our God, except by a true faith wee applie the merit of Christ unto us, for
which alone he will receive us into favor; & except we bring forth the fruits of true
repentance.’92 Admittedly this translation is not the most reliable due to the supplemental
material inserted into the text which was taken from Ursinus’ Loci Communes.93 However,
this amending of the text may at least reveal that some closest to his time felt the need to
clarify what might otherwise be misconstrued as conditionality.

Obligations for the Elect in the Covenant
The frequency of Ursinus’ language of ‘condition’ and ‘obligation’ has induced
suspicion amongst those who believe it was his doctrine of the covenant that was responsible
for allegedly jettisoning the gracious nature of the gospel. It has been argued that the
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condition for entrance into the covenant is faith and repentance, both of which are gifts of
God received by the elect. The very conditions that God requires for admittance into the
covenant he provides for the believer; hence, Ursinus’ covenant theology does not result in a
higher estimation of human ability nor does it leave any room for a works-based
righteousness. How then do these conditions differ from the obligations placed on the
redeemed who have already been made partakers of the covenant by grace through faith?
What are the obligations that arise from saving faith or reconciliation with God according to
Ursinus? More importantly, do these later obligations jeopardize the grace of the gospel? It
is to these more complex questions that attention must now be given.

According to Ursinus, and the majority of Reformed theologians of his time including
Calvin, saving faith always led to new obedience. One was saved sola fide but not by faith
that was alone. The last of his twenty theses on faith found in his Learned Discourses (1600)
makes this clear. ‘True conversion and the beginning of new obedience according to all the
commandments, cannot go before justifying faith and cannot but accompany it.’94 For
Ursinus it is impossible to have true faith without the fruits of new obedience.95

In his definition of the covenant offered in the Commentary Ursinus states that after
the elect receive the grand promises of God in the covenant through faith they are to ‘yield
true obedience to God.’96 This language of true or new obedience is pervasive in the
Commentary. Naturally, for Ursinus, this new obedience was the expression of man’s
gratitude for the grace received in the covenant. Included also in this new obedience was the
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continual repentance of the redeemed which was wrought by the Holy Spirit. He is careful
not to confuse this new obedience with justifying faith:
Conversion consists of two parts: the mortification of the old man, and the quickening
of the new man....By contrition they understand mortification; and by faith the joy
which follows the desire of righteousness and new obedience, which are indeed effects
of faith but not faith itself....These two parts of conversion spring from faith.97
So the new obedience to which the elect are obligated by the covenant consists in the putting
to death of the old man and the quickening of the new man, both of which naturally proceed
from saving faith. Here again, it was manifestly not antecedent conditions of obedience,
repentance or good works which Ursinus was suggesting, rather it was a new obedience that
sprang from faith and was the result of the Holy Spirit’s indwelling power.

Perhaps Ursinus’ clearest expression on this matter of new obedience as a condition
that follows the covenant is found in his discussion on good works in the Summa. Question
140 asks, ‘If, therefore, good works contribute nothing to our righteousness, can we be
justified even though none are found in us?’ His answer is simply, ‘No, we cannot.’
Question 141 gives the reason for insisting this:
First, because the covenant of God is valid only for those who keep (servantibus) it.
We are obligated not only to believe in Christ but also to live holy lives before God,
incipiently in this life and perfectly in the next. Second, because God gave his Son
over to death for us and received us in grace, not so that we might be licensed to
wallow in our sins but so that we might be thankful for his benefits by walking in
newness of life. Third, because whomever God justifies because of Christ he also
regenerates to new life by the Holy Spirit. So then he does not impute Christ’s merit
to those who are not ruled by the Spirit of Christ. Fourth, because it is impossible that
there be true faith without its fruits. One who does not have these fruits, therefore,
can neither boast of faith nor take comfort in partnership (societate) in the divine
covenant.98
Although his emphasis on new obedience is clear a few issues immediately arise from this
answer. What does he mean by ‘keeping’ the covenant? Rather than highlighting the work
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of God in the covenant, this language strikes the reader as an anthropocentric covenantal
bond which appears to run contrary to the theocentric teaching of the first generation
Reformers. Is Ursinus conflating the distinctions between justification and sanctification
here? This would certainly seem to be the case if question 141 were read in isolation.
However, Ursinus gives us insight into the meaning of this ‘keeping’ of the covenant in an
earlier answer. The Summa’s 37th question asks, ‘Does the gospel teach that God’s covenant
of grace extends to all people?’ The answer given illuminates the meaning of ‘keeping’ the
covenant. ‘He certainly calls all to that covenant, but people do not become members of it
unless they embrace it and keep (servant) it, that is, in true faith receive both the Christ who
is offered to them and his benefits.’99 So to ‘keep’ the covenant means to persevere in the
faith and does not imply that preservation within the covenant is contingent upon man’s
obedience but upon his persevering faith. Thus there is not a confusion of justification and
sanctification here. Furthermore, we learn from Summa 223 and 224 that it is the ‘grace of
the Holy Spirit’ that enables the believer to keep this faith. It is the persevering power of
God’s Spirit that keeps the believer safe in the covenant and not his or her works of
obedience under the law. ‘How then do we obtain and retain the grace of the Holy Spirit to
keep God’s covenant? When we earnestly and persistently ask this of God, diligently learn
God’s Word, use the sacraments as divinely instituted, and are zealous for holiness of life.’100
Here we find the balance of the work of God in the process of forming this new obedience in
the believer coupled with the believer’s dependence on the means of grace. He continues in
question 224 to ask, ‘Why is the invocation of God necessary for Christians?’
First, because it is among the most important parts of the worship of God that the
covenant of grace requires of us. Second, because this is the way God wants the elect
to acquire and retain both the grace of the Holy Spirit necessary for keeping his
covenant and all the rest of his benefits. Third, because it is a testimony in their
99
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hearts to the divine covenant. For whoever rightly calls upon God has been given the
Spirit of adoption as children and has been received into God’s covenant.101
It is by the grace of the Holy Spirit that one is able to keep the covenant which God requires
of the elect. From this perspective, Ursinus manifestly grounds his covenant theology in
grace from first to last. The antecedent conditions of the covenant are freely given by grace
and the obligations placed on the elect once received into the covenant are also the gift of
sovereign grace wrought by the Holy Spirit. Finally, Ursinus makes it clear that the grace of
the Holy Spirit needed for keeping the covenant is obtained through the believers
participation in ‘the ministry,’ by which he means the means of grace, namely the ministry of
the Word and Sacrament.102 Question 266 asks, ‘Why do you say we are received and kept in
God’s covenant through the ministry?’ The answer given states, “Because it is the instrument
of the Holy Spirit by which he works and confirms in the hearts of the elect the faith and
conversion that God requires of us in his covenant.’103 The same is communicated when he
speaks of the third way in which Christ fulfilled the law on behalf of the believer.
Christ fulfills the law in us by his Spirit, when he by the same Spirit regenerates us,
and by the law leads us to that obedience which is required from us, which is both
external and internal, which we commence in this life, and which we shall perfectly
and fully perform in the life to come.104
What emerges from this analysis of his definition of ‘keeping’ the covenant is not a doctrine
of the covenant that is hopelessly synergistic and legal but one that is thoroughly monergistic
in its conception, application and preservation. What God requires of his elect he provides in
his Son and through the effective grace of the Holy Spirit.
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Following question 141 of the Summa, Ursinus proceeds to unpack what these ‘fruits
of faith’ are. The obligations that flow from saving faith are true conversion to God105 which
includes mortification of the flesh and the quickening by the Spirit106 which lead to good
works.107 This then leads him into his section on the law of God as the guide for the
believer’s new obedience.108 Thus, the covenant members’ obedience to the law is not the
grounds of their justification and righteousness, but serves as the guide for Christian life.
This is practically identical to Calvin’s tertius usus legis and is the standard formulation
found in most of the Reformed theologians of his time.

One Covenant or Two?
It must be remembered that all of the preceding discussion in this chapter on Ursinus’
doctrine of the covenant pertains to the foedus gratia and not to his foedus naturale or foedus
creatione. The covenant that Ursinus expounds in the Commentary is the covenant made
between God and sinners, not between God and mankind as they possessed original
righteousness. Furthermore, he makes it clear that there was no need for a Mediator unless
two parties were at enmity. Ursinus taught that there was no need for a Mediator in man’s
prelapsarian state. Within the larger section of the Commentary on the covenant, there is not
the slightest reference to Adam in his prelapsarian state. This is the case even when he
discusses the Old and New Covenants. Hence, when the question of one or two covenants is
asked in the Commentary, it is only asking this of the foedus gratia. So the crucial distinction
must be made between the one covenant of grace which unfolds in two administrations, Old
and New, and the bi-covenantal scheme of the foedus naturale and the foedus gratia. When
these subtleties are ignored, confusion and misinterpretation abounds.
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Like his predecessors in the Reformed tradition, Ursinus was careful to balance both
the unity and diversity of the covenant of grace. The question of whether there was one
covenant or two receives this answer,
This covenant is one in substance, but two-fold in circumstances; or it is one as it
respects the general conditions upon which God enters into an engagement with us,
and we with him; and it is two as it resects the conditions which are less general, or as
some say as it respects the mode of its administration.109
That the covenant is of one substance is obvious to Ursinus because there is one God, one
Mediator, one way of reconciliation, one faith and one way of salvation for ‘all who are and
have been saved from the beginning.’110 Even Adam in his postlapsarian state was saved
through Christ’s mediation. This fact is highlighted in the Summa, 33. Asking what the
differences were between the Old and New Testaments he writes, ‘It is the same testament or
covenant of God with all the elect from the time of the first promise announced in Paradise,
concerning the seed of the woman who would crush the head of the serpent, to the end of the
world...’111 According to Ursinus, the covenant of grace only came into effect when the
protoevangelium was promised in Genesis 3:15.112 Therefore, the covenant was of one
substance as it pertained to man’s situation after the Fall. ‘All those, therefore, who have
been saved, those under the law as well as those under the gospel, had respect to Christ, who
is the only Mediator, through whom alone they were reconciled to God and saved. Hence
there is but one covenant.’113 The unity of the covenant that he stresses here is not to be
understood as contradicting the covenant thought articulated in the Summa which spoke of
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two covenants, nature and grace. There his desire was to show how the two covenants
complemented one another, whereas in the case of his Commentary his desire was to
emphasize how the covenant of grace is one covenant manifested in two administrations. It
would therefore not be appropriate to conclude that his teaching contained in the Summa was
an immature articulation of his covenant thought or that it was inconsistent with the later
teaching found in his Commentary.

Although the covenant is one in substance it is unfolded in two administrations, the
Old Covenant and the New Covenant. Therefore the saints of the Old Testament or Covenant
are saved in the same way as the saints of the New Testament or Covenant.114 The saints of
the Old Testament believed in the promise of the Christ yet to come while the saints of the
New Testament believe in the Christ that had come and in the promise fulfilled.

According to Ursinus, these two administrations of the one covenant of grace agree in
that they both possess the same Mediator, Jesus Christ, they both promise grace to those who
trust in Christ the Mediator and they both require the same conditions, faith and obedience.115
The Old and New Covenants differ with respect to the duration of their blessings. The Old
Covenant only offers the temporal blessings of land and ceremonial worship while the New
Covenant offers the eternal blessing of a final resting place.116 In the former the blessings are
mostly physical whereas in the latter the blessings were primarily spiritual. Ursinus goes on
in his Commentary to list the many differences between these two administrations showing
how they differ in their circumstances of grace, their rites and signs, their clarity, the gifts
which are offered and their duration. Furthermore, the Old binds people to the whole law
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(ceremonial, judicial and moral) whereas the New binds them only to the moral law. Finally
the Old and New Covenants differ according to Ursinus in their ethnic extent. The Old was
confined to the Jewish nation while the New encompassed all nations.117 These similarities
and differences between the two covenants are repeated by Ursinus when he discusses the
sacraments.118

Although there is diversity in the administration of the covenant of grace Ursinus
underscored the unity of the covenant. In the mind of Ursinus, punctuating the singularity of
the covenant in this manner did not conflict with his emphasis on the bi-covenantal scheme
found in his Summa. Instead he stressed the unity of the covenant so as to make clear that the
Old Testament and the New Testament were part of the same covenant which is ultimately
the question he seeks to answer in this section of the HC. Apparently he felt the need to
stress unity here because of the confusion that could easily arise when one recognizes that the
Bible speaks of two covenants, Old and New. Another issue that concerned him in his
Commentary was to answer the question of whether or not the saints under the Old Covenant
were saved in the same way as the saints under the New Covenant.119 It was not his concern
to delineate how Adam maintained his relationship with God before the Fall in relation to
how he and his seed were saved after the Fall. But again, the salvation he speaks of here is
only as it applies to the postlapsarian economy.

Conclusion
The question addressed in this chapter is whether or not Ursinus’ comprehensive
definition of the covenant in general, by which he means the covenant of grace, jettisons the
117
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gratuitous nature of the gospel. If one is preoccupied by a passing phrase or two of the
definition found in his Commentary certainly an affirmative answer could be given. Yet the
weight of the evidence gathered from a healthier breadth of his thought leads us to deny the
assertion that his covenant thought robbed his gospel of its gracious nature and thus is
considered to contradict the grace saturated theology of the first Reformers, especially
Calvin. The analysis offered here, while not presuming to be exhaustive, demonstrates that
the character of Ursinus’ covenant thought is a theology of divine grace. If his doctrines of
predestination, justification and Christology are all but universally accepted as well within
the Reformed tradition then the same can be said of his covenant theology. At no point does
his notion of the covenant as mutua pactio which is conditioned upon faith and a covenant to
be ‘kept’, undermine or contradict his grace saturated soteriology.

Furthermore, Ursinus should not be read as only positing a bi-covenantal scheme
early in his theological development which is found in the Summa. Although the
complementary roles of the foedus naturale and the foedus gratia are not readily apparent in
the Commentary, one would be remiss to conclude that this was because his covenant thought
evolved from a double covenant scheme to a single covenant scheme. In some cases, though
not all, this conclusion seems to be drawn by scholars who presuppose that a bi-covenantal
theology cannot uphold the gratuitous nature of the gospel. However, the evidence has
shown that when Ursinus stresses the singularity of the covenant in the Commentary it is only
as it relates to the covenant of grace which was established only after the Fall. Ursinus’
emphasis on singularity in the covenant of grace is not designed to correct his previously
argued bi-covenantal scheme, but was designed only to reveal the unity of the two
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Testaments. When Ursinus argues in his Commentary that ‘there is but one covenant,’120 he
means only as it pertains to the two administrations of the covenant of grace and not as it
relates to the prelapsarian economy and the postlapsarian economy. In other words, for
Ursinus, when it came to the Old and New Covenant there was an obvious singularity. But
when it came to the covenant established before the Fall, the foedus naturale, there was an
obvious duality to the nature of God’s covenant. It is to this prelapsarian covenant idea that
we must now turn our attention. What will emerge from this chapter and the following is
that, at least in the thought of Ursinus, these twin aspects of the covenant, its duality and its
unity, were essential to a right understanding of the gospel of sovereign grace.
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Chapter Seven
Ursinus’ Prelapsarian Covenant
Thus far we have concentrated our investigation of Ursinus’ teaching on the covenant
that God made with man in his postlapsarian state, the covenant of grace. This covenant of
grace is most thoroughly articulated in his Commentary even though he very rarely uses the
term foedus gratiae.1 We have observed that he is certainly well within the stream of
Reformed thought that preceded him when he speaks of man’s relationship with God in terms
of a covenant after Genesis 3:15. However, it is clear that he plows new ground when he
uses the language of covenant to describe the prelapsarian relationship between God and
Adam. In this chapter we will turn our analysis to his treatment of this prelapsarian covenant
to which later generations gave the term foedus operum, and which ultimately found its
clearest confessional articulation in the Westminster Confession. It must be recognized that
Ursinus never used the term foedus operum but, as this chapter will argue, his foedus naturale
connotes a very similar concept to that employed by subsequent generations of Reformed
covenant theologians. Although he only employed these terms in a few places in the Summa,
and they are not found in any of his other doctrinal works, the concept of a prelapsarian
covenant conditional upon the perfect obedience of man is one that undergirds his
soteriology. Furthermore, we will attempt to demonstrate that the presence of this idea in his
theology is not inconsistent with, but actually complements, his doctrine of the covenant of
grace. The result of this scheme does not undermine the gratuitous nature of the Reformed
gospel instead it underscores the grace of the gospel.

1
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An Analysis of Ursinus’ ‘foedus naturale in creatione’
It will become clear in this chapter and in the next that there is a close connection
between Ursinus’ understanding of the law and gospel, as learned from Melanchthon, and his
notion of the bi-covenantal scheme. The foedus naturale is the corollary of the law and the
foedus gratiae is the corollary of the gospel.

For Ursinus, there was no need to choose

between the Lutheran law-gospel antithesis and the Reformed covenant theology he
appreciated in Calvin and Peter Martyr. The gospel already had found its complement in the
covenant of grace and all that was left to discover was covenant theology’s complement to
the law. For Ursinus, this complement was found in his understanding of the foedus
naturale. Just as Ursinus taught that the law was ‘known by nature’ and only promised life
‘upon condition of perfect obedience’ so, we will argue, was the case when he taught the
foedus naturale in creatione.2 On the other hand, according to Ursinus, the gospel is not
known by nature but ‘divinely revealed’ and its promises are received on the ‘condition of
faith.’3 We will begin to see how formative his law-gospel hermeneutic was to his entire
system. In fact he begins his Commentary by stating that ‘the doctrine of the church is the
entire and uncorrupted doctrine of the law and gospel...’ and that these ‘chief and general
divisions of the holy scriptures, comprise the entire doctrine’ of the Scriptures.4 The
evidence from his writings themselves suggests that it is precisely his appreciation for and
reflection upon the law-gospel distinction which led him to provisionally offer a bicovenantal theology which his contemporaries had not yet considered.5
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Summa No. 10
The first occurrence of the idea of a prelapsarian covenant is found in question 10 of
Ursinus’ Summa:
What does the divine law teach? It teaches the kind of covenant God established with
man in creation, how he managed in keeping it, and what God requires of him after
establishing a new covenant of grace with him - that is, how and for what purpose
God created man, to what state he might be restored, and by what covenant (pacto)
one who has been reconciled to God ought to conduct his life.6
Clearly the covenant he is speaking of is the foedus naturale which he only names as such in
the Summa 36.7 From the very start we note that his use of in creatione foedus is closely
connected to the divine law. In fact it is a question on the law of God that logically prompted
Ursinus to formulate the idea of a covenantal arrangement before the Fall. Furthermore, we
can see that the corresponding covenant to the one established in creatione is the foedus
gratiae. As we saw in the previous chapter, this covenant of grace was not established until
after the Fall (Gen. 3:15).

What precisely does Ursinus have in mind when he refers to the lex divina? He
defines it as
...those (laws) which God has instituted, which belong partly to angels, partly to men,
and partly to certain classes of men. These do not only require external actions or
obedience, but they also require internal qualities, actions and motives: nor do they
merely propose temporal rewards and punishments; but also such as are spiritual and
eternal.8
The divine law, which God has instituted ‘teaches the kind of covenant’ that carries with it
blessings for obedience and curses of disobedience. In other words, it is conditional. The
obedience required in God’s law is absolute, including both behavior and motivation. Its
6
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rewards and punishments are spiritual and eternal. Already we see Ursinus setting up a
prelapsarian covenant idea which requires the absolute obedience of man. The divine law
teaches mankind ‘how he managed in keeping’ the covenant made in creation.9 The guiding
principle of the covenant that is made in creatione is law. Ursinus is espousing a
fundamentally legal covenant established before the Fall that is clearly distinct from the ‘new
covenant of grace’ which is established as that ‘covenant’ (pacto) which ‘reconciles’ us to
God after the Fall.10

The question might be asked as to what law Ursinus has in mind in Summa 10, natural
law or the Decalogue. Ursinus defines the moral law in such a way as to make the natural
law and the Decalogue almost identical.
The moral law is a doctrine harmonizing with the eternal and unchangeable wisdom
and justice of God, distinguishing right from wrong, known by nature, engraven upon
the hearts of creatures endowed with reason in their creation, and afterwards often
repeated and declared by the voice of God through his servants, the prophets; teaching
what God is and what he requires.... We must also observe in passing along, the
difference which exists between the moral law, the natural law, and the Decalogue.
The Decalogue contains the sum of the moral laws which are scattered throughout the
Scriptures of the Old and New Testaments. The natural, and moral law were the
same in man before the fall, when his nature was pure and holy. Since the fall,
however, which resulted in the corruption and depravity of our nature, a considerable
part of the natural law has become obscured and lost by reason of sin, so that there is
only a small portion concerning the obedience which we owe to God still left in the
human mind. It is for this reason that God repeated, and declared to the church the
entire doctrine and true sense of his law, as contained in the Decalogue. The
Decalogue is, therefore, the renewal and re-enforcing of the natural law, which is only
a part of the Decalogue.11
In light of this definition, David Weir’s assertion that ‘at its very inception in Reformed
dogmatics the prelapsarian covenant is associated with the Decalogue,’ is only partially
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correct.12 It would seem that the lex divina referred to in question 10 of the Summa is the lex
naturae which was the eternal and unchangeable moral law of God engraven upon the heart
of human beings made in the image of God. Furthermore, it would not be correct to directly
associate the Decalogue, which was obviously given after the Fall, with a prelapsarian
covenant. The natural law was in force before the Fall, the Decalogue was not. Ursinus
believed the natural law and the moral law were nearly identical before the Fall and that the
Decalogue was a summary of the moral law of God and served to make God’s moral law
clear after the obscuring effects of the Fall. Adam did not possess the Decalogue per se, but
its substance and essence was engraven upon his heart from the beginning.13 For Ursinus,
‘The Sinaitic law was not read back into creation. Rather, the Sinaitic law is a reflection of
God’s prelapsarian intention.’14 We might also add that it was a renewal and re-enforcement
of that natural law.15

A clear structure can be seen in Ursinus’ answer to the question, ‘What does the
divine law teach?’ The answer falls into two main divisions. The first part has three
explanatory phrases which are then further unpacked by the correlating three phrases of the
second part of the answer. In the first place the divine law teaches ‘the kind of covenant God
established with man in creation... that is, how and for what purpose God created man.’16
From this we can see that God designed from the beginning that man was to be in covenant
with him. The very essence of God’s relationship with humanity is covenantal. Unlike any
12
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Reformed theologian before him, Ursinus envisions this covenantal relationship applying not
only to man in his fallen condition but also to his condition of original righteousness.

This covenant established in creation is more specifically, a legal covenant,
containing rewards for obedience and punishments for disobedience. The covenant is then,
designed as a law covenant and it teaches what kind of human beings God created, beings
purposed to render perfect obedience. Ursinus, in Summa 11-15, further illuminates the
meaning of this part of his answer to question 10. It will be most helpful to cite them
together so that the logical progression of thought between them and question 10 will not be
missed.
11: What kind of person was created? Someone who is in the image of God.
12: What is this image? A true knowledge of God and the divine will, and the
inclination and desire of the whole person to live according to this knowledge alone.
13: For what purpose was humanity created? To worship God in eternal happiness
with one’s whole life.
14: What is the worship of God? It is obedience given to God according to his law,
with the primary goal of treating him with honor.
15: What is the summary of this law and this obedience? That we love the Lord our
God with all our heart, all our soul, and all our strength. And our neighbor as
ourselves.17
The covenant that God established in creation was made with man as created in the image of
God, fully endowed with the true knowledge of God and the will to live according to that
knowledge.18 In other words, the covenant made in creation is made with man in his original
state of righteousness which clearly implies a prelapsarian covenant. Mankind’s purpose is to
worship God through ‘obedience given to God according to his law.’ Again we observe
Ursinus stressing the legal aspect of this covenant made with mankind before the Fall.

Continuing to follow the structure of Ursinus’ answer to Summa 10 we find in the
second place that the divine law teaches that ‘by which man should have conducted himself
17
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in serving God ...that is...to what state he might be restored (redactus).’19 Here, Ursinus
highlights the conditions of the covenant established in creation. The divine law teaches that
the condition of the prelapsarian covenant of creation is obedience. The conditions are
summarized in Summa, 15 which require perfect love for God and love for neighbor. For
Ursinus, this is clearly the summary of the natural law and the Decalogue. Adam’s
maintenance and keeping of the covenant was conditional in this case on obedience to the
divine will which was engraved on his heart. Specifically his covenant conditions were
founded upon God’s prohibition from the eating of the tree of the knowledge of good and
evil. Elsewhere Ursinus writes,
He (God) bestowed innumerable benefits upon man; therefore, it behooved him to be
thankful, obedient, and subject to God, who has declared in his law, what would be
pleasing to him, and what would not saying, ‘Of the tree of knowledge of good and
evil, thou shalt not eat, lest thou die’ (Gen. 2:17). As if he would say, thou shalt have
respect to me, adhere to me, serve and obey me; thou shalt not ask and seek rules of
good and evil from any one else than from me; thou shalt thus show thyself obedient
to me.20
Evidently, Ursinus understood this one prohibitory command to be the encapsulation of
God’s moral law. However, the Fall of man into sin radically destroyed his ability to meet
these conditions. Original righteousness had been lost and the image of God in the creature
had been severely marred.21 The presence of sin in the heart and life of man ran contrary to
his created status as an image bearer and contrary to his created purpose as a worshiper of his
Creator.
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Not only did the divine law teach man how he should live in his prelapsarian state, but
it continued to function in man’s postlapsarian state as well. However, in this economy the
law served not as a means to maintaining right relationship to God, but was a means of
guiding man after he has been restored (redactus). The Fall did not result in the setting aside
of the divine law. Now, for the redeemed sinner, the divine law serves as a guide for a life of
gratitude. The HC’s answer to question 115 provides us with a clearer understanding of what
Ursinus means by the phrase, ‘in quem statum sit redactus.’ Commenting on the role of the
law in the life of a believer it asks:
Why, then, does God so strictly enjoin upon us the ten commandments, since in this
life no one can keep them? First, that all our life long we may learn more and more to
know our sinful nature, and so the more earnestly seek forgiveness of sins and
righteousness in Christ; secondly, that we may continually strive and beg from God
the grace of the Holy Spirit, so as to become more and more changed into the image
of God, till we attain finally to full perfection after this life.22
According to Ursinus, one of the functions of the law in the life of those already reconciled to
God is to renew the believer more and more in the image of God, in other words, to reveal to
them and guide them in their status and purpose as God’s image bearers. Expounding on this
115th question Ursinus writes, ‘It (the law) admonishes us of the image of God in man; or,
we may say it is a testimony of the excellency of human nature before the fall, and of the
original righteousness which was in Adam, and is again restored (recuperati) in us by
Christ.’23 For Ursinus, the renewal comes about by the ‘grace of the Holy Spirit’ who directs
this renewal according to the law of God.

Returning once again to the parallel structure of Summa 10 we find in the third place
that the divine law teaches ‘what God requires of him after establishing a new covenant of
grace with him - that is... by what covenant (pacto) one who has been reconciled to God
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ought to conduct his life.’ In view here is simply the common understanding among
Reformed theologians of the tertius usus legis. For Ursinus, with the New Covenant of Grace
comes new obedience, though not as the ground of justification but as the response to
justification. These works of the law are the ‘fruit of faith.’24 The law is what guides and
directs obedience in the novum foedus gratiae.

Question 10 of the Summa presents us with the first instance where Ursinus contrasts
the foedus creatione and the foedus gratiae. It is not immediately clear however, to which
administration of the foedus gratiae he is referring in question 10 because of his use of
novum. Are we to understand this as the New Covenant which began with Christ’s first
advent or does Ursinus mean the covenant of grace which was promised in Genesis 3:15?
The answer to this question only becomes clear when one reads on in the Summa. Q/A 30-36
make it clear that the novum foedus gratiae of Q/A 10 refers to the covenant of grace as
begun in the protoevangelium (Gen. 3:15). After addressing the Fall and its effects Ursinus
asks in question 30, ‘Where then do you receive your hope of eternal life?’ His answer is
covenantal: ‘From the gracious covenant that God established anew with believers in
Christ.’25 According to this, eternal life comes through the covenant of grace after the Fall
but it is ‘established anew’ at Christ’s coming. Providing further clarity, Summa question 33
asks, ‘What is the difference between the Old and New Testaments?’ The answer reveals that
it was the covenant of grace begun in Genesis 3:15 that Ursinus had in mind from question 10
through 36. He answers, ‘It is the same testament or covenant of God with all the elect from
the time of the first promise announced in Paradise, concerning the seed of the woman who
would crush the head of the serpent, to the end of the world.’26
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Summa No. 10-36

The logic woven from questions 10 to 36 in Ursinus’ Summa reveals that he
understood the prelapsarian relationship between God and mankind to be vastly different
from that same relationship in the postlapsarian economy. The Fall altered everything so
drastically that a new and gracious covenant had to replace27 and fulfill what man as sinner
under the creational covenant could no longer fulfill. Man once spotlessly bore the image of
God, possessed a true knowledge of God, and was inclined to live according to that
knowledge.28 Because of the sin of humanity’s first parents the image of God was lost and
what once was a will inclined toward the love and worship of God has become a will that is
inclined towards hatred and rebellion.29 The consequences of this breach in the covenant are
precisely what were threatened in the natural covenant, eternal punishment.30 Man’s only
hope for eternal life comes through the new and gracious covenant that God has given in
Christ.31 As has been argued, for Ursinus, the nature of humanity’s original state was one
where man, possessing original righteousness, lived under a legal covenant which threatened
punishment for disobedience and rewards for obedience. On the other hand the nature of the
covenant between God and man after the Fall was one founded upon grace alone.

Perhaps this difference in covenantal relationships is no more apparent than when one
compares the Summa’s question 10 with question 35. Again, we note that Ursinus employs
his law-gospel to articulate his understanding of the two covenants. Question 10 addresses
27
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the law and the creatione foedus, whereas question 35 covers the gospel and the foedus
gratiae.
10: What does the divine law teach? It teaches the kind of covenant God established
with man in creation, by which man should have conducted himself in serving God,
and what God requires of him after establishing a new covenant of grace with him that is, how and for what purpose God created man, to what state he might be
restored, and by what covenant (pacto) one who has been reconciled to God ought to
conduct his life.32
35: What does the gospel teach? What God promises us in his covenant of grace,
how we are received into it, and how we know we are in it - that is, how we are
delivered from sin and death, and how we are certain of this deliverance.33
The law and the creatione foedus teach what man must do. The gospel and the foedus gratiae
teach what God has done in Christ. One demands obedience, the other offers promises - the
first is legal, the second is gracious. Caution should be exercised so that we do not press the
dichotomy between the law in the creatione foedus and the gospel in the foedus gratiae too
far. As we shall discuss below, there is certainly a place for grace before the Fall and a place
for law after the Fall in Ursinus’ thinking. Nonetheless, generally speaking, the prelapsarian
covenant is primarily legal whereas the postlapsarian covenant is primarily gracious.

Summa 36
Comparing the Summa’s question 10 with question 35 has helped clarify what Ursinus
believed to be the differences between the covenant of God before and after the Fall. In fact
there is a sustained interchangeability between the law-gospel dichotomy and the foedus
creatione-foedus gratiae from question 10 to 35. Ursinus’ argument finds its climax in
question 36. It highlights these parallel dichotomies in one question as Ursinus again applies
his pervasive law-gospel hermeneutic to his covenant thought. He asks, ‘What is the
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difference between the law and the gospel.’ In his answer we have the first and only
occurrence of the foedus naturale which is the name he gives to the creatione foedus. The
two are synonymous.
The law contains the natural covenant, established by God with humanity in creation,
that is, it is known by humanity by nature (natura hominibus nota est), it requires our
perfect obedience to God, and it promises eternal life to those who keep it and
threatens eternal punishment to those who do not. The gospel, however contains the
covenant of grace, that is, although it exists, it is not known at all by nature; it shows
us the fulfillment in Christ (in Christo) of the righteousness that the law requires and
the restoration in us of that righteousness by Christ’s (per Christi) Spirit; and it
promises eternal life freely because of Christ (propter Christum) to those who believe
in him.34
By ‘the law’ here, Ursinus clearly meant lex naturae. The lex naturae contains (continet) the
foedus naturale. This covenant is known by nature and is written on men’s hearts by virtue
of their being created in God’s image.35 It is not immediately apparent what Ursinus means
by continet in this context; however, the most plausible explanation is that the law of nature
writes on men’s hearts the stipulations of the foedus naturale. The lex naturae and the foedus
naturale are known by nature, established by God and mandate the same conditions, perfect
obedience. Through this covenant man possessed natural knowledge of God’s justice,
holiness and his hatred of sin.36

The contrast between the two covenants mentioned in question 36 must be clearly
delineated. He is not contrasting the Old and New Covenants here as some have suggested,
but he is contrasting that which is established ‘in creation,’ or before the Fall, with the
34
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covenant of grace that was promised after the Fall in the protoevangelium.37 That ‘in
creation’ connotes a prelapsarian economy is clear from the fact that this covenant is
conditional upon obedience. Salvific grace only entered God’s economy after the Fall in
Ursinus’ teaching. The ground of salvation under the foedus naturale was man’s obedience,
whereas the ground of salvation under the foedus gratiae is Christ’s obedience.

Man, in his original state of righteousness, was the recipient of this natural covenant
in creation. In his prelapsarian state this law was known and obeyed perfectly. Yet ‘a
considerable part of the natural law has become obscured and lost by reason of sin,’ thus man
no longer had perfect knowledge of it but he retained enough to condemn him.38 In his
discussion on the doctrine of sin in his Commentary Ursinus writes, ‘Conscience convinces
and convicts us of sin; for God even apart from his written law, has preserved in us certain
general principles of the natural law, sufficient to accuse and condemn us.’39 On the one
hand, the foedus naturale is known by nature and is sufficient only to condemn sinful man.
On the other hand, the corollary covenant of grace is known only by the special revelation of
grace, as Ursinus says, ‘it is not known by nature.’ An epistemological question is asked in
the Summa 34: ‘Next, how do we know that God establishes such a covenant with humanity?
From the gospel.’40 The prelapsarian covenant of nature is known by nature whereas the
postlapsarian covenant of grace is known only by the gospel or special revelation. The
natural law given as a covenant to mankind in creation was at first sufficient to save if it was
obeyed perfectly, but because of the Fall it was only capable of condemning mankind since it
could not longer be perfectly obeyed. It is this natural covenant that, for Ursinus, leaves
mankind without excuse for their sinful rebellion against their Creator.
37
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Again in question 36 we see certain conditions were adjoined to the foedus naturale.
Humanity possesses knowledge of these conditions because the covenant itself is known by
nature. The conditions are legal and meritorious requiring perfect obedience thus promising
life to the faithful and threatening death to the unfaithful. There is no offer of or hope for
mercy but the covenant is maintained by the faithful obedience of mankind.

Our conclusions run contrary those of Lyle Bierma who understood Ursinus to be
teaching that the original relationship between God and man was characterized by grace not
law. He goes so far as to assert that Ursinus ‘always presents his primal relationship in the
context of divine grace.’41 While the conclusions drawn from the evidence presented in this
study do not maintain that Ursinus envisioned the prelapsarian economy as exclusively legal,
they do argue that its conditions were primarily legal. In light of the data offered in this
chapter one would be hard pressed to prove that the nature of Ursinus’ foedus naturale was
fundamentally gracious. We will return to this issue below when we discuss Ursinus’
understanding of the Adamic economy: was it primarily legal or gracious?

That Ursinus perceived the foedus naturale primarily as one of works is further
collaborated in his discussion of how God judges the imperfect, yet good works of the
regenerate.
There are here four terms; because the major must be understood of a legal reward of
works, whilst the minor must be understood of a reward that is evangelical; or to
express it differently, we may say that the justice of God does not render good
according to works which are imperfect, if he judges according to the covenant of
perfect obedience (pacto integrae obedientiae) to the law. But Christ, in rewarding
the works of the saints, will not judge according to the covenant of perfect works
(pactum operum perfectorum) but according to the covenant of faith, or of his own
righteousness imputed and applied to them by faith...42
41
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As we have demonstrated previously, Ursinus uses pacto and foedus almost synonymously.
In fact the very first word he employs to define foedus is pacto. So it is significant here that
when speaking of absolute or perfect obedience that the law requires, he speaks of it in terms
of covenant. Although the language of foedus naturale is not used in the above passage a
‘covenant of perfect obedience’ is mentioned. What covenant does Ursinus have in mind
when he penned this phrase? The most feasible conclusion would be the prelapsarian
covenant which required perfect obedience to the divine law. Again, Ursinus finds the law’s
corollary in the covenant which demands perfect obedience. The ‘covenant of perfect
obedience to the law’ (pacto integrae obedientiae) is clearly synonymous with the ‘covenant
of perfect works’ (pactum operum perfectorum). Emphasis is placed on the legal aspects of
the creational covenant here. In fact, in these contexts, there is no mention of grace.

It becomes clear that the works of the sinner, although regenerate and redeemed,
cannot be found righteous if judged outside of the righteousness of Christ. This is because,
‘the good works which they (the saints) perform are not so perfectly good and pure as the law
requires; for they are always marred with defects, and polluted with sins...This is the reason
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why the works of the godly cannot stand in the judgment of God.’43 But Ursinus does teach
that the saint’s good works are accepted as good not in terms of the late medieval scholastic
theology of meritum de congruo or meritum de condign but on the basis of Christ’s imputed
righteousness.44 A very similar idea is found in his Summa 213:
Since the obedience even of those who are born again is not complete and the law
condemns all who are not perfectly obedient, how can this imperfect obedience be
pleasing to God? It is pleasing to God not because it is the kind of obedience that is
pleasing by itself, but because the sins that contaminate it are forgiven for believers,
and in Christ believers are loved by God as children.45
The good works of believers are not acceptable to God on their own merits but are pleasing to
God on the basis of Christ’s work and their union with him. However, the good works of
man endowed with original righteousness were able to stand under the judgment of God
according to the pactum operum perfectorum. Before the Fall, man was conformable to the
law of God in the ‘will, heart and external parts.’46 Therefore, it stands to reason that if the
foedus naturale could condemn anything done without perfect righteousness, then it could
also justify the man who was endowed with the ability to obey it. He was accepted on the
basis of his works under this covenant.

As we have mentioned David Weir has noted the significant fact that Ursinus never
states that the covenant was made cum Adamo but always cum homine.47 This is the case in
the Summa questions 10, 36 and 135. It is significant not because Ursinus was speaking of a
covenant that was postlapsarian, but because it was a covenant that binds all Adam’s
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posterity.48 As we shall see in Summa question 135 the covenant established in creation
which requires perfect obedience was not rendered obsolete by the establishment of the
covenant of grace but it was rendered ineffective. However, although the covenant
established in creation was ineffective for salvation, its demands remain in effect for all who
are ‘in Adam.’ It is still binding for all mankind. Thus the prelapsarian covenant of
obedience to the lex naturae is made more generally with all mankind and binds them to it.
In other words all mankind is either ‘in Adam’ and therefore condemned or ‘in Christ’ and
therefore redeemed. After the Fall mankind is either under the covenant of nature or the
covenant of grace, law or gospel.

Ursinus consistently taught that God continued to demand perfect obedience to the
law even after man’s Fall which rendered him unable to carry it out. In other words, the
covenant of nature never ceased to be in effect. HC number nine asks, ‘Does not God, then,
wrong man by requiring of him in his law that which he can not perform?’ The answer, ‘No;
for God so made man that he could perform it; but man, through the instigation of the devil,
by willful disobedience deprived himself and all his posterity of this power.’49 Ursinus’
analysis of this question is illuminating as he answers the objections leveled against it.
The objection may be more fully stated thus: He who requires or commands that
which is impossible, is unjust. God requires of man in his law perfect obedience
(perfectam nempe obedientiam), which it is impossible for him to perform.
Therefore, God seems to be unjust. To this objection we reply as follows: He who
requires what is impossible is unjust, unless he first gave the ability to perform what
he requires...But God, by creating man in his own image, gave him the ability to
render that obedience which he justly requires from him in his law. Wherefore if
man, by his own fault and free will, cast away this ability with which he was
endowed, and brought himself into a state in which he can no longer render full
48
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obedience to the divine law, God has not for this reason lost his right to exact the
obedience which man is in duty bound to render him.50
If the divine law still requires full obedience even of sinful humanity, it stands to reason that
the foedus naturale is still in effect. This is in fact exactly what Ursinus articulates in the
Summa 135.

Summa 135
Why is it necessary that the satisfaction and righteousness of Christ be imputed to us
in order for us to be righteous before God? Because God, who is immutably righteous
and true, wants to receive us into the covenant of grace in such a way that he does not
go against the covenant established in creation, that is, that he neither treat us as
righteous nor give us eternal life unless his law has been perfectly satisfied, either by
ourselves or, since that cannot happen, by someone in our place.51
It is in this answer that Ursinus explains how the prelapsarian covenant established in
creation and the postlapsarian covenant of grace established after the Fall relate to one
another. The ‘foedus in creatione’ functions almost as a foil for the foedus gratiae.52 The
foedus gratiae is not a complete abrogation of the ‘foedus in creatione,’ rather it is the
fulfillment of the creational covenant by Christ for sinners. The result is that the two
covenants are not contradictory as some have argued, but they are complementary.
Obligations placed on humanity as they are ‘in Adam’ for perfect obedience to the divine law
do not go away upon the entrance sin into the world, rather they are fulfilled by another.
Christ, being this other, ushers in the covenant of grace not by simply removing the former
covenant of creation but by fulfilling the legal requirements and stipulations of that first
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covenant. The covenant of grace is not new in the sense that it brings salvation to mankind
by some means other than works, but it brings salvation by way of Christ’s work and therein
is where its gratuitous nature is found, for Christ’s work is imputed to the believer as a free
gift of grace.

Summa 135 answers the question of what happened to the creational covenant after
the Fall. It was annulled as a covenant that enabled man to remain in right relationship with
God because the image of God in man was so marred as to render the covenant ineffective.
However, the obligations of the covenant of creation, perfect loyalty and obedience to God
were not canceled by virtue of the Fall. Humanity still remains under this covenant but now
as sinners unable to meet the just requirements of the covenant. Lyle Bierma says it
succinctly, ‘Like borrowers in debt beyond the means to repay, we no longer had anything to
give, but that did not mean we were no longer obligated to give it.’53

Question 135 follows on the heels of questions about justification to which we will
turn our attention in the next chapter. We note here though that he explicitly ties justification
with his bi-covenantal scheme of nature and grace. Christ’s satisfaction (passive obedience)
and righteousness (active obedience) must be imputed to the believer in order for God’s
immutable righteousness to be upheld and yet his mercy to be displayed to sinners.54 The
two covenants give proper weight and explanation to the equally important aspects of God’s
justice and mercy.
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To summarize, we must briefly observe the differences between the covenants and
their relationships to one another. In each of the three occurrences of the foedus in creatione,
Ursinus clearly has in view a prelapsarian covenant made by God with human beings who
possessed original righteousness. This covenant’s stipulations are found in the foedus
naturale which are known by the lex naturae. Its primary emphasis is on obedience to the
law written on men’s hearts that have been created in the image of God. It is a ‘do this and
live’ or ‘do this and die,’ conditional covenant whereby man must continue in original
righteousness via obedience. On the other hand, the foedus gratiae is that covenant which
fulfills the foedus naturale. Christ, as Mediator of the covenant of grace, fulfills the
requirements of the first covenant by obedience to its obligations, and satisfaction of its
punishments for mankind. As such he functions as the Second Man or Last Adam who
accomplishes all the obedience that the First Adam failed to accomplish. Representing
mankind federally thus, Christ upholds the immutability of God’s first covenant, thus
upholding God’s justice, and yet also mediates a new covenant of grace that reveals God’s
mercy. The first covenant is woven in mankind’s image and known by nature (law), the
second covenant is not known by nature but by grace (gospel).

Ursinus’ Federalism
That Ursinus conceived of all mankind as being federally represented by either Adam
or Christ is indisputable. He spoke of both as ‘having a family’ of their own, ‘Adam, the race
of all men; and Christ, the race of all the elect.’55 Not only did he write a short treatise on the
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comparison of Adam and Christ from Romans 5 and I Corinthians 1556 but his federalism is
pervasive throughout the Commentary especially in the sections on the creation of man,
original sin, free will and justification. Ursinus, however, never explicitly mentions Adam as
the federal head of all humanity in connection with the covenant of nature, although, he
regularly considers Christ as the federal head of all believers in the covenant of grace.57 He
teaches that Christ stands as the Mediator of the covenant of grace and as such functions as
federal head. He understands Adam to be the federal representative of mankind in his sin.
The sin of Adam was sin against foedus naturale made with him in creatione foedus. To be
sure, Ursinus did not go so far as to explicitly state that Adam functioned as the federal head
in connection with the covenant of nature. It appears to us though that the seedlings of the
idea are present in his understanding of the prelapsarian economy since he explicitly taught
that humanity’s depravity proceeded from the fall of ‘our first parents’.58 He understood both
the pre- and postlapsarian economy between God and man to be covenantal. Similarly, he
understood the pre- and postlapsarian economy to be governed federally. Admittedly, we
cannot press these connections too far however, much of the necessary criteria for perceiving
Adam as the federal head under the covenant of nature is present in his thought even if he
does not employ the same federal language when he discusses the covenant. We now turn to
a more detailed look at how Ursinus understood the human race being united to Adam.

Adam as Created with Original Righteousness
In his Commentary Ursinus asks in what state or condition God originally created
man and for what end he created him. Simply stated, Ursinus affirms the sinlessness of man
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in order to make manifest that God was not the author of sin.59 Man was created in the image
of God and being so was ‘perfectly righteous, because he was conformable to God in all
things which were required of him.’60 Possessing the image of God entailed that man had a
‘true knowledge of God and the divine will, and the inclination and desire of the whole
person to live according to this knowledge alone.’61 The end for which man was created was
for the glory of God alone.

Adam was also created with the freedom to choose good or evil according to Ursinus.
“His (Adam’s) will was most free and holy; he had the power of doing good or evil....’62 In
his discussion on the freedom of the will Ursinus outlines the degrees of this freedom
according to man’s four-fold state.63 According to the first state of man, before the Fall,
Ursinus taught that man possessed perfect knowledge of God but his will was ‘not so
confirmed in this knowledge and obedience’ as to keep his will from freely choosing sin.64
Furthermore, Ursinus comments on God’s permissive will:
God, with profound wisdom, did not place the first man beyond the reach of the fall;
nor did he give him such a measure of grace, that he might not be seduced by the
temptation of the devil, and be persuaded to sin; but he permitted him to be seduced,
and to fall into sin and death, that all those who would be saved from this general ruin
might be saved by his mercy alone.65
Having articulated the freedom of the will in this manner, Ursinus avoids placing the cause of
the Fall upon God. Endowed with this freedom mankind is free to choose good or evil and is
responsible for the consequences of either choice. Not only was Adam created with original
righteousness and freedom of the will but he was given the ability to obey God absolutely.
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Perfect obedience to the whole law, was possible to the nature of man before it was
corrupted by sin, and that as it respects every part and degree of obedience, as it is to
the angels; for man was created good, and after the image of God, in righteousness
and true holiness.66
Ursinus here follows the Augustinian pattern of the pre-Fall condition, posse non peccare,
posse peccare. When it comes to original righteousness he is thoroughly Augustinian. When
it comes to original sin however, he aligns himself with the federal theologians rather the
traditional Augustinian formulation of sin transmitted through birth and concupiscentia.67

Adam’s Sin - Original Sin
Adam’s sin consisted of disobedience towards God as he was tempted by the
instigation of the devil and violated the commandment of God not to eat of the tree of the
knowledge of good and evil. ‘Man not satisfied with his own dignity, and with the condition
in which he was placed, desired to be equal with God.’68 Ursinus outlines six sins which are
involved in the Fall of man: pride, unbelief, contempt, ingratitude for the benefits received,
want of love for man’s posterity, and apostasy.69 The Fall was the result of the free will of
man. From this sin proceeded all mankind’s depravity and misery. Original sin is defined by
Ursinus thus:
Original sin is the guilt of the whole human race, on account of the fall of our first
parents. It consists in a want of knowledge of God and of his will in the mind and of
an inclination to obey God with the heart and will; in the place of which there is an
inclination to those things which the law of God forbids, and an aversion to those
things which it commands, resulting from the fall of our first parents, Adam and Eve,
and from them made to pass over into all their posterity, thus corrupting our whole
nature, so that all, on account of this depravity, are subject to the eternal wrath of
God...70
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Guilt and depravity are imputed to all Adam’s posterity on account of their being federally
united to him. Just after the citation above Ursinus references Romans 5:12: ‘By one man sin
entered into the world, and death by sin, and so death passed upon all, for that all have
sinned.’71 Speaking further of the federal headship of Adam in the transmission of original
sin Ursinus writes,
That these evils are derived and contracted, not only by imitation, but by the
propagation of the corrupt nature which we have all, Christ excepted, derived from
our first parents.... By the death of Christ, who is the second Adam, we obtain a
twofold grace: we mean justification and regeneration. It follows, therefore, that we
must all have derived from the first Adam the twofold evil of guilt and corruption of
nature, otherwise there had been no necessity for a twofold grace and remedy.72
Not only is an explicit federalism observed here but Ursinus reveals the logic that led him to
it. From Adam mankind receives guilt and corruption of nature, from Christ believers receive
justification and regeneration. The step to understanding this federal scheme covenantally is
very small indeed.

Adam on Trial
It is obvious Ursinus taught that Adam and his posterity were created for eternal life.73
It is not clear if that life was to be perpetuated under the foedus naturale or if there had come
a time when Adam would enter eternal life with no possibility of losing it. In short, did
Ursinus teach a probationary period of works based on strict obedience to the foedus
naturale? It is also not immediately clear whether Ursinus believed Eden to be the ultimate
state of man or if he was destined to a higher and more secure estate. When addressing the
question, on what condition did God create man, Ursinus appears to postulate a scenario that
could be understood either way. ‘Man was created by God on the sixth day of the creation of
the world. His body was made of the dust of the ground, immortal if he continued in
71
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righteousness, but mortal if he fell; for mortality followed sin as punishment.’74 Although we
do not gain more clarity as to Ursinus’ understanding of the Edenic state from this passage,
we do once again observe how man is to achieve this eternal life - by maintaining original
righteousness. Being a little less ambiguous but still not very clear, Ursinus writes,
Man was, therefore, created happy, knowing God aright, and glorifying him, which
was the form he received in his creation: and, at the same time, he was created for this
end that he might forever remain such. It is, therefore, correct to include both these
things in speaking upon this subject (the end for which God created man); because
man was created such a being, and for such an end. The first refers to the question of
what, in respect to the beginning; the other, to the question for what, in respect to his
continuance and perseverance therein.75
Similar to the Westminster Divines, it is typical of Ursinus to speak of the primary purpose
for which man was created as being the glory of God. The secondary purpose was for the
good of man. God created man in such a way that he should continue in happiness through
the knowledge and worship of God. The perseverance spoken of here is not likely to refer to
persevering in obedience under the insecure state of Eden, but the perseverance of man’s
blessedness. Admittedly, these quotations alone do not definitively answer our question;
however, in light of other more explicit references which we will come to now, the scales
seem to tip in the direction of affirming the temporary economy of Eden.

When speaking to the causes of the first sin, Ursinus describes the temptation of our
first parents as a trial (probatio), the implication being that if he endured the trial by
persevering in righteousness, the reward would have been eternal life. Commenting on the
causes of the first sin of Adam and Eve, Ursinus writes:
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Although God left man to himself in this temptation, yet He is not the cause of the
fall, the sin, or the destruction of man; because, in this desertion, he neither designed,
nor accomplished any of these things. He merely put man upon trial (probo), to show
that he is entirely unable to do, or to retain aught that is good, if he is not preserved
and controlled by the Holy Spirit; and with this, his trial (probatio), God, in his just
judgment, permitted the sin of man to concur.76
A probatio, by its very definition connotes a fixed time. A trial or probation is not intended
to be perpetual and thus Ursinus must have in mind here an economy whereby Adam could
have passed through this trial and won its rewards - eternal life. Answering the objections
raised against his assertions he affirms again that the Edenic state was temporary:
It is again objected... He who wills to tempt any one, when he certainly knows that he
will fall, if he be tempted, wills the sin of him who falls... We deny the major, if it be
understood in its naked and simple form; for he is not the cause of sin, who wills that
he who may fall should be tempted for the purpose of being put on trial (probo), and
for the manifestation of the weakness of the creature, which was the sense in which
God tempted man.77
Ursinus envisioned an Eden where if Adam persisted in obedience and confirmed his
righteousness for the duration of the probationary period he would be permitted to take of the
tree of life. But because he sinned he was banished from Paradise and the tree.78

Further evidence that Ursinus did not believe Eden was man’s final destiny is found in
his discussion on the future resurrection. He offers thirteen reasons why he believes the
future resurrection is certain. One of them is pertinent to our current question regarding the
duration of the Edenic state.
Christ is not less able to save, than Adam was to destroy; yea, he has by his death
restored all, and more than that which was lost through the sin of Adam; for he has
merited for us greater felicity than we should ever have had, if we had not sinned.
Now Adam lost for us, the eternal life and salvation of the body with certain other
gifts. Hence Christ has restored this unto us, from which it may be concluded that our
bodies shall without doubt rise again.79
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God had something greater in mind for Adam than he originally possessed in his prelapsarian
state. Christ, the Second Man achieved for mankind what the First Adam failed to achieve.
Here we see the linkage between the Edenic economy, the first and second Adam and
justification. Similarly in his treatise on the First and Second Adam Ursinus writes, ‘The
good things we receive through Christ, are far greater than the things we lost through
Adam.’80 Christ brings mankind beyond the Garden of Eden to the destination which the first
Adam was always intended for, eternal life and freedom from the probationary trial. Adam
was designed to achieve a state where he was non posse peccare and after the Fall Christ
achieves that for the believer, partially in this life and fully in the resurrection to come.

The Character of Prelapsarian Economy - Gracious or Legal
Critical to our discussion is to determine whether Ursinus viewed the prelapsarian
economy as primarily gracious or legal. We have maintained in this chapter that it is
primarily legal and conditioned upon obedience. However, Ursinus taught that grace was
necessary even before the Fall, but not the kind of saving grace that is revealed through the
covenant of grace. Lyle Bierma asserts that the covenant of nature was a relationship
between God and man before the fall that was ‘surrounded by grace.’81 Without proper
caution, this language of grace before the Fall can be exaggerated to the point where it
presents an erroneous interpretation of Ursinus’ thought. It is necessary then to more
carefully analyze the material in order to appreciate in what sense grace was needed in man’s
prelapsarian state.
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We have already seen above that Ursinus speaks of grace in the context of the
prelapsarian economy. Ursinus has used the language of God having ‘withdrawn’ his grace
from Adam when he sinned.82 However, he is very careful not to find the cause of the Fall in
God. Clark rightly interprets Ursinus’ understanding of prelapsarian grace stating that its
‘primary function’ was ‘apologetic.’83 Prelapsarian grace was the utterly free gift of original
righteousness which was part of the created constitution of man.84 Ursinus asserts that God
only withdrew this grace because he was not obligated to preserve this grace in man and
secondly that God withdrew his grace only from those who were not desirous of it and thirdly
that it is not withdrawn in malice.85 The free will of man enabled him to reject this grace
which was the cause for its removal. As he was put on trial he discovered his weakness when
he rejected the grace of God. The grace spoken of here cannot be a saving grace, sustaining
grace, or a super-added gift strictly speaking, because Ursinus’ system of doctrine would
allow no room for a saving grace that failed. The prelapsarian grace given to Adam was
resistible, hence it was not a grace that served as the ground of salvation for Adam but it was
the grace that created him with the ability to obey and persevere in righteousness if he so
chose. When he answers the question of why God permitted the Fall he gives the following
reasons:
God had the power of preserving man from falling, if he had willed so to do; but he
permitted him to fall, that is, he did not grant him the grace of resisting the temptation
of the devil, for these two reasons: First, that he might furnish an exhibition of the
weakness of the creature, when left to himself, and not preserved in original
righteousness by his Creator; and secondly, that by this occasion, God might display
his goodness, mercy, and grace, in saving, through Christ, all them that believe...86
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In other words, God could have very well given Adam the grace to resist the devil but he
furnished him with free will thus permitting the Fall for the two reasons stated. God wanted
Adam to obey not constrainedly but freely.
His (Adam’s) understanding was fully enlightened; his will was most free and holy;
he had the power of doing good, or evil; and had the law which directed him what to
do, and what to avoid; for the Lord said, ‘Thou shalt not eat of the tree of the
knowledge of good and evil’ (Gen. 2:17). God demanded simple obedience and faith,
that Adam might depend wholly upon him, and that not constrainedly, as if he were
compelled thereto by some necessity; but freely and cheerfully.87
Adam was to depend ‘wholly upon him’ and thus upon his grace. But Adam rejected that
‘grace of creation’ (gratiae creationis)’88 as Ursinus often calls it and therefore God
withdrew it. According to Ursinus it was the wisdom of God that ‘did not place the first man
beyond the reach of a fall; nor did he give him such a measure of grace, that he might not be
seduced by the temptation of the devil, and be persuaded to sin.’89 The ‘measure of grace’
given to Adam in his original state of righteousness was resistible. The natural covenant did
not exclude grace from its economy entirely, but the ‘measure of grace’ given in it was not
the same measure given in the covenant of grace, which is irresistible.

In his CM Ursinus makes a passing reference to the grace of God before the Fall in
question 8. After detailing the two greatest commandments in question 7 he asks,
But are you able to do this? No. For although the first parents of the human race in
Paradise were created righteous and holy and able to do this, by willful disobedience
they robbed themselves and all their descendants of that grace of God, so that now we
are all born children of wrath. And unless we are renewed by the Spirit of God, we
can do nothing but sin against God and our neighbor.90
Here it is evident that the prelapsarian grace of God is the gift of having been created with
original righteousness and not a grace that served as the ground for eternal life. The result is
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that sinful man is no longer a son of God by the ‘grace of creation, but of adoption’91 because
we are ‘born children of wrath.’ We have seen that the stipulations of the covenant of
creation were obedience to the law of nature, specifically to the prohibitory commands given
in the Garden of Eden. We have also seen that eternal life, the goal of mankind’s creation,
was to be gained by obedience not grace. So the grace spoken of here in CM 8 is the free gift
of God in creating men righteous and endowed with the ability to uphold the law, not a grace
that is salvific.

Perhaps most illuminating to this discussion of the character of the prelapsarian
economy, gracious or legal, is Ursinus’ exposition of HC 33. Distinguishing the various
kinds of sons God has Ursinus writes, ‘They are sons by grace, who at one and the same time
began to be, and to be the sons of God. That they are sons results, either from the grace of
creation, or from the grace of the conception by the Holy Ghost and union with the Word.’92
Here he distinguishes between Adam and Christ as can be observed in his ‘Table of the Sons
of God.’93 Adam was a son born by the ‘gratiae creationis’ but Christ, according to his
human nature, was a son by the grace of conception by the Holy Ghost and the union with the
Word. Ursinus goes onto explain:
The angels and Adam before the fall are Sons of God by the grace of creation;
because God created them that he might have them for sons, and that they on the other
hand might acknowledge and praise him as their gracious Father. These are, indeed,
improperly called sons born by grace, but they are such in as far as they began, at one
and the same time, to exist and to be sons. Christ alone according to his human nature
is the Son of God, by the grace of conception by the Holy Ghost, and of union with
the Word; because, according to this, he was the Son of God by grace, even from the
very moment in which he began to be man and to be born; and that because, by virtue
of the Holy Ghost, he alone was from the substance of the Virgin, pure from all stain
or corruption, and was personally united to the Word.94
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Here we see that Adam and Christ, the Last Adam, were made sons by the grace of God.
According to his human nature, Christ was made a son by grace, that is, God graciously
endowed him with the same original righteousness that Adam possessed before the Fall. As
such, he lived under the covenant established in creation and achieved for the elect, what
Adam failed to achieve for mankind. The grace of creation for Adam was God’s free gift of
original righteousness which he received by virtue of being created. Christ, having not been a
created being like that of Adam, received instead the grace of original righteousness through
the Holy Spirit and union with the Word.

Finally Ursinus concludes his discussion on the various kinds of sons of God with the
following commentary:
Angels are called the natural sons of God, but it is by the grace of creation, as man
also was before his fall. Those who are regenerated in this life are called the sons of
God, not by the grace of creation, but of adoption. Grace, therefore, in respect to
adoption, is as the general to the particular; for there are three or four degrees, or as it
were, species, of grace, viz. that of creation, of conception of by the Holy Ghost, of
union with the Word, and of adoption, as appears from what we have said.95
Here Ursinus provides us with clarity. The grace possessed by Adam before the Fall and
Christ according to his human nature was the grace of original righteousness and not the
grace of adoption. According to this scheme, neither Adam nor Christ were in the context of
grace that served as the ground for their ability to persevere in righteousness. In the end, the
reward for covenant obedience for prelapsarian Adam and Christ, was not a matter primarily
of free grace but was a matter of divine justice. For Ursinus grace and law are not conflated
before the Fall. Although the language of grace is present in his discussion of the
prelapsarian Adam, it is of a different type than that grace which he receives after the Fall.
The first he terms the grace of creation the second he terms the grace of adoption. Ultimately
it was the obedience or work of Adam in his probationary trial that would have saved
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according to the stipulations of the natural covenant. While grace is not absent from that
situation, it would not be grace that ultimately saved him. This sets up Ursinus to understand
the work and obedience of the Second Adam as the ground of the believer’s salvation.

Conclusion
The primary issue addressed in this chapter has been to discern whether or not
Ursinus actually taught a prelapsarian covenant that was conditioned upon the obedience to
the moral law or law of nature as revealed in the garden before the Fall. What emerges from
the evidence is a covenant theology that provides the soil out of which the later Reformers
more fully systematized bi-covenantal scheme would grow. Ursinus’ embryonic bicovenantal scheme of works and grace is not merely a passing reference in a few questions
found in his Summa. We have found that the substance of the doctrine is much more
pervasive in his theology, albeit oftentimes without the explicit covenantal language. The
complementarity of the covenant of nature/creation and the covenant of grace appears to be
much more than an innovative whim. While the absence of a thoroughly articulated
understanding of the duality of the covenant in his later writings could be attributed to a
maturation of his thinking on the locus, we believe the evidence presented here provides
another, more viable conclusion. We have seen how his understanding of covenant theology
is woven throughout his entire soteriological system. This is demonstrable in his teaching on
the foedus naturale which was made with man in creation and his federal scheme which
views Adam and Christ as living under the same economy, one primarily of works. Both the
foedus naturale and prelapsarian Adamic administration are viewed by Ursinus as one
whereby obedience to the moral law/natural law, which is written on the heart, is the means
by which humanity maintains its relationship/fellowship with God. Persevering in
righteousness was a matter of obedience first and foremost. From the evidence we do have
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Ursinus affirms a probationary state for Adam, whereby if he had persevered in his grace
endowed original righteousness, he would have been confirmed in that righteousness and
would thus gain eternal life. What he failed to do, the Last Adam did not. And it is the
obedience and work of the Second Adam which, for Ursinus, is the ground of sinful man’s
redemption.
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Chapter Eight
Ursinus’ Doctrine of Justification
Introduction
As we observed in the previous chapter, Ursinus’ clearest articulation of his bicovenantal scheme is found in his Summa 135. To observe the clear connection between his
covenant thought and his teaching on justification we will quote it again in full.
Why is it necessary that the satisfaction and righteousness of Christ be imputed to us
in order for us to be righteous before God? Because God, who is immutably righteous
and true, wants to receive us into the covenant of grace in such a way that he does not
go against the covenant established in creation, that is, that he neither treat us as
righteous nor give us eternal life unless his law has been perfectly satisfied, either by
ourselves or, since that cannot happen, by someone in our place.1
Not only is his teaching on here justification articulated in a bi-covenantal context but
question 135 is preceded by a series of questions on the doctrine of justification (Summa,
132-34). From this we can discern the close connection Ursinus understood between his
doctrine of the covenant and justification. His bi-covenantalism is set within the context of a
doctrine of justification that requires the imputation of the Last Adam’s righteousness. Just
as the sin of Adam was imputed to those who are represented by him as their federal head in
the covenant of nature, so the righteousness of Christ is imputed to all those whom he
represents as federal head in the covenant of grace. Therefore, understanding the exact nature
of Ursinus’ doctrine of justification is crucial to a right understanding of his bi-covenantal
scheme.

One of the central questions of the Reformation was the question of how sinful men
are justified before a holy God. Ursinus considered the doctrine of justification,
1
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one of the chief articles of our faith, not only because it treats those things which are
fundamental, but also because it is most frequently called into question by heretics.
The controversies between the church and heretics have respect principally to two
points: the one is concerning God, and the other concerning the justification of man
in the sight of God. And such is the importance of these doctrines that if either one of
them is overthrown, the other parts of our faith easily fall to pieces. Hence it becomes
necessary for us to fortify and establish ourselves, especially in these doctrines,
against all the assaults of heretics.2
This doctrine was not only the major catalyst that brought division between Protestants and
the Roman Catholics but as it developed with greater precision it also served as a source of
internal controversy within the Reformed church. Ursinus’ writings were not exempt from
this controversy, being scrutinized by the generations that immediately succeeded him who
sought to decipher how he would have come down on particular controversies that emerged
just after his death. Specifically, the question that was posed to Ursinus’ writings was
whether or not Christ’s obedientia passiva was the sole ground of the believer’s justification
or if the imputation of his obedientia activa was also necessary for a sinner to be righteous
before the just God. To be more precise, the question was not the fact that Christ rendered
obedience to the law, a view which was almost universally accepted by Protestants and
Catholics alike, but for whom did he obey, himself or the believer? Was his obedientia
activa rendered as something he owed for himself so he could make the acceptable sacrifice
for sinners, or was it rendered to God on behalf of the Christian to be imputed to him by
means of faith?

It must be kept in mind throughout this chapter that Ursinus did not enter these
debates head on as they emerged after his death. To be sure, the terms obedientia passiva
and obedientia activa were not part of the theological vocabulary of Ursinus’ time and thus
are not found in his writings. That being said, the generations that immediately succeeded
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him were debating whether or not Ursinus himself taught the imputation of Christ’s active
obedience as a necessary part of justification. This chapter will engage in those debates.

It will be argued here that Ursinus did in fact teach, at least provisionally, the
substance of an imputed passive and active obedience from Christ to the believer. Although
he does not enter into the debates as far as we know from his written works, the trajectory of
his thought points in the direction of the necessity of the imputation of both obedientia
passiva and obedientia activa. It will become apparent as we examine the material that those
who firmly deny the presence of the imputed active obedience in Ursinus have been selective
in their citations and have exaggerated the evidence to suit their conclusions. This is
demonstrable not only through his specific teachings on justification but also as we
understand how his strong law-gospel dichotomy, pervasive federalism and bi-covenantalism
relate to his understanding of how one is justified.

A Brief Historical Sketch of the Debate
As mentioned, only a few years after Ursinus’ death questions regarding the
imputation of Christ’s active obedience were being asked of his writings but the answers
offered were anything but conclusive and consistent. David Pareus (1548-1622), who revised
and published many editions of Ursinus’ Commentary on the HC under several different
titles, overtly denied the imputation of Christ’s obedientia activa, asserting that only his
obedientia passiva was necessary for justification.3 As one reads Pareus’ letter to Count
Ludwig of Wittgenstein it becomes immediately apparent that the doctrine of imputed active
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obedience was not universally accepted among Protestants.4 In it he seeks to put down the
‘scruples’ of those who perceived an imputation of active obedience in the HC, revealing that
the matter was under considerable debate. He writes,
If the authors themselves were now alive, they would doubtless untie these knots with
greater dexterity, although their meaning, which they have left to us, is not obscure.
But those that resolve not to untie, but to cut these knots, by changing and putting out
what they please; I will give them leave to use their own sense: yet I am assured, they
have no sufficient cause of this resolution, if the matter were brought to trial.5
According to Pareus, this debate arose sometime around 1564 ‘amongst some Divines of
Marchia.’ And he claims that in 1570 the debate was ‘suppressed’ by the University of
Wittenberg. It was due to this suppression of the debate that he says, ‘heretofore it was
unknown to the Reformed Churches; neither is there any mention or dispute of it, for ought I
know, in the writings Luther, Melanchthon, Zwingli, Calvin, Martyr, Musculus, Hyperius or
of the other Divines of this age.’6 If Pareus’ claim is correct, it may shed some light on why
Ursinus did not seem to enter into the controversy. Although Ursinus never publicly and
directly engaged the debate, Pareus was confident that his beloved mentor taught only the
necessity of obedientia passiva. He believed that the notion of dividing justification into
‘tripartite matter of imputative justice’ would have been the furthest thing from the authors’
minds.7 He concludes with a peculiar reference to an incident where he said Ursinus wanted
to remove the wording from HC Q/A 61:
Mr. Ursin, the author of the book, by the consent of his colleagues, especially of Dr.
Olevian, to avoid ambiguity, and occasion of controversy, blotted out these words in
the other Dutch edition, Anno 66, with his own hand, and put in other words for them,
not changing the sense, but removing the amphibologie. I have the author’s original
copy by me so blotted and mended; if the same had been done then in the Catechism,
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we had not been thus troubled. I know there are rumours spread abroad, that Ursin
before his death changed his opinion.8
None of these claims can be substantiated with the evidence that is available to us and
therefore certainty with regards to Ursinus’ change and the rumors that surrounded it cannot
be attained. One thing we can affirm, though, is that Pareus himself was simultaneously a
strong proponent of a single ground for justification and an ardent supporter of Ursinus. One
would expect him to want to reconcile the wording of the HC with his views. Pareus’
contributions then only impresses upon the historian the fact that unanimity over the
imputation of active obedience was not possessed among those seeking to faithfully interpret
the teaching of the HC generally or Ursinus specifically.

Two other notable theologians contemporary with Ursinus denied the imputation of
active obedience of Christ as grounds for justification of the ungodly. The first, Georg Karg
(Cargius or Parsimonius) (1512-1576), a Lutheran theologian, espoused a doctrine of
justification which required only the vicarious sacrifice of Christ imputed to the believer and
not his righteousness. According to Karg, the law required either punishment or obedience
but not both.9 These errant views, according to his Lutheran contemporaries, resulted in him
being suspended as a minister and forced him to renounce them, which he did in 1570.10
Curiously, Ursinus makes no mention of Karg even though the majority of his life and work
was carried out in close proximity to Heidelberg. What are we to make of his silence on this
issue?
8
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There are a number of conclusions that could be offered to explain Ursinus’ silence on
the Karg controversy. One possible explanation is that he was simply unaware of this interLutheran debate. In our estimation however this would be unlikely considering how
conversant he was with Lutheran theology which, in large measure, was a result of his long
standing polemic with the Lutherans and the role he played in defending the catechism he
authored against their attacks. Perhaps Ursinus’ silence is indicative of the fact that these
debates had not yet entered the sphere of his theological orbit or he was too busy teaching
and fighting the Lutherans on another front, the Eucharist. However, we should note that the
Karg controversy over justification originally arose out of the Eucharist debates among
Lutherans.11 In a previous chapter we have noted how involved Ursinus was in these
Lutheran debates, which leads us to believe that it would be highly doubtful that he was
unaware of Karg’s views.

Another potential, and in our estimation more tenable, explanation for Ursinus’
silence is that he was in agreement with the position of the Lutheran church on this matter of
imputation of active obedience and therefore did not feel the need to reject Karg’s views
because the Lutherans were doing that themselves. Moreover, as far as our research has
found, even amidst their harsh attacks on the HC the Lutherans never criticized its doctrine of
imputed active obedience specifically (HC 60) or its doctrine of justification generally. If
this were a point of contention between the Palatinate theologians and their Luther
adversaries, it would be difficult to imagine that it would go unaddressed in such a polemic
climate. Furthermore, in Ursinus’ massive Admonition (1581) written against the Book of
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Concord (1577) he takes no issue with its explicit and clear teaching on double imputation.12
These facts make the other alternative, namely that Ursinus did not address Karg’s view
because he agreed with it, difficult to defend. Furthermore, the evidence that will be
presented later in this chapter will show that Ursinus’ own writings reveal that his
understanding of the necessity of the imputation of Christ’s righteousness is commensurate
with the Lutherans who opposed Karg.

Another theologian of consequence to our discussion is Johannes Piscator (15461625), a Reformed theologian whose tenure as professor of Philosophy at the University of
Heidelberg overlapped with Ursinus’ by approximately three years. Similar to Karg, he
taught a justification based solely on the remissio peccatorum because of the satisfactio
vicaria of Christ made to the iustitia Dei.13 Referencing Calvin in order to refute Robert
Bellarmine (1542-1621), against whom his treatise was directed, Piscator writes,
Behold he (Calvin) says, ‘God justifies us by Christ’s, that is, for Christ’s
intercession,’ under which name is comprehended satisfaction. Also ‘he acquits us by
imputation of justice’ or in as much as he imputes justice unto us: namely for the
intercession and satisfaction of Christ, whereby we perceive that Calvin makes the
formal cause of justification to be imputation of justice, which otherwhere, he calls
forgiveness of sins.14
For Piscator, like Pareus, Christ’s obedience to the law was rendered for himself and not as a
vicarious obedience meant for the believer. Furthermore, the obedience that Christ did render
for us was not his obedience to the prescriptive laws, but only his obedience unto death, his
obedience to the penal law. According to Piscator and Pareus, had Christ obeyed the positive
12
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aspects of the law vicariously for the believer, his death would have been superfluous.15 The
fear of antinomianism was another driving factor for their rejection of the imputation of
active obedience, thinking that resting in Christ’s imputed obedience would cause the
believer to neglect his responsibility to render obedience to the law. Because of this, Piscator
took issue with the wording of HC 60.16

The debates over the obedientia passiva and obedientia activa within the German
Reformed Church only years after Ursinus’ death reveal that the church’s mind was anything
but settled on the matter. Furthermore, the HC and Ursinus were variously interpreted by the
generation immediately following them. Both were used to support either side of the debate.
It is significant to note then that Karg retracted his position by 1570, Piscator’s denial of the
imputation of active obedience was rejected by the French Reformed Church in 1607 and the
Remonstrants found an ally in him and defended his writings.17 On the other hand, voicing
no misgivings about the HC’s doctrine of justification the Synod of Dort adopted it as one of
the Three Forms of Unity. According to Scott Clark, ‘As the position of the Remonstrants,
Amyraldians, and Socinians against the imputation of active obedience became fixed, the
confessional response became more explicit in defense of the imputation of active
obedience.’18 This is clearly demonstrated in the 11th chapter of the WCF where double
imputation is explicitly articulated. The influence of the HC and Ursinus on the Westminster
Divines is generally accepted and has been historically documented in recent scholarship.19
While we must not make too much of this connection, it is significant that many of the
15
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divines who were strong on the imputation of active obedience were trained under the HC
and Ursinus’ commentary.

The confusion over whether or not Ursinus taught the need for the imputation of both
obedientia passiva and obedientia activa for justification is still the subject of some debate.
Perhaps this is the result of Heinrich Heppe’s blanket assertion that Ursinus and Piscator were
of like mind on the issue.
The older German-Reformed theologians (chiefly those of Heidelberg, Herborn,
Anhalt like Ursin, Piscator, Scultetus) had of course taught with apparent agreement,
that Christ gave the ‘active obedience’ purely for himself, in order to be able as the
holy deliverer to offer the Father the only representative ‘passive obedience.’20
This conclusion was later advanced by Norman Shepherd who argued along very similar
lines as that of Pareus, Karg, Piscator and Heppe.21 Shepherd’s assessment of Ursinus is that
he taught the believer was justified by either passive obedience or active obedience ‘but not
both’. What is imputed to us is not the active obedience but solely the passive obedience.22
Shepherd is silent on the issue of whether Christ owed obedience for himself. In handling
that portion of HC 60 which says, ‘God, without any merit of mine, of mere grace, grants and
20
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imputes to me the perfect satisfaction, righteousness, and holiness of Christ...’ Shepherd
presents a virtually identical argument as Pareus had centuries earlier.23 Both assert that
Ursinus did not intend the phrase, ‘satisfaction, righteousness and holiness,’ to be divided and
interpreted separately but were to be understood as synonymous terms for the whole course
of Christ’s obedience. Shepherd’s reading of Ursinus is, in our view, at best lopsided and
selective and has been subject to scrutiny.24 We will address his specific arguments as we
examine the salient points of Ursinus’ teaching on justification.

What this brief and somewhat selective historical sketch has made clear is that there is
still little agreement on whether or not Ursinus taught an imputation of active obedience as a
necessary part of the justification of sinners. The debate is not a new one, as we have seen,
but has been present from only a few years after his death. Therefore, it is necessary for us to
examine Ursinus once again on this matter to determine if his doctrine of justification moved
more naturally towards or away from imputation of active obedience.

The Forensic Nature of Ursinus’ Doctrine of Justification
There can be little doubt that Ursinus’ doctrine of justification is thoroughly and
substantially forensic in nature. He opens his exposition of HC 60 with a heavy emphasis on
the legal aspect of righteousness:
Righteousness is derived from right, which is the law, and is a conformity with the
law, as sin or unrighteousness is the transgression of the law. It may be defined in
general, as consisting in a conformity with God and the divine law; although a
23
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definition can be given so general as to agree at the same time with God and
creatures. Uncreated righteousness is God himself, the foundation, and rule or pattern
of all righteousness. Created righteousness is an effect of uncreated or divine
righteousness in rational creatures. Righteousness, therefore, in general, as far as it
has respect to creatures, consists in fulfilling those laws which pertain to rational
creatures; or, it is a conformity on the part of rational creatures with those laws which
have respect to them. Finally, righteousness is the fulfillment of the law, and a
conformity with the law is righteousness itself. This must be observed and held fast
to, because our justification can only be effected by fulfilling the law. Evangelical
righteousness is the fulfilling of the law and does not conflict with it in the least. The
gospel does not abolish the law, but establishes it.25
To be righteous is to be right according to the law for Ursinus. This conformity to the law
must be absolute and perfect. In his CM 47 he makes this plain; ‘For the righteousness that
endures before God must be perfect and pure in every way and measure up to the divine
law.’26 The relationship between this righteousness and justification is clearly defined by
Ursinus.
Righteousness is conformity with the law; or it is the fulfilling of the law, or that by
which we are justified before God. Justification, on the other hand, is the application
of this righteousness to any one. They differ, therefore, as shape and the application
of it to an object, or as whiteness and whitening, or making white.27
To be justified then, according to Ursinus, is to account one perfectly righteous according to
the law. This accounting comes through the imputation of Christ’s righteousness (his perfect
obedience to the law) to the believer. It is not a ‘transfusion of righteousness’ (transfusio
iustitiae), but it is the declaration of God’s absolution from our sin on account of an alien
righteousness (sed absolutio a peccatis in iudici Dei propter alienam iustitiam).28

Ursinus taught, along with the other Reformers, notably Calvin29 and Olevianus,30 that
the nature of the atonement was objective and vicarious. Furthermore, Ursinus spoke often of
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the ‘satisfaction’ of Christ’s vicarious sacrifice which could be misconstrued as Anselmic in
nature. However, unlike Anselm’s doctrine of atonement which required either sin to be
punished or satisfaction to be made, Ursinus taught that both must be maintained as the
ground of justification. Furthermore, Ursinus and the Reformers rejected the Catholic
sacrament of penance (poenitentia) to which his theory of satisfaction was so closely tied. In
so doing, they rejected the distinction made between satisfactio and poena saying that
Christ’s obedience and sacrifice was sufficient to pay both our culpa and our poena.31 It is
this background that compels Ursinus to answer the objections of the ‘Papists’ who want to
base justification on both faith and works/merits.32 For Ursinus, justification is grounded
solely and absolutely upon the satisfaction and merits of Christ (meritum Christi).33 This
meant that Christ’s vicarious satisfaction through his suffering and death was our
punishment. The death of Christ was penal and vicarious and as such it was a propitiation for
sins.34

Following his Reformed predecessors and contemporaries, Ursinus also taught, in
contrast to Anselm, that sin was not primarily an offense against God’s honor but a
transgression of God’s law.35 Therefore, to achieve righteousness before God was not a
matter of restoring God’s honor, but of upholding his law. To be sure, payment had to be
made to God and not to the devil, but it was payment to his legal demands set out in his law.
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Christ’s sacrifice is then, primarily a penal substitution to satisfy God’s justice rather than to
vindicate his honor.36

It is also clear Ursinus does not stand with Andreas Osiander (1498-1552)37 when he
explicitly rejects the iustitiae habitum infundere, ‘the infusing habit of righteousness.’38
Rejecting Osiander in this manner, Ursinus follows Calvin and the Lutheran Book of
Concord.39 The justification of God was solely a declarative act and not one that made the
sinner righteous or holy. Ursinus writes,
To justify, in the sense in which the church uses the phrase, does not mean legally,
which is to make one that is unjust, just, by infusing in him the qualities of
righteousness; but evangelically, which is regard one that is unrighteous, as righteous,
and to absolve him from guilt, and not to punish him, all of which is done on account
of the satisfaction of another imputed to him.40
By his use of the term ‘legally’ and ‘evangelically,’ Ursinus does not intend to deny the
forensic aspects of justification, but to show that justification is the imputation of Christ’s
legal righteousness (under the law) which makes the sinner’s righteousness evangelical
(come from the gospel). Justification, according to Ursinus, brought about a change in one’s
status and not an ontological change. Contrary to Osiander, Ursinus taught that the believer
is righteous not by virtue of God’s essential righteousness dwelling in him, but by an alien
imputed righteousness which lies outside the believer.41 Righteousness was a description of
one’s position before God and not a moral characteristic.
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The righteousness with which God justifies us is not in us, nor is it God himself
dwelling in us, for he would then be an accident to the creature. Osiander...does not
distinguish the cause from the effect, or the righteousness which is uncreated from
that which is created. As we do not live, and are not wise by the essence of God, (for
this would in effect be to say that we are as wise as God,) so we are not righteous by
his essence. There is nothing more impious, therefore, than to say that the essential
righteousness of the Creator is the righteousness of the creature, from which it would
follow that we have the righteousness of God; yea the very essence of God.42
Ursinus takes great effort to criticize and avoid Osiander’s Creator-creature confusion. There
are only two kinds of righteousness which must not be confused or conflated. ‘Righteousness
is in general either uncreated, as God himself is righteous, or it is created, as is the
righteousness which belongs to rational creatures.43 God’s essential righteousness is not to be
confused with the righteousness received by imputation. It is as grave and “impious” an
error to confuse created righteousness with uncreated righteousness as it is to confuse created
essence with uncreated essence. It is not that the justified person possesses God’s essential
righteousness, but that he is declared to be righteous on account of Christ’s righteous
fulfilling of the law.

Justification and Union with Christ
To conclude we must note that some more recent theologians (Weber, T. F. Torrance
and some of the Federal Visionists) have sought to downplay the idea of a doctrine of strict
forensic justification as cold legalism that naturally leads to a ‘depersonalization,
objectification and manipulation of the relationship with God.’44 These theologians would
rather emphasize the covenantal or relational aspect of the believer’s relationship with the
42
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Father rather than the legal aspect. It would be anachronistic to insert Ursinus’ thought into
the modern day debates over whether the Reformers’, or the Apostle Paul’s for that matter,
“central dogma” was union with Christ or justification by faith. However, as we have seen
Ursinus did engage Osiander who sought to give priority to union with Christ over against
justification. For Ursinus though, the Scriptures speak of these two aspects of the Christian’s
relationship with God as inseparable. One need not be forced to make a choice between the
forensic and familial dimensions of the gospel. As far as Ursinus is concerned, the doctrine
of forensic righteousness does not lead one to cold rationalism, but to assurance of salvation.
It is not a theological category that robs the believer’s relationship with God of its familial
and relational aspects. If HC 60 and Ursinus’ exposition of it articulates his doctrine of
justification most succinctly, we must appreciate that its forensic emphasis does not diminish
its covenantal or relational emphasis in the slightest. It was written, after all, in order to
pacify the tormented conscience of the struggling believer.45
Ursinus emphasized both union with Christ and forensic justification but he did not,
like Osiander, make the believer’s mystical union the basis of justification. He saw no need
to absorb justification into union with Christ for fear of downplaying familial and relational
aspect of salvation. He writes,
To be a member of Christ is to be engrafted into him, and to be united to him by the
same Holy Spirit dwelling in him and in us, and by this Spirit to be made a possessor
of such righteousness and life as is in Christ; and to be made acceptable to God on
account of the righteousness of Christ imputed unto us by faith.46
Here we observe Ursinus stressing the forensic and participatory dimensions of salvation as
complementary, not antithetical. Again, he is careful not to succumb to the error he criticized
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in Osiander, namely that the Christian is righteous by virtue of the indwelling “essential
righteousness” of Christ. The righteousness of Christ is alien to, or outside of, the justified,
however the Holy Spirit makes the justified a ‘possessor’ of Christ’s righteousness by
imputation. The ground of the Christian’s acceptability before God therefore is the
imputation of Christ’s alien righteousness which is possessed because of the Spirit’s uniting
work. This is demonstrated most clearly in his answer to the 38th question of his Summa
which asks, ‘What is faith?’
It is to assent firmly to every word of God related to us, and it is a firm assurance by
which each person is convinced that God has graciously granted him remission of
sins, righteousness, and eternal life because of Christ’s merit, and through him; and
which, having been awakened in the hearts of the elect by the Holy Spirit, makes us
living members of Christ and produces in us true love and invocation of God.47

Justification as remissio peccatorum and imputatio Christi iustitia
Ursinus often defines justification simply as the remissio peccatorum.48 The
immediate impression this gives is that Ursinus did not teach a need for the imputation of
Christ’s righteousness and therefore did not teach the necessity of Christ’s active obedience
as a requirement for justification.
For God does not so remit sins as if he did not regard them as sins, or were not
displeased therewith; but because he does not impute them unto us, nor punish them
in us, and because he accounts us righteous on account of the satisfaction of another,
which we apprehend by faith. It is, therefore, the same thing to have the remission of
sins, and to be righteous (idem ergo sunt, habere remissionem peccatorum and esse
iustum)...This forgiveness granted unto us, because Christ has sufficiently satisfied for
all our sins. Hence we have in Christ perfect remission of all our sins in such a way,
that we are accounted righteous in the sight of God by his merits alone.49
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This same emphasis on the forgiveness of sins being synonymous with being righteous before
God is also found in all three of the catechisms he wrote.50 However, as we shall see, in
some of these instances he gives equal emphasis to the imputation of Christ’s righteousness.
It cannot be denied that the emphasis lies here in his doctrine of justification. As a
result he emphasizes Christ’s passive obedience, his curse-bearing death by crucifixion for
the satisfaction of sin. Ursinus’ synonymous use of iustificatio and remissio peccatorum, has
led some to conclude that there is not even a hint of imputed righteousness or imputed active
obedience in his soteriology. Norman Shepherd is one such author. He has argued that
Ursinus’ doctrine of justification is based upon one ground, the passive obedience of Christ
whose vicarious work on the cross has won the forgiveness of sins. He writes,
Here Ursinus makes clear that the legal righteousness imputed to us in evangelical
justification is the righteousness Jesus performed for us when he submitted to the
punishment for sin prescribed in the law. The righteousness Christ wrought out for us
was not the fulfillment of the demands of the law during the whole course of his life
but rather his death and resurrection to pay the penalty for sin. In other words, the
righteousness of Christ imputed to us for our justification is not his active obedience
but his passive obedience.51
Summarizing what he thought to be Ursinus’ view on justification he writes; ‘First,
justification consists in the remission of sins. Second, sins are remitted on the ground of the
righteousness of Christ imputed to the believer. Third, the righteousness imputed is the
suffering and death of our Lord to pay the penalty for sin.’52 Shepherd correctly notes that
the ‘righteousness of Christ’ is a pervasive expression in Ursinus; however his definition of
Christ’s righteousness is erroneous with respect to Ursinus’ use of it. By ‘righteousness of
Christ’ he understands Ursinus to mean ‘his atoning sacrifice on the cross.’53 In other words,
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according to Shepherd, the ‘righteousness of Christ’ and his ‘holiness’ does not refer to his
‘sinless law-keeping’ throughout the course of his life, but to his sacrificial death.54
That Shepherd’s definition here is more representative of his own theological
convictions than it is of Ursinus’ is evidenced in several ways. First, rather than seeking a
definition of ‘righteousness’ in the next two questions of the HC (61, 62),55 he looks for it in
HC 56 which he admits is a question that speaks to the remissio peccatorum and not
justification explicitly. If one follows the logical progression of thought which the Catechism
is designed to provide then it would become evident from the definition in HC 62 that the
‘righteousness which can stand before the judgment-seat of God must be perfect throughout,
and wholly conformable to the divine law...’56 When the Catechism speaks of the absolute
perfection according to the divine law that is demanded for righteousness, it would be nearly
impossible to understand that as not including both the penal and prescriptive aspects of the
law. Moreover, when we look to the HC 56 it only stands to reason that the passive work of
Christ, his satisfactio, is emphasized.57 However, when we look to its parallels in Ursinus’
other catechisms we find that he gives equal weight to the imputation of Christ’s obedience.
CM 42 describes the remission of sins as follows, ‘That because of Christ’s satisfaction God
has forever blotted out the memory of all my sins, receives me in grace, and imputes to me
the obedience of Christ, so that I will never come under judgment.’58 Expositing HC 56,
Ursinus highlights the satisfactio Christi, which he does often when addressing justification.
As mentioned above, this emphasis is made, not to enter the debates of imputed active and
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passive obedience, which Ursinus never explicitly engaged, but to reject the Catholic
doctrines of poenitentia,59 and condign meritum and congruo meritum.60 For Ursinus,
Christ’s satisfactio was vicarious and completely sufficient for salvation paying for both
culpa and poena. His aim in this section of the commentary is not to address the biblical
validity of imputed active obedience rather it is to define what one means when they affirm
that they believe in the forgiveness of sins.
Secondly, Shepherd’s reading of Ursinus’ definition of righteousness falls short
because he fails to recognize how Ursinus defines it even within his exposition of the 60th
question of the HC. Here, Ursinus says again, ‘righteousness is the fulfillment of the law,
and a conformity with the law is righteousness itself.’61 The implication is that righteousness
is in conformity to the entire law including its penal and prescriptive aspects. He goes on;
This must be observed and held fast to, because our justification can only be effected
by fulfilling the law. Evangelical righteousness is the fulfilling of the law, and does
not conflict with it in the least. The gospel does not abolish the law, but establishes
it.62
Certainly Christ’s righteousness consists in his satisfactio to the law, but his righteousness
imputed to us, ‘does not conflict with’ the law ‘in the least,’ which would include the positive
commands of the law as well.

Thirdly and finally, other evidence from Ursinus shows that he understood the
righteousness of Christ which is imputed to believers to be more than just his suffering and
death. On many occasions, Ursinus speaks of the righteousness of Christ imputed to the
believer with no reference or even allusion to his satisfactory death upon the cross.
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Justifying or saving faith differs, therefore, from the other kinds of faith, because it
alone is that assured confidence by which we apply unto ourselves the merit of Christ,
which is done when we firmly believe that the righteousness of Christ is granted and
imputed unto us, so that we are accounted just in the sight of God.63
And again we find no presence of passive obedience in the following,
To be a member of Christ is to be engrafted into him, and to be united to him by the
same Holy Spirit dwelling in him and in us, and by this Spirit to be made a possessor
of such righteousness and life as is in Christ; and to be made acceptable to God on
account of the righteousness of Christ imputed unto us by faith...64
Ursinus goes as far as to speak of the obedience of Christ imputed to the believer with no
reference to the cross of Christ. ‘The former are condemned of God, whilst the latter are
received into favor, not on account of this commencement of obedience which is in them, but
on account of the perfect obedience of Christ imputed unto them.’65

Perhaps the most convincing support suggesting that Ursinus’ understanding of
justification as the remissio peccatorum did not exclude the righteousness and obedience of
Christ imputed to believers is found when he asks the question ‘In what does the Gospel
differ from the law?’
The law teaches us what we ought to be, and what God requires of us, but it does not
give us the ability to perform it, nor does it point out the way by which we may avoid
what is forbidden. But the gospel teaches us in what manner we may be made such as
the law requires: for it offers unto us the promise of grace, by having the
righteousness of Christ imputed to us through faith, and that in such a way as if it
were properly ours, teaching us that we are just before God, through the imputation of
Christ’s righteousness. The law says ‘Pay what thou owest.’ ‘Do this and live.’
(Matt. 18:28, Luke 10:28) the gospel says, ‘Only believe.’ (Mark 5:36).66
Not only is imputed righteousness spoken of with no reference to the substitutionary work of
Christ on the cross, his passive obedience, but he highlights the fact that the law demands
punishment and obedience when he references Matthew 18:28 and Luke 10:28. The law
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requires that both sin be punished and obedience rendered. According to Ursinus, both are
required to stand righteous before God. Continuing he reasons that,
The law promises life to those who are righteous in themselves, or on the condition of
righteousness and perfect obedience...The gospel, on the other hand, promises life to
those who are justified by faith in Christ, on the condition of the righteousness of
Christ applied unto us by faith. The law and the gospel are, however, not opposed to
each other in these respects: for although the law requires us to keep the
commandments if we would enter into life, yet it does not exclude us from life if
another perform these things for us.67
The righteousness imputed to the believer here is explicitly Christ’s obedience to commands
of the law which were incumbent upon us, but which Christ obeyed in our stead. So, contrary
to Shepherd’s claim that the righteousness of Christ refers exclusively to Christ’s death and
resurrection, the evidence suggests that is often used in reference to his righteous keeping of
the law on behalf of the believer. Ursinus’ emphasis on justification as remissio peccatorum
does not preclude the necessity of the imputation of the active obedience of Christ.

Before we conclude this section, it would be important for the larger argument of this
thesis that we recognize the similarity in logic between Ursinus’ understanding of the lawgospel scheme and the covenant of nature-covenant of grace scheme explored in the previous
chapter. In the quotation above Ursinus asserts that the law, like the covenant of nature,
promises life to those who render perfect obedience. Conditionality, with respect to mankind,
is characteristic of both law and the covenant of nature. Unconditionality, with respect to
mankind, is the characteristic of both the gospel and the covenant of grace. Nevertheless, the
gospel does nothing to contradict or usurp the law, but it is the fulfillment of the law by
Christ. The same idea is carried over into Ursinus’ provisional formulation of a bicovenantal scheme. God does not receive us into the covenant of grace unless the covenant
of nature has been fulfilled. He accepts sinners, born in Adam and under the covenant of
67
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nature, into his gracious covenant ‘in such a way that he does not go against the covenant he
established in creation.’68 The first covenant must be fulfilled, which is fulfilled by
obedience if one hopes to enter into the covenant of grace, just as the law must be fulfilled by
obedience if one hopes to receive the benefits of the gospel. While Ursinus nowhere makes
these connections explicitly, the logic applied to his understanding of the law-gospel
antithesis and his logic applied to the duality of the covenant are striking. What led Ursinus
to posit his ground breaking, albeit embryonic, bi-covenantal idea was, at least in part, by
applying the same rules of deduction that he applied to his notion of the law and the gospel.
The Obedientia Christi
The question that must be addressed more directly at this point in our argument is
whether Christ’s law keeping obedience was rendered solely for himself or vicariously for the
elect? To do so we turn now to Ursinus’ understanding of the obedience of Christ the
Mediator. He often highlights the relationships he sees between different loci, as is
evidenced in the connection he makes between justification and the Mediator.
The doctrine of the Mediator seems to belong to the article of justification, because
there also the office of the Mediator is explained. But it is one thing to teach what,
and what kind of benefit justification is, and how it is received, which is done when
the doctrine of justification is treated of; and it is another thing to show whose benefit
it is, and by whom it is bestowed upon us, which properly belongs here.69
According to Ursinus, as Mediator, Christ had to be a perfectly righteous man (and God),
springing from the posterity of Adam. In his humanity Christ fulfilled the law by performing
perfect obedience to the requirements of the law and by enduring the punishments of the law.
There was a necessity that this double fulfillment of the law should be in Christ: for
unless his righteousness had been full, and perfect, he could not have satisfied for the
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sins of others; and unless he had endured such punishment as has been described, he
could not thereby have delivered us from everlasting punishment.70
Christ obeyed the prescriptive commands of the law so he could justly make satisfaction to
the penal aspects of the law for sinners. But for whom did Christ obey the positive aspects of
the law according to Ursinus? Did he owe obedience for himself only, the conclusion of
Pareus, Piscator, Heppe and Shepherd, or did he render obedience vicariously for those he
came to save?

To answer this question, it will be beneficial to explore the claim made by Jaroslav
Pelikan who deemed Ursinus’ doctrine of the Mediator to be ‘Anselmic.’71 At one level this
claim is true. As we have observed, Ursinus taught that satisfaction must be made by the
perfect Mediator and in so doing he relies heavily on the language and substance of Anselm’s
satisfaction theory. However, we have also seen where he and other Reformers part company
with Anselm. The same is true here in relation to the Mediator. According to Anselm and
the Medieval Schoolmen (save Gabriel Biel),72 the obedientia activa of Christ was rendered
to God, not as a vicarious substitutionary work on behalf of the sinner, but as Christ’s own
required obedience under the law.73 This obedience was the ground of Christ’s own merit.74
In other words, Christ, possessing human nature, had to qualify himself through his
obedience in order to make satisfaction, he was not inherently qualified or worthy by virtue
of his divinity. But for Ursinus, Christ was not required to fulfill the law for himself in order
to qualify as the Mediator between God and man. Ursinus asks,
whether a rational creature can merit any thing at the hands of God?...To answer the
third question we answer that man can merit nothing from God, for it is said, ‘When
ye shall have done all those things which are commanded you, say ‘We are
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unprofitable servants; we have done that which was out duty to do’ (Luke 17:10).
Nor is the obedience of Christ (obedientia Christi) meritorious in this respect, as
though it added any thing to God, but it is called meritorious on account of the dignity
of his person, because he who suffered was the Son of God.75
Christ’s worthiness as Mediator is grounded in the ‘dignity of his person’ (propter personae
dignitatem)76 rather than in his obedience to the law. Christ was qualified to carry out his
substitutionary work not solely because he was sinless under the law, although he certainly
was that, but because he who suffered was God himself, the creator.77 His active obedience
was not for himself but rendered as the Mediator representing believers. Furthermore,
Christ’s perfect obedience was not kept for himself so that he might serve as Mediator, but it
was imputed to the believer.78
We are justified by the merits of Christ, partly as by the formal cause of our
justification, inasmuch as God accepts of us in view of the obedience of Christ
(obedientia Christi) applied unto us, and account us as righteous seeing that we are
covered with this, as with a garment.79
Here we see that Ursinus believed that Christ’s merit was not for himself, but for our
justification. His obedience was not a possession he kept for himself to serve as the ground
for his work as Mediator, it was ‘applied unto us.’ Similarly, when speaking of man’s good
works, Ursinus says, ‘But the person is acceptable to God on account of the Mediator; that is,
by the imputation of the merit and righteousness of Christ, with which the person is covered
as with a garment in the presence of God.’80 This garment of his righteousness was not for
his sole possession, but was to be imputed and applied to believers to serve as their
righteousness.
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Ursinus taught elsewhere that Christ was inherently qualified as the effective
Mediator, by virtue of his incarnation, virgin birth and by his possession of original
righteousness.
The Holy Ghost miraculously sanctified that which was conceived and produced in
the womb of the Virgin, so that original sin did not attach itself to that which was thus
formed; for it did not become the Word, the Son of God, to assume a nature polluted
with sin, for the following reasons: 1. That he might be a pure sacrifice; for it
behooved him to make satisfaction for sin.81
Here we see that as the divine Son of God, Christ did not owe obedience to qualify himself as
the Mediator, for that qualification was already possessed in his person, not in his work.82
His obedience to the positive aspects of the law throughout the course of his life was not the
ground for his mediatoral work. He could make propitiation for sin because of who he was,
not on account of what he did for himself.

Ursinus understood that the obedientia Christi was not only for himself but was for
those whom he came to save. Although his work merited salvation for the elect, this merit
was not for his reward, but for theirs.83 According to Ursinus, the merit of Christ is not the
basis upon which he is qualified to serve as Mediator. His obedience was for us. The merit
of Christ is almost always spoken of as ‘for me,’ or ‘for us.’84 Question 10 in his CM asks,
‘How then can you escape eternal death?’ The answer; ‘Through the Son of God our Lord
Jesus Christ, who for my sake became human, by his suffering and obedience satisfied for me
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the most perfect and strict justice of God, and merited for me eternal life...’85 Ursinus speaks
often of Christ’s holiness and righteousness ‘in himself’ but never, ‘for himself.86

The evidence offered here suggests that Ursinus’ doctrine of the Mediator is Anselmic
in part but not in full. It would seem therefore, that the trajectory of Ursinus’ doctrine of
justification points towards the imputation of active obedience, for his active obedience was
not for himself, but for the sinner. Here, Ursinus, apparently parts company with Piscator
who taught the exact opposite. Furthermore, the assessments of Ursinus by Pareus, Heppe
and Shepherd do not take into account the nuances of what he means when he uses the term
obedientia Christi.

In addition, Ursinus understood the obedientia Christi in a comprehensive and
singular manner. He did not conceive of Christ’s obedience divided in a chronological
manner between his work in life and his work in death. Rather his obedience was one act
with two aspects to it. Christ merited salvation for the Christian by his obedience, suffering
(passione), death and intercession.
‘He is a saviour in two respects, by his merit and efficacy. He saves us by his merit or
satisfaction, because by his obedience, suffering, death and intercession, he has
merited for us remission of sins, reconciliation with God, the Holy Spirit, salvation
and eternal life.’87
To say that Ursinus saw no difference between these aspects of Christ’s work would be
misleading. But it would be an overstatement to say he divided them into the strict categories
of obedientia passiva and obedientia activa, a distinction which only became commonplace
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in the generations to follow him. Christ’s merit and satisfaction in this instance do not speak
solely of his passive obedience but of his whole obedience including and especially his death,
but not to the exclusion of his positive obedience to the law.

Merit as an Essential Category to Ursinus’ Doctrine of Justification
We must now ask whether or not Christ’s obedience was meritorious and if so what
the nature of that merit according to Ursinus was. Ever since Karl Barth argued that merit
and grace cannot coexist as covenant principles, many have sought to distance Reformed
Theology from any concept or notion of merit.88 However, the category of merit is pervasive
in Ursinus and the HC.89 Although merit is an essential category for him he does not affirm
the medieval categories of meritum de condign and meritum de congruo.90 He unequivocally
rejects any and every form of human merit. He writes,
That man cannot be declared righteous upon the ground of his works is evident from
this, that his works are unholy before his justification - that after his justification they
are also imperfect.... There can be no goodness in us, except that God first produce it.
Hence all thoughts of merit on our part must be abandoned as inconsistent with the
grace of God, and as a denial of it; for the mercy and grace of God constitute the sole
cause of each form of the application of the righteousness of Christ.91
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Although he adamantly rejects human merit, both condign and congruo,92 he does not
hesitate to use the category of merit when it comes to Christ, the Last Adam. The Medieval
Scholastics according to Ursinus wrongly applied the concept of merit to the sinner in his
justification. He, on the other hand, had no problem applying the concept to Christ’s work in
justification arguing that man is justified by the meritum Christi.93 For him, the meritum
Christi which is imputed to us is the ‘formal cause’ of our justification and righteousness
before God.
We are justified by the merits of Christ, partly as by the formal cause of our
justification, inasmuch as God accepts of us in view of the obedience of Christ
applied to us, and account us as righteous seeing that we are covered with this, as with
a garment; and partly as the moving and meritorious cause, inasmuch as God on
account of this, acquits and frees us from the condemnation of the law.94
While sinners are incapable of meriting anything coram Deo, the First95 and the Last Adam96
are capable of meriting God’s favor, not according to the absolute power of God (de potentia
absoluta) but according to the ordained power of God (de potentia ordinata).97 In this vein,
Ursinus reasons much like the voluntarist school wanting to uphold divine freedom. In other
words, God only accepts something as meritorious according to his ordained power. It is the
free divine prerogative to accept something as meritorious. According to Ursinus, God is
bound to no one absolutely. He writes,
We deserve our preservation no more than we did our creation. God was not bound to
create us; nor is he bound to preserve those whom he created. But he did, and does,
both by his own free-will and good pleasure. God receives no benefit from us, nor
can we confer any thing upon our Creator. Now, where there is not benefit, there is
no merit; for merit presupposes some benefit received.98
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Here Ursinus sheds light on what he means when, after quoting Luke 17:10, he writes, ‘Nor
is the obedience of Christ meritorious in this respect, as though it added any thing to God.’99
Christ’s obedience and death were not meritorious according to de potentia absoluta, but
according to his de potentia ordinata wherein he predestined to save the elect. Therefore,
Christ’s meritorious work is only such under the ordination of God in election. Ursinus
speaks to it as follows, ‘The merit of Christ is not enumerated among the causes, but among
the effects of election, and the causes of our salvation. He chose us in Christ, viz, as in the
Head. Hence he first chose the head, and ordained him to the office of mediator.’100 Having
decreed to justify sinners, de potentia ordinata, he could do so only through the merit of
Christ. Christ’s merit was rewarded according to what Ursinus calls the ‘covenant of works’
(pacto operum).101 It was according to this pacto that God accepts Christ’s obedience as
meritorious.

Ursinus taught that meritum de condigno and meritum de congruo were heresies when
applied to humans. There is not a shred of evidence that could suggest that Ursinus taught
Biel’s facere quod in se est, nor did he adopt his pactum theology in full. The real error for
Ursinus is that the ‘Papists’ taught that believers were justified on account of their own
congruent merit whereas the Scriptural ground of justification was the condign merit of
Christ. So the question for Ursinus is not if our justification is grounded on meritorious
works, but whose meritorious works serve as the grounds for our righteous standing coram
Deo. The ‘merit of Christ justifies us,’ and ‘nothing but the merit of Christ can be our
righteousness in the sight of God, either as a whole, or a part only.’102
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Justification and the Law’s Demand

Does the law demand both obedience and punishment or merely one or the other,
according to Ursinus? Piscator and Pareus taught that if Christ obeyed the law in the place of
believers, then his death would unnecessary. They taught that the law demanded either
obedience to its stipulations or punishments to its penal demands. To discover what Ursinus
taught on this issue we turn to his teaching on legal and evangelical righteousness.

Similarly, but not identically to Calvin,103 Ursinus distinguishes between two kinds of
righteousness (legalis iustitia and evangelica iustitia) and two kinds of justification (legalis
iustificatio and evangelica iustificatio).104 Legal righteousness is the
fulfilling of the law by one, who is thereby declared righteous; or it is such a fulfilling
of the law as that which is accomplished by one’s own obedience; or it is a conformity
to the law which he has who is declared righteous. This legal righteousness was the
righteousness of Adam before the Fall, and is in the angels, and in Christ as far as he
is man.105
Legal righteousness is righteousness attained by obedience to the law which is not possible
for sinners. Therefore ‘evangelical righteousness’ is ‘the fulfilling of the law, performed, not
by us, but by another in our stead, and imputed unto us of God by faith.’106 Due to sin and
want of original righteousness, man cannot fulfill the law by his own obedience, save the
First and Last Adam. Therefore, he needs to be evangelically justified. Ursinus writes,
Evangelical justification is the application of evangelical righteousness; or, it is the
application of the righteousness of another, which is without us in Christ; or, it is the
imputation and application of that righteousness which Christ wrought out for us by
his death upon the cross, and by his resurrection from the dead.107
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Therefore the ‘legal righteousness’ of Christ (his conformity and fulfilling of the law) is
imputed to the believer so as to declare him justified.

An apparent single imputation is seen when Ursinus writes; ‘Legal righteousness is
performed, either by obedience to the law, or by punishment. The law requires one or the
other.’108 Here, his language is strikingly similar to Piscator and Pareus. The latter says,
‘The law promises life to those that fulfill the law, and promises not life to those that
transgress it not: The reason is, because, not to transgress the law, and not to fulfill the law,
are the same in effect.’109 While Pareus and Piscator go further in claiming that God would
be unjust to demand obedience and punishment, Ursinus makes no such claim.

From this explanation of legal righteousness Norman Shepherd again defends his
assertion that Ursinus only teaches the need for Christ’s passive obedience, thus denying
double imputation. He writes,
It is important to notice the disjunction. The law requires either obedience to its
requirements or punishment for disobedience, but not both.... Now how did Christ
perform this legal righteousness for us? Did he do it by fulfilling the law during the
course of his life (what theologians ordinarily refer to as his active obedience)? Or
did he do it by submitting to punishment prescribed in the law for transgressors of the
law (what theologians ordinarily refer to as passive obedience)? For Ursinus it has to
be either one or the other, but not both. Ursinus answers this question when he makes
a further distinction between legal justification and evangelical justification. ‘Legal
justification consists in effecting in us conformity with God and the law. This is
commenced in us when we are regenerated by the Holy Spirit.’ That is, legal
justification is simply regeneration and sanctification. In distinction from legal
justification Ursinus goes on in the same paragraph to define evangelical justification.
‘Evangelical justification is the application of evangelical righteousness; or it is the
application of the righteousness of another, which is without us in Christ; or, it is the
imputation and application of that righteousness which Christ wrought out for us by
his death upon the cross, and by his resurrection from the dead.’ Here Ursinus makes
clear that the legal righteousness imputed to us in evangelical justification is the
righteousness Jesus performed for us when he submitted to the punishment for sin
prescribed in the law. The righteousness Christ wrought out for us was not the
108
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fulfillment of the demands of the law during the whole course of his life but rather his
death and resurrection to pay the penalty for sin. In other words, the righteousness of
Christ imputed to us for our justification is not his active obedience but his passive
obedience.110
Essentially, Shepherd argues the same case that Piscator and Pareus argued over four hundred
years earlier. Here it appears that Ursinus is rejecting the necessity of the imputation of
active obedience.

How are we to understand this apparent contradiction in Ursinus? Certainly, one
could see a contradiction here that Ursinus missed. Thus far however, we have tried to
demonstrate that he did in fact teach that to be justified both the penal and the prescriptive
aspects of the law were required to be fulfilled. Here, however, he states that the law requires
either obedience or punishment, ‘but not both.’ The first thing to note is that Ursinus speaks
like this only in a few instances.111 In most of these cases, the topic under discussion is
satisfaction and not justification. Moreover, even when he uses this ‘either, or’ language in
connection with justification he has Christ’s obedience to the law in view. Just after the
citations Shepherd uses to defend his point Ursinus writes,
The righteousness with which we are here justified before God, is not our conformity
with the law, nor our good works, nor our faith; but it is the satisfaction which Christ
rendered to the law in our stead; or the punishment which he endured on our behalf;
and therefore the entire humiliation of Christ, from the moment of his conception to
his glorification, included his...subjection to the law...is included in the satisfaction
which he made for us, and in the righteousness which God graciously imputes to us
and all believers.112
It turns out that Shepherd’s interpretation is wrong when he says that Jesus did not perform
‘legal righteousness’ ‘by fulfilling the law during the course of his life (what theologians
ordinarily refer to as his active obedience).’ According to Ursinus, the righteousness with
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which we are justified before God is on account of ‘the entire humiliation of Christ, from the
moment of his conception to his glorification.’ As we have noted above Ursinus does not
make stark distinctions between the passive and active obedience of Christ but he saw the
whole of Christ’s obedience as a unity. This obedience clearly included his subjection to the
law and the fulfillment of the law was not however, as we have tried to demonstrate, for
himself but for the elect.

In contrast to those instances where he employs the ‘either, or’ language, we note the
many references that speak of Christ’s ‘obedience and death,’113 ‘suffering and obedience,’114
‘satisfaction and righteousness,’115 ‘death and righteousness,’116 all of which are rendered for
and imputed to the believer. ‘Out of his infinite and gracious mercy God received me into his
covenant of grace, so that because of the obedience and death of his Son sent in the flesh, he
might give me as a believer righteousness and eternal life.’117 Furthermore, as has been
shown above, Ursinus regularly speaks of ‘imputed righteousness’ and at times goes as far as
saying the meritum Christi,118 the obedientia Christi,119 and ‘imputatione perfectae iustitiae’
are imputed to the believer.

It still remains to determine the meaning of Ursinus’ teaching that says the law binds
one to either obedience or punishment. One must recognize that when Ursinus speaks of the
law binding to one or the other, it is only as the law pertains to us as sinners in need of
satisfaction. Satisfaction cannot be made by the obedience of the sinner, because any present
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obedience is incapable of satisfying God’s justice with regards to our past sin.120
Furthermore, man’s obedience cannot make satisfaction because he daily increases his guilt
and thus increase the displeasure of God.121 But just as man cannot make satisfaction by his
obedience, so he cannot make satisfaction by his punishment because his guilt is infinite and
thus deserves infinite punishment.122
We cannot make satisfaction by a punishment that is eternal, because then we should
never be freed from it. We would always be making satisfaction to the justice of God,
and yet it would never be fully satisfied.’123
Given this terrible predicament, Ursinus concludes that satisfaction must be made by another.
Herein is the heart of the issue. When the law needs to be satisfied by the human, it demands
obedience or punishment. While obedience was a possibility for man in his prelapsarian
state, it is not possible in his postlapsarian state. But when Christ comes to satisfy the law’s
demands in our stead, he satisfies both and both for us.
It is not of small account; because although we are not able to make satisfaction
through obedience, we are nevertheless, able to make it through the endurance of a
sufficient punishment, not in ourselves, but in Christ, who has satisfied the law both
by obedience and punishment.124
It is true that for Ursinus, the law binds all men to either obedience or punishment;125
however, Christ’s satisfaction necessitated the fulfilling of both the penal and the prescriptive
laws for us. Further evidence of this is observed when Ursinus elucidates on the ways in
which Christ has fulfilled the law; ‘by his own righteousness’ whereby, ‘Christ performed
perfect obedience, such as the law requires.’ Additionally, he fulfills the law ‘by enduring
punishment sufficient for our sins.’126
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Perhaps another clue that gives insight as to why Ursinus said that the law demanded
either obedience or punishment is found when one appreciates his desire to avoid the
appearance of antinomianism, which was often the complaint against the imputation of
Christ’s obedience to the law. Piscator reasoned that if Christ fulfilled the law in the
believer’s stead, then the believer would be free from fulfilling it in his life. While no such
arguments are presented by Ursinus, he too wanted to avoid even the appearance of
antinomianism.127 However, all obedience to the law for the Christian was a response to
justification. He is careful not to confuse or collapse the distinction between justification and
sanctification. For Ursinus, the vicarious fulfillment of the positive aspects of the law by
Christ has the effect of abolishing it in the case of believers, only in so far as it was the
original condition of salvation128 and not so far as it is universally binding for the Christian
after conversion. Ursinus explains;
The moral law has, as it respects one part, been abrogated by Christ; and as it respects
another, it has not. It has been abrogated, as it respects the faithful, in two ways: 1.
The curse of the law has been removed as it respects those who are justified by faith
in Christ, in consequence of having his merits imputed unto them: or it may be said
that the law has been abrogated as touching justification, because judgment is not
pronounced in reference to us according to the law, but according to the gospel.... The
law has been abrogated in reference to Christians, as it respects constraint. The law
no longer forces and wrests obedience as a tyrant, or as a master compels a worthless
servant to render obedience to his behest; because Christ commences in us by his
Spirit a free and cheerful obedience, so that we willingly comply with whatever the
law requires of us.129
This does not mean that obedience to the law is not required of the believer as he makes clear
when he says that ‘the moral law, or Decalogue, has not been abrogated in as far as obedience
is concerned. God continually, no less now than formerly, requires both the regenerate and
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the unregenerate to render obedience to his law.’130 The Christian’s obedience to the law
however, is not as it pertains to justification, which is for Ursinus unequivocally the work of
God in Christ, but it is obedience that pertains to sanctification. ‘The moral law, however,
has not been abolished as it respects obedience, but only as it respects the curse, justification
and constraint.’131 In the Summa 151 he says that Christ ‘even abrogated the Decalogue in
himself for believers in such a way that it no longer condemns them.’132 Only Christ met the
condition of perfect obedience to the law’s demands as he functioned as the federal head of
the church. And only his works are judged according to the ‘covenant of perfect obedience to
the law’ (ex pacto integrae obedientiae erga legem).133

Having attempted to understand the ‘either, or’ language of Ursinus that has been
used to support the conclusion that he denied the imputation of active obedience we move
now to those portions of his writings which indicate he at least was moving in the direction of
teaching an imputed active obedience, if not overtly teaching it. The most obvious place to
begin is in the HC 60.
How art thou righteous before God? Only by true faith in Jesus Christ; that is,
although my conscience accuse me that I have grievously sinned against all the
commandments of God, and have never kept any of them, and that I am still prone
always to all evil, yet, God, without any merit of mine, of mere grace, grants and
imputes to me the perfect satisfaction, righteousness, and holiness of Christ, as if I
had never committed nor had any sin, and had myself accomplished all the obedience
which Christ fulfilled for me, if only I accept such benefits with a believing heart.134
At least in our estimation, the language employed here is so clear in its affirmation of
imputed active obedience that the burden of proof is on those who deny its presence.
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Shepherd argues with Pareus, that the Bezan expression ‘satisfactio, iustitia &
sanctitas’ was meant to be understood synonymously.135 ‘The satisfaction, righteousness,
and holiness of Christ are the ground of pardon. Therefore, they refer to his substitutionary
suffering and death.’136 This interpretation of the expression is mistaken. As we will argue,
‘satisfaction, righteousness, and holiness’ are the grounds of the believer’s righteousness,
which includes pardon, but not exclusively.

Clearly satisfactio speaks to Christ’s passive obedience to the penalty of the law for
sinners. This is not in question. It is significant however, that even when Ursinus offers a
definition of satisfaction, the notion of Christ’s obedience in the believer’s stead appears right
along side it.
By faith we apply unto ourselves the satisfaction of Christ, which is equivalent to
everlasting punishment, which the law requires from us in case we do not render a full
and perfect obedience to its claims. It is by means of this satisfaction, now that we
are justified, not indeed by the law, nor yet contrary to the law, but with the law,
which Christ has fully satisfied by his perfect obedience in our room and stead.137
Christ’s death and obedience are again united and understood as one act of obedience with
two aspects.

As was demonstrated earlier, iustitia, especially the ‘righteousness of Christ,’ does not
primarily refer to his death on the cross. It is not necessary to rehearse those proofs here.
However, when Shepherd comes to define ‘sanctitas,’ the third word in the Bezan phrase, he
draws from the HC 36 concluding that ‘the holiness of Christ is made the ground for the
forgiveness of sins.’138 What Shepherd neglects to inform his readers, is that HC 36 is the
answer to the question about Christ’s incarnation and virgin birth, and makes no explicit
135
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reference to his atonement. The Catechism states, ‘What benefit does thou receive from the
holy conception and birth of Christ? That he is our Mediator, and with his innocence and
perfect holiness covers, in the sight of God, my sin wherein I was conceived.’139 His
‘innocence and perfect holiness’ more likely refer to Christ’s sanctified life rather than his
death. Ursinus says so in his exposition of the Catechism: ‘I believe that he is such, true God
and true man, and yet but one Christ, and that he was sanctified from his mother’s womb, that
he might redeem and sanctify me.’140 Moreover, the holiness of Christ spoken of in HC 36 is
the holiness of his incarnation and therefore is in reference to his original righteousness, not
his penal substitution. Christ’s freedom from the stain of original sin covers the ‘sin wherein
I was conceived.’ Ursinus makes a very similar argument when speaking about mankind’s
holiness before and after the Fall.
It is also worthy of notice that righteousness and holiness were one and the same thing
in us before the fall, viz: an inherent conformity with God and the divine law....Since
the fall, however, they are not the same thing in us. For, now, Christ is our
righteousness; and our justification consists in the imputation of his righteousness, by
which we are accounted just before God. Holiness is the beginning of our conformity
with God...141
The evidence has shown that, the satisfaction, righteousness and holiness of Christ do
not all refer to the single act of Christ’s vicarious sacrifice, but they speak of the two aspects
of Christ’s vicarious work, satisfaction and obedience. The believer has these works of
Christ imputed to him ‘as if’ he had fulfilled all the obedience which Christ fulfilled for him.
If the passive work of Christ was primarily in view here for Ursinus, it would have been
much clearer if he had said that the believer was treated as if he had died with Christ. But he
chooses to speak of the obedientia Christi instead. Again, we think the case has not been
sufficiently made by Shepherd or any other theologian to deny at least a provisional doctrine
139
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of the imputation of active obedience in HC 60. In fact, when seeking to define the words
with a more honest presentation of Ursinus’ language, we find that it clearly teaches both the
passive and active obedience of Christ, both of which Christ performed ‘for me, as if’ I had
done them myself.

Further support of our thesis is found in HC 60’s parallel answer found in the CM 46.
Ursinus writes,
How then are you justified before God? Through faith alone in Jesus Christ, by which
I am certainly persuaded that, out of pure mercy and without any merit of my own,
God gives and imputes to me the perfect satisfaction, righteousness, and holiness of
Christ, as if I had never committed a sin, or as if I myself had made satisfaction for all
my sins and had been as totally obedient as Christ was for me.142
Here we see a distinction is made here between the satisfaction of Christ and the obedience of
Christ, both of which were done on behalf of the believer. The obedientia Christi is not for
himself, but for those who by faith are justified. Proceeding to the 47th question Ursinus
asks, ‘But why can our good works count as righteousness before God, or at least partially
so?’ Answering he reasons,
Because all our works in this life, even the best, are imperfect and stained with sin.
Therefore, if they were examined in God’s judgment, they would have to be rejected
by God and condemned along with us. For the righteousness that endures before
God must be perfect and pure in every way and measure up to the divine law.143
To understand this perfect righteousness that measures up to the divine law in every way as
only including the satisfaction or payment for sin is dubious at best. The language is just too
emphatic to conclude that God only requires punishment for sin in order to be righteous
before him. That this righteousness that endures before God, is speaking of both the penal
and prescriptive aspects of the law is evidenced in the answer to the next question.
Why do you say that you are justified through faith alone? Because neither faith nor
my other works are the righteousness by which I please God in this life, but only the
142
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suffering and obedience of Christ, which are given and imputed to me by God just as
if I had done it myself.144
Suffering and obedience, the passive and active work of Christ are required and imputed for
justification according to Ursinus. Elsewhere he calls these two aspects of Christ’s
obedience, his ‘death and righteousness’ and his ‘satisfaction and righteousness’ both of
which are necessary and imputed for the justifying of the sinner.145

Finally we can observe that the two ways Christ fulfilled the law, by obedience and
punishment,146 were explicitly done on behalf of the believer. Ursinus asserts that
Christ fulfilled the law in two respects: by obedience and suffering. He was just and
holy in himself and did not violate the law in a single instance, but partly performed
in our behalf those things which he was not bound to do, and partly sustained the
punishments of the law.147
As we have maintained and again is shown here, Christ did not owe obedience for himself,
for he was just and holy in himself but his obedience was given for the justified - he
performed it ‘in our behalf.’ Those laws, to which Ursinus refers which Christ was not bound
to perform for himself, because he was the righteous Son of God born of the Virgin Mary,
must be the positive and prescriptive laws. Certainly Christ was not bound to submit to the
punishment of the law for he did so voluntarily but here those laws he ‘was not bound to do,’
must refer to his sinless law-keeping throughout the course of his life. Ursinus’ contrast
between that which he was ‘not bound to do’ and ‘the punishments of the law’ make this
clear. In other words, Christ was not bound to obey the law so as to make him fit to serve as
the Mediator; rather he obeyed the law and was punished under the law for those he came to
justify.
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Conclusion
While in some cases the language of Ursinus shows up in the works of Pareus and
Piscator, we have sought to demonstrate that they took it in a direction that was not intended
by Ursinus himself. The evidence surveyed and analyzed in this chapter has demonstrated
that the blanket assertions made by Heppe, Weber and Ritchl, arguing that Ursinus
unambiguously taught a doctrine of justification based on the single ground of Christ’s
passive obedience are exaggerated and erroneous. Furthermore, the more carefully argued,
albeit unsatisfactorily, thesis of Norman Shepherd who affirms the same has been shown to
be lopsided and selective in his presentation of the material. His conclusion that ‘early
Reformed theology had no doctrine of the imputation of active obedience because it defined
soteric justification as the forgiveness of sins,’ is not only overstated, but is unsubstantiated
with reference to Ursinus and the HC.148 In fact Shepherd tips his hand when he collapses the
traditional Reformed distinctions between justification and sanctification. He writes,
Justification and sanctification in union with Christ summarize what belongs to the
essence of my salvation.... United to Christ I am justified and sanctified. Jesus saves
us by destroying both guilt and the corruption of sin. That is to say he saves us by
forgiving our sins and by transforming us so that we become righteous persons.149
This is where his rejection of the imputation of active obedience has led him, a place more
akin to Osiander than to Ursinus who explicitly repudiated such conflation between
justification and sanctification.

Contrary to the claims of these theologians, we have sought to demonstrate that
Ursinus grounded his doctrine of justification on a double-imputation. Both the passive
obedience and the active obedience of Christ are vicarious, substitutionary and imputed.
Although he does not use the terms, the substance of the doctrine of obedientia passiva and
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obedientia activa are present. For him, justification is not grounded solely on Christ’s
sacrifice, but also on his life in which he rendered perfect obedience to the law. The clear
forensic nature of Ursinus’ doctrine of justification does not jettison the covenantal and
relation aspects of our salvation, nor does it make the gospel ‘legalistic,’ that is, rob the
gospel of its gratuitous nature. Certainly his emphasis was on the obedientia passiva, but for
the purpose of rejecting the Roman teaching of condign de meritum and congruo de meritum,
not in order to deny imputed righteousness and imputed active obedience. Furthermore we
have observed that, according to Ursinus following his Reformed predecessors, the
obedientia Christi, was rendered for the believer and not principally to qualify him as
Mediator. The merit that Christ has earned before God as the Last Adam is the same merit
that the First Adam would have earned, not on the basis of potentia absoluta but on the basis
of potentia ordinata. God did not strictly ‘owe’ the reward of salvation as if he owes
anything to his creatures, but on account of the eternal decree of predestination and the
stipulations of the first covenant, he rewarded the merit of Christ, the Last Adam. And
finally we have seen that Ursinus, in many places and in various ways, teaches that the
‘righteousness,’ ‘merit,’ and ‘obedience’ of Christ are all imputed to the believer as grounds
for justification. His emphasis on justification as the remissio peccatorum and as the
satisfactio Christi, by no means obviate the necessity for the imputation of Christ’s obedience
and righteousness. What the latter Reformed Scholastics called the obedientia passiva and
the obedientia activa is simply a more evolved and defined form of Ursinus’ concept of the
obedience of Christ imputed and applied to the Christian.

Furthermore, we might say that, in light of what our research has demonstrated thus
far, Ursinus’ distinction between Law and Gospel implicitly embraces the concept of active
obedience. The same may be said of his Federalism. Christ the Last Adam came to render
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obedience for the failed First Adam and his posterity. It stands to reason that if, according to
Ursinus, Adam’s actual disobedience was the meritorious cause of condemnation then the
actual obedience of the Second Adam must be the meritorious cause of justification. His
provisional teaching on the foedus naturale and the foedus gratia also implicitly
comprehends an active obedience.150 The doctrines of active and passive obedience imputed
to the believer, the antithesis between Law and Gospel, the Headship of the First and Last
Adam and the antithesis between the foedus naturale and the foedus gratia rise and fall
together. For Ursinus, all of these were simply different ways to emphasize the work of
Christ in salvation and justification more specifically.
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Conclusion

We will now attempt to draw out some of the more salient points in order to offer
some conclusions from the preceding chapters. On the basis of an analysis of Ursinus’
doctrine of the covenant as it relates to numerous other heads of doctrine within his system,
this study has sought to prove that his innovative covenant thought did not introduce an
incipient legalism into the history of Reformed theology but in fact upheld the gratuitous
nature of the gospel recaptured by the first generation Reformers. It is left to other studies to
determine if the full maturation of Ursinus’ seedling bi-covenantal scheme negatively
impacted the Reformed tradition which has always been greatly concerned with preserving
sovereign grace. However, if the findings of our analysis are accurate, then at least with
respect to the pioneer of the bi-covenantal scheme, the introduction of a conditional covenant
made with mankind before the Fall did not jeopardize sovereign grace.

Furthermore, our research has shown that while there is no thoroughly systematized
doctrine of the twofold covenant in Ursinus, its general thrust is consonant with and based on
his thinking on such themes as the Federal Headship of the first and Last Adam, the lawgospel dichotomy, the imputation of Christ’s active obedience and the natural law engraven
on the human heart. The antithesis observed between his foedus naturale and his foedus
gratiae corresponds with the antithesis he observed between law and gospel and the first and
Last Adam. We have observed how closely he tethers his thinking on the covenant of nature
to his doctrine of natural law and how that law set the conditions for that first covenant. That
first covenant was a legal covenant and offered eternal life on the basis of the first Adam’s
obedience. Also, we have seen that Ursinus understood the prelapsarian state of Adam to be
a probationary and temporary estate and not the final estate of mankind. The natural
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covenant was a covenant that was ‘made in creation’ and therefore was unchangeable. Even
after the Fall, that first and unchangeable covenant could not be pushed aside without
procuring ‘satisfaction and righteousness’1 for Adam and his posterity. Since this was
impossible for sinful man, Christ, the Last Adam was born under the conditions of the law
and fulfilled both the penal and positive aspects of the law on behalf of the elect. Through
the imputation of the man’s sin to Christ, which was punished on the cross, and the
imputation of Christ’s righteousness to the believer the covenant established in creation was
upheld and the immutable character of God’s justice was upheld.

Additionally, we have sought to demonstrate that the result of Ursinus placing the law
before the gospel and nature before grace was not a distortion of the Reformed gospel but a
clarification and highlighting of the grace of God. A conditional covenant of nature
established in creation did not, for Ursinus, mean that grace was not active before the fall in
some sense, but the grace extended to humans bearing original righteousness (prelapsarian)
needed to be distinguished from the grace God extended to sinners (postlapsarian). The
conditions of the covenant of nature were set by God’s free will but once set, his
immutability necessitated that he could not go against that which he freely chose to will.
That God created man and entered into covenant with him was an act of generous grace, but
the conditions sovereignly set were that Adam, as the federal head of all humanity, would be
rewarded with eternal life upon the condition of perfect obedience to the law. As Ursinus
said, God could not ‘go against the covenant he established in creation’ nor could he ‘treat us
as righteous nor give eternal life unless his law had been perfectly satisfied.’2 This gives the
basis for the merits of Christ’s obedience being imputed to Christians. Therefore, the
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covenant of grace does not nullify the covenant of nature but it is seen as its fulfillment. The
character of the covenant of grace is not divine clemency but functions to uphold the equally
important aspects of God’s nature, his justice and love. In the covenant of grace, the justice
of God is satisfied, the righteousness needed to stand before God is achieved by the Mediator
and his satisfaction and righteousness are imputed to the elect. All of this meritorious work is
a free gift and is imputed to the believer as the ground of their justification and the basis of
their assurance, or to use Ursinus’ language, as a basis for ‘their firm comfort.’3 Based on the
evidence provided in this study we believe the entrance of the covenant of nature maintained
the grace oriented nature of and the Christocentricity of the gospel.

Ursinus may not have employed the language of a foedus naturale very often, but at
least the seed form of what the eventually became articulated as a conditional covenant of
works with Adam in the prelapsarian economy was present in his theology. Certainty as to
why his exposition of the covenant of nature did not receive more attention is unattainable.
We have argued that while it was a term that faded from his vocabulary towards the latter
part of his life, it does not appear to be the result of a change in his thinking on the
prelapsarian economy. We have stressed that an analysis of Ursinus’ doctrine of the
covenant should give equal consideration to his Summa, which is where the language of
foedus naturale is found, and his Commentary, where the term does not occur. Allowing a
balanced consideration of both works reveals a doctrine of the covenant that is much more
consistent than has been previously accepted by some scholars. To us, it did not appear that
Ursinus retracted his teaching on a prelapsarian conditional arrangement rather the evidence
suggests that it was fundamental to his entire theological system. Expressing a twofold
covenant in the way he did fit very comfortably in a theological system that often employed a
3
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law-gospel dichotomy and the necessity of imputed righteousness. We have sought to
demonstrate in this study that his provisional and embryonic expression of the conditional
covenant of nature was consistent with his larger theological framework. In fact we have
seen the close connections that he observed between the doctrines of natural law, the
imputation of Christ’s righteousness and the natural covenant. It appears that the covenant of
nature was conceived as the corollary to his covenant of grace which served to complement
his law-gospel hermeneutic, his federalism and his teaching on the doctrine of justification.
We have offered another possible, and more likely reason why the language of foedus
naturale did not appear in his later works, namely that his attention was devoted else where
engaging in polemics with his Lutheran neighbors. Furthermore, we demonstrated that the
burden of his covenant discussion in the Commentary was to emphasize the unity of the
covenant of grace.

While only lightly touching on the direct influence of specific theologians and
mentors to whom Ursinus was indebted for his covenant theology, we can offer some very
brief and tentative conclusions here. We have noted the strong influence both historically
and theologically that Melanchthon had on him, especially with regards to his law-gospel
hermeneutic. A clear admiration for and theological similarity with Vermigli was also noted.
Calvin must also be seen as a major influence on Ursinus’ thinking. Because such detailed
historical debate revolves around these questions of influence and due to the fact that these
questions have only been secondary ones in our study, we offer a modest conclusion. It is
perhaps best to acknowledge a multiple influences on his thinking including but not limited to
Melanchthon, Vermigli and Calvin.
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In addition to demonstrating that Ursinus’ insertion of the covenant of nature did not
rob the gospel of its grace, we have argued that it originated out of his thinking on the lawgospel antithesis and his federalism rather than out of an overly speculative and scholastic
theology. Certainly he employed a more scholastic method in order to codify his Reformed
doctrine however we cautioned that his method did not alter the substance of his
thoroughgoing Calvinism. It was not arbitrary philosophical ruminations on Genesis 1-2 or
on the doctrine of God that led him to postulate the prelapsarian economy as covenantal, but
it grew organically out of his doctrine of natural law, the law-gospel dichotomy and his
doctrine of double imputation. Furthermore, when we turned our attention to his doctrine of
God we sought to demonstrate how his ordering of the doctrine and his use of proofs did not
indicate that he was a slave to Aristotelian logic. Every aspect of his doctrine of God arose
first out of his thinking on the Scriptures and only secondarily would he employ his logical
acumen to further elucidate what he found in Scripture. Our analysis of his natural
knowledge of God revealed a carefully nuanced doctrine which kept him from veering
towards the natural theology that some scholars believe is the inevitable result of postulating
a natural law and a knowledge of God. This simply was not the case with Ursinus and we
noted that others have maintained the same argument with respect to other Reformed
Theologians of Ursinus’ era. The natural knowledge of God known outwardly through
general revelation and the inward natural knowledge of God gained through natural law were
subordinated under revealed theology.

Bearing these findings in mind, we must then call into question the ‘Calvin versus the
Calvinist’ thesis as it applies to Ursinus. We have sought to examine a number of the
doctrines that those who support this thesis believe gave rise to the perceived gulf that exists
between the first and subsequent generations of Reformed theologians. The alleged legalism
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and conditionality of salvation that is the necessary consequence of a twofold covenant was
not seen in Ursinus, who taught a legal, conditional, and binding covenant of nature.
Although the character of Ursinus’ doctrine of justification is heavily forensic, we noted that
it did not detract from the humanistic and more relational aspects of the gospel, but
nonetheless is a necessary characteristic of justification if the harmonious attributes of God’s
justice and mercy are to be upheld. Certainly, if one begins his doctrine of God and his
doctrine of justification on the assumption that God’s love is his principal attribute then a
strongly forensic theology will be dismissed as legalistic, reciprocal and contractual.
Obviously, this will have a profound impact on how one views God’s covenantal dealings
with humanity. It appears that Ursinus conceived of the covenant of nature as a corollary to
the covenant of grace in order to uphold God’s justice and his grace. Simple justice was the
governing principle of the prelapsarian covenant according to Ursinus. In that probationary
estate Adam could merit the blessing of that covenant through his obedience. For Ursinus,
this does not impinge upon God’s freedom and sovereignty because these terms were set by
what he stipulated. Just as Christ’s work was meritorious and was carried out in terms of
simple justice, so too was Adam’s. Hence there is a necessity for a doctrine of imputed
righteousness as was evidenced in Ursinus’ teaching on justification. That God even entered
into a covenant in creation in the first place was an act of grace for Ursinus. However, the
stipulations of that covenant were, according to his free will and ordained power, legal and
demanded obedience for the reward of the covenant blessing – eternal life. Placing a
‘priority’ on law over grace, at least chronologically speaking, does not then give rise to a
legalistic gospel but upholds God’s justice and underscores God’s grace towards sinners in
the covenant of grace.
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Two other reasons given for the apparent division that exists between Calvin and the
Calvinists are the rise in speculative and scholastic methodology and the rise of natural law
and a positive affirmation of a natural knowledge of God. On a broader scale, other
scholarship has called into question the fact that the substance of doctrine changed in the
second and third generation Reformers just because they employed a scholastic method.
More narrowly, we have suggested that for Ursinus method did not alter substance. His
doctrine of God is robustly Trinitarian and beginning with proofs did not release the
scriptural moorings of his theology proper. We have also seen that Ursinus was in good
company in articulating his doctrine of the natural knowledge of God. Although Ursinus
evidently believed in, and taught a natural knowledge of God it was not understood as an
independent and equally valid route to the knowledge of God outside the realm of divine
revelation. We have argued that Ursinus’ thinking on natural law and the natural knowledge
of God did not lead him in the much-feared direction of natural theology. All in all the
evidence supports the thesis that Ursinus was a thoroughgoing Calvinist, relying on Scripture
as his only guide and upholding the gratuitous character of the Reformed gospel.

In the final analysis our study has tried to contribute to the growing literature and
scholarly debate on the development of covenant theology in the sixteenth century and specifically the birth of the bi-covenantal scheme. After analyzing Ursinus’ covenant theology
against his larger theological framework one might go so far as to say that all these pieces of
evidence converge to reveal a theologian who would have happily embraced the bicovenantal scheme that became normative within Reformed theology in the years following
his death. Our findings have placed us in that vein of scholarship that appreciates a more
fundamental congruity between the first generations of Reformed theologians. Furthermore,
with respect to Ursinus’ provisional articulation of the covenant of nature, we believe it to be
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a legitimate offspring of Reformed Theology. Our hope is that such a study will at minimum
stimulate more scholarly debate and at best positively contribute to our growing knowledge
of the complex development of the Reformed doctrine of the covenant.
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